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Utilizing semi-actuator disk theory, a mathematical analysis was developed to predict the 
unsteady aerodynamic environment for a cascade of airfoils harmonically oscillating in choked 
flow. In the model, a normal shock is located in the blade passage, its position depending on 
the time dependent geometry and pressure perturbations of the system. In addition to shock 
dynamics, the model includes the effect of compressibility, interblade phase lag, and an 
unsteady flow field upstream and downstream of the cascade. 
Calculated unsteady aerodynamic forces using the semiactuator disk model were com- 
pared to experimental data from isolated airfoil wind tunnel tests. The wind tunnel data 
simulate the special cascade condition of 180 deg interblade phase. Agreement between 
experimental and theory was reasonable. The semiactuator theory was also evaluated using 
compressor airfoil choke flutter data from single-spool tests of the FlOO turbofan engine. The 
model was incorporated into a flutter prediction program in which calculated aerodynamic 
damping is correlated to construct flutter onset boundaries. The calculated flutter boundaries 
compared well with the measured flutter boundaries. Based on these evaluations, it was 
concluded that a conservative choke flutter design system could be established based on the 
semiactuator disk model. 
INTRODUCTION 
Compressor airfoil flutter remains a continuing problem in the design and development 
of advanced aircraft gas turbine engines. Flutter occurs over a wide range of operating condi- 
tions, but can be categorized into four regions: (1) subsonic/transonic stall, (2) subsonic/tran- 


















Figure 1. Possible Flutter Boundaries 
The subsonic stall flutter problem has been investigated by a number of authors. Jeffers 
(Reference 1) devised a semi-empirical unsteady aerodynamic theory based on combining the 
unsteady unstalled aerodynamic forces from Smith’s theory (Reference 2) with correction from 
theory and experimental data of isolated airfoils operating at high incidence in incompressi- 
ble flows. Sisto (Reference 3) used steady aerodynamic data to treat the unsteady flow prob- 
lem in a quasi-steady manner. Perumal (Reference 4) developed an essentially “Helmholtz 
flow” model, while Yashima and Tanaka (Reference 5) adapted a rigid wake model to obtain 
reasonably good correlation with linear cascade experimental data. Most recently, Chi (Refer- 
ence 6) used a small perturbation technique to model flow separation. 
The supersonic flow region has also been discussed by a number of authors. For the 
unstalled regime, a finite difference method was first used by Verdon (Reference 7) and Brix 
and Platzer (Reference 8) to model the unsteady supersonic aerodynamics. Other approaches 
by Kurosaka (Reference 9) and Verdon and McCune (Reference 10) extend a velocity potential 
method first developed by Miles (References 11 and 12) for simple supersonic cascade 
configurations. 
I; I 
Recently, an unsteady actuator disk model was developed by Adamczyk (Reference 13) 
with encouraging results for supersonic stall bending flutter. The supersonic stalled region was 
also investigated by Goldstein, Braun and Adamczyk (Reference 14) in which the small 
perturbation analysis included the presence of a strong in passage shock. 
The choke flutter problem that has arisen in advanced gas turbine engines with variable 
inlet guide vanes poses a very serious problem and no analytical model exists at present to 
predict the unsteady aerodynamic environment. The complex nature of this environment has 
thus far resisted rigorous mathematical formulation, but a “simplified” model has been under- 
taken herein based on a modified semi-actuator disk approach with one-dimensional channel 
flow. The channel flow approach originally used by NASA-NACA to analyze inlet diffusers of 
ramjet and turbojet engines was selected because airfoil cascades can exhibit flow characteris- 
tics similar to those of inlet diffusers. The flow in an inlet diffuser and a choked blade pas- 
sage both contain a shock wave whose position strongly affects the pressure forces on the 
channel walls or blade surfaces. The position of the shock depends upon channel geometry 
and, therefore, in the case of the airfoil cascade, can be related to the vibratory motion of the 
airfoils in flutter. A preliminary analysis was completed in the initial phase of this effort 
which produced promising results when used in a stability prediction of a compressor rotor 
that experienced choke flutter at off-schedule operating conditions. However, concern for cer- 
tain aspects of the preliminary model led to the present approach which includes a modified 
semi-actuator disk method to describe the upstream and downstream flow fields. 
The section following contains the analytical derivation and definition of the mathemat- 
ical model, including a steady-state interblade analysis and a linearized small perturbation 
analysis. The next section details the results obtained using this channel flow model. In order 
to rid the text of this report of complex, cumbersome, and lengthy mathematical manipula- 
tions and assumptions, numerous appendices are included herewith which allow model devel- 




The semi-actuator disk model consists of two solutions: a steady-state intrablade analysis 
and an unsteady linearized small perturbation analysis. The steady-state analysis utilizes 
steady isentropic one-dimensional relations to define the intrablade conditions. An iterative 
procedure, ending in the match of the known static pressure ratio across the blade, locates the 
steady-state normal shock position. The procedure appears in Appendix H. The flow entering 
and leaving the cascade is defined externally by a streamline analysis. The unsteady solution 
consists of three basic flow fields: (1) upstream flow field, (2) intrablade flow analysis, and (3) 
a downstream flow field, as shown in Figure 2. 
e-Dimensional, Inviscid. 






Figure 2. Unsteady Flow Field Description 
Assumptions and Boundary Conditions 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions were made relative to the flow within the three basic flow 
fields of the unsteady solution: 
1. Upstream Flow Field - The flow is assumed to be two-dimensional, 
inviscid, irrotational, unsteady, and compressible. 
3 
2. Intrablade Flow Analysis - The flow is assumed to be one-dimensional, 
inviscid, unsteady, and compressible. Figure 3 details the division of the 
flow field into three sections: a subsonic section from blade leading edge 
to the blade throat or M = 1, a supersonic section from blade throat to 
shock location, and a subsonic section from shock location to blade trail- 
ing edge. 
3. Downstream Flow Field - The flow is assumed to be two-dimensional, 
rotational, inviscid, compressible, and constructed of the sum of two basic 
solutions: an irrotational part similar to the upstream flow field and a 













Figure 3. Intrablade Flow Field 
Boundary Conditions 
Boundary conditions for the unsteady solutions consist of the following: 
1. The mass flow is continuous at the leading- and trailing-edge lines. 
2. Conservation of mass, energy, and momentum was observed within each 
section of the blade channel. 
3. The Kutta condition at the trailing edge is satisfied by specifying the exit 
air angle. 
4 
Derivation of the Unsteady Model 
Upstream and Downstream h-rotational Flow Equations 
Continuity Equation 
Establishing a coordinate system, as shown in Figure 4 produces the following form for 
the continuity equation: 
a(wA)t.m + %vA),, + %A),, ___ = o 
3X aY at 
(1) 
Figure 4. Cascade Geometry 
5 
Small perturbations of the flow variables are assumed as follows: 
p=j+p’ 
Substituting the above 
u=ii+u, v=O+v’ 
relationships into Equation 1, subtracting out the steady-state equa- 
tion, and neglecting higher order terms gives the small 
equation, as follows: 
perturbation form of the continuity 
(2) 
Momentum Equation 
In tensor notation, the two-dimensional form of the momentum equation is as follows: 
which becomes 
x-direction 
a tpu fm u 4 + a (p~f,~+3 + a(pu=d aP +- 
ax ay at E-P ax 
y-direction 
a hd,,~ + a (p~+m~lm) _ + a bv=4 a P-, 
ax ay at = - ay 
(34 
(3b) 
Assuming small perturbations of the flow variables in Equations 3a and 3b, neglecting 
higher order terms and subtracting out the mean flow equation, gives the small perturbation 
forms of the momentum equation, as shown below: 
y-direction 
Nondimensionalized Wave Equation 
(4a) 
(4b) 
Flow entering the cascade is assumed to be irrotational and can therefore be represented 
by a potential function as can the irrotational portion of the flow leaving the cascade. The 
velocity perturbations can then be represented in the following forms: 
6 
aa’ *m uIG =- 
ax 
= a+‘*- V’+ ay 
Substituting these relationships into the continuity and momentum equations and combining 
these equations gives the small perturbation form of the nondimensionalized wave equation 
(after some manipulation), as shown: 
m**m ( aw,, at*2 > + 2R*,R.*, ( 
aw,, 
ax*at* > + 2M*,M,+, ( 
a?’ -L + 
ay*at* ) 
2R,*,R,*, ( s) + #Ii*_ - 1) ( s) + 
(El;*m - 1) --+ = 0 (“E ) (6) 
where x and y are nondimensionalized by semichord b, and time is nondimensionalized by 
the quantity U/b. The derivation of the wave equation appears in Reference 15. 
Because Equation 6 is linear, a solution can be obtained by superposition of fundamental 
solutions, taking the tbllowing form: 
a’*, = A,, exp i(Bx + Cy + kt) (7) 
where A, B, and C are unknown constants and k represents the reduced frequency based on 
semichord k = bw/U. Assuming the blades vibrate with a constant interblade phase angle 6, 
the tangential wave constant C is controlled by an unsteady periodicity condition. Any 
perturbation velocity potential at (x,,, y,, + s) leads or lags the same potential at (x,,, y,,) by u at 
all times. This may be expressed as follows: 
@’ (x,,, Y‘, + S, t) = *’ k, Ye,, t) e’” (8) 
where s defines the blade gap-to-semichord ratio. Substituting Equation 8 into Equation 7 
gives 
Substituting Equation 7 into Equation 6, dividing by A 1~ exp i(Bx + Cx + kt) and solving for 
B yields 
B 
-D, f d/D: + px’ D, 





‘I’hus, the solution t.akes the f’orm: 
(II’ ” (x. 1, t) = [A, To;e’H1‘ + A, +,eiBYx] [e”“’ ’ ““1 (IO) 
The velocity perturbation must approach zero in the far field. Now if the quantity I),’ t B ‘D? 
< O, B, and B, are complex conjugates. In order to satisfy the far field condition, the soluiion 
must take the following form: 
+’ k Y, t) = A, *zc exp (iB,x) exp i(Cy + kt) 1x (11) 
Now consider the case where Dl* + pX2 DP > 0. Here Br and BZ will be real numbers and the 
boundedness condition cannot be applied in the far field. This problem can be solved by 
representing the flow field as containing a transient part. The assumed solution becomes form 
+;x(x, Y, t) = A,, exp i [(Bx + Cy + kt) + k,t] 




i (My tDL C + M fz k) 
ImaE = sl, *DE 




Equation 12 physically implies an unsteady solution under the influence of a slowly divergent, 
oscillating source with the earlier emitted wave being stronger than the one following it. Since 
a finite period of time is required for a disturbance to propagate to the far field, the amplitude 
of the response should decrease with increasing distance from the source. Therefore, the 
proper upstream solution can be chosen. By letting k, approach zero, the correct wave solutions 
on either side of the harmonically vibrating source can be recovered, as shown in Equation 15. 
a’*_ = A,_ exp i[x (Bi + Bimng) + Cy + kt] (15) 
A summary of the correct solutions for the irrotational upstream and downstream flow fields 
is presented in Table 1. 
lntrablade Flow Equations and Solutions 
Petiurbation Equations and Solutions fof Region 1 
U’ 
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Figure 5. Region 1 from Blade Leading-Edge Line to the Channel Throat, 
orM=I 
The first region, as shown in Figure 5, defines a control volume from the blade leading- 
edge line to the channel throat, or M = 1, with the coordinate system aligned with the chord 
line. In order to define the unsteady flow field, three unknowns must be obtained: (1) the 
complex constant describing the upstream flow field, (2) the density perturbation at the 
throat, and (3) the velocity perturbation at the throat. This requires the use of the unsteady 
form of the mass, momentum, and energy equations. 
Equation 16 expresses the conservation of mass for a control volume (Reference 16): 
dm - =(y)= 
dt ss sss 
pa (vol) 
c9 
,,UdA + & 
VU, 
For the control volume shown in the above figure, this can be expressed as follows: 
w* - ti %J,V,) lllkl = - at 
(16) 
Assuming small perturbations on the mean flow variables, neglecting higher order terms 
and subtracting out the mean flow equation, the following result is obtained after expanding 
Equation 1 i: 
9 
TABLE 1. IRROTATIONAL FLOW FIELD SOLUTIONS 
D,-,’ + 8x-m2 Dcm < 0 
B,, = JLlBx-m2 
B,, = - 
f 
Upstream Flow Fields 
D,-,’ + &.,* Dz-m > 0 
%-,k + a,-, C > 0 fi-,k + a,-,C < 0 
D,-, + 
B,, = 
+a,’ + 8x2 Dz-m 
8x2 
&I = 
+&, C + M-, k) 
Lc 
Downstream Flow Fields 
D,-cc - 
Bn, = 
l-m* + 8.' D,-, 
A2 
6, = 
+(ti,-, C + lik, k) 
fix-, 
D ,+m* + P.+,’ Q+m -=c 0 D ,+c,,’ + Px+m’ Q+, ’ 0 
B,, = D~+mlPx+m2 ti+,k -t tiIy+- C > 0 G+,k + a,+, C < 0 
B,, = + d ,+m2 + &+.a,’ D,+m /&+2 
D 1+-m - ,+m* + 8x+,’ D,+, D + ,+CC 
J32~ = B2, = 
)+a2 + 8.+m2 D,+, 
B 2 r+OZ B 2 x+CC 
BZI = 
f(@+, C + M,, k) 
k+, 
B,I = 
-my+, C + ii+, k) 
R+, 
where, 
D 2+m =* (k,’ Iii,,’ + 2 i?*, My,, Ck 
- @,*.a c ) 
[ p’*A*ii* + j*A’*S* + p*A*a** 1 - [ j,A, (u; sin m,.,, + v’ cos R,.,,) + 





+ vi* ’ > (18) 
The derivation of the small perturhation forms of the mass, momentum, and energy equations 
is shown in Appendix A. 
The next step involves the derivation of the unsteady control volume form of the 
momentum equation. The equation takes the form: 
F=T= j-j- <h U(pU)dA + $ .f.i”./- U/Jd (Vol) “0, 
Expanding Equation 19 and assuming small perturbations yields for Region 1: 
p,A, + PA,, - ij+~*’ - pwx* = [a’*z* + zaw*‘] - 
[Wi (u’, sin mch + v’, cos flch) + U,w’, cos (flCh - p,)] t 
The next step requires the derivation of the small perturbation form of the energy equation 
for as inviscid fluid with no external heat addition. The control volume for Region 1 is there- 
fore (Reference 16): 
$ ./“.fJl,o, ped Wol) = - .f.f (PU . n) eds 
CB 
where, n = Unit vector normal to the surface and, 
e=-- + u’ a’ 
Y(-Y - 1) 2 
Substituting the value for e into Equation 21 gives: 
a P,V [ ( 
a2 u’ 
at ’ >I y(y - 1) + 2 ’ 
=-[ ( w* a* (~2 - Y + 2) 2Y (Y - 1) > - WI ( 
a: u: 
Y (Y - 1) + 2 >I 
(“1) 
(22) 
Expanding Equation 22 by assuming small perturbations and subtracting out the mean flow 
equation produces the small perturbation form of the energy equation, as shown below: 
11 
1 
Y(Y - 1) 
[ 2&a’& + I:w; ] + $[ W, ( 20, cos (ach - /3,)) (u’i sin aCh + 
v’, cos a&) + w; (0, cos (ml - A) )‘I- (rzzyTrY-+l;) [ 2ga’*W* + g*zw,* ] 
1 = 
y(y - 1) [ 
$V,$ +jjg2 $L +zapv, c 1, -t 
Before solving Equations 18, 20, and 23, densities are nondimensionalized by pi, pressures by 
piUf, velocities by UIRE, lengths by semichord b, time by b/U,,,, areas by A*, and volumes by 
A*b. The nondimensionalized form of the equations of motion for Region 1 are as follows: 
Continuity Equation 
[ p’*g* + p*g*A’* + -* p a’* ] - [ A, (u’, sin ach + vSi cos (~=h) + 
A: cos (n,, - PI) + P’,& cos (a,, - @,)I 
(24) 
Momen turn Equation 
[ p,,A, + P,A’, - p** - p*k* ] = g* [ 2p*a’* + c*k*g* + P’*g* ] - 






y(y - 1) + 
“0s’ k&h - p,) 
2 I[ p’,A, cos ((Yc,, - PI) + A’i cos (LYE,, - &) -I 
A, (u’, sin (Ych + v’r cos (Ych) 1 + 2A, COS ((Yc,, - PI) &a’, Y(Y - 1) + 
A! cos* (ach - PI) (u’! sin och + v’r cos c&h) - 
(Y;,;Y-+lf) [ g*2 fp,*g* +;*&*a* + 3p*a’*) ] 
1 
[ 
w av Vii’ y$ + $2 at aa’ = 
Y(Y - 1) 
+ 2flpv a , + 3 
1 2 VU’ [ 
_ _ av, 
$ + pl+- + 2cJv,, 4 
au’ 
at I (26) 
In Equations 24, 25, and 26, all quantities are nondimensionalized. The solution to these 
equations will next be presented. 
After separating the equations into real and imaginary parts, a method of substitution is 
used to solve for the unsteady, complex flow field. All flow parameters within the blade 
channel are assumed to vary harmonically with time, as follows: 
f’ = Fe’kI 
(27) 
where f is any flow parameter within the blade channel. The two-dimensional upstream flow 
field is converted to a one-dimensional flow field utilizing a technique commonly known in 
analyzing the turbulent channel flows (Reference 17): 
(28) 
The energy equation is utilized to solve for the complex constant (A-,) describing the 
upstream flowfield. The result is as follows: 
A-,, = E,,P;‘,, + E,;pi, + E,J,* + E,$‘,* + EyOAIR* + E?;A’,* + 
E,>?I’,* + E,,Z’,* + E,,V’,, + E,,V’,, (29) 
A ml = E,,&< + E?;;i;‘,, + E,,;‘,’ + E,,;‘,* + E:,,,ii’,* + E,,A’,* + 
E,,a’R* + E,,,?i’,* + E,,,V’,, + E:,,V’,, (30) 
13 
The derivations of Equations 29 and 30 are presented in. Appendix B. The E constants in the 
above equations are a function of the steady flow parameter and are presented in detail in 
Appendix E. Calculation of the steady flow parameters appears in Appendix F. Area and 
volume perturbations are a function of the known vibrational mode shapes. The calculation 
procedure appears in Appendix G. The two complex unknowns in Equations 29 and 30, p’* and 
-, a *, are obtained through the use of the momentum and continuity equations. 
Using the momentum equation to solve for the complex density perturbation at the 
throat gives: 
-’ * PR = M,3,z,, + M:,:,E, + M:,,A’,* + M:,,E,* + 
M,,Z’,* + M,,,5’,* + M,8,v’,, + M,,v’,, (31) 
PI -’ * = M,,;i’,, + M,,A’,, + MIzxJR* + M,&* + 
M,,g’,* + M,;a’,* + M,$‘,, + M,;v’,, 
(32) 
The M constants represent a function of the steady flow parameters. The derivation of 
Equations 31 and 32 appear in Appendix B. The final unknown, 5*‘, is obtained through the 
use of the continuity Equation (24). The result is: 
s’,* = C,,ASi, + c,,xpi, + c,,xf,* + c,,z,* + 
cp,, + c,,R, (33) 
z’* = I c,,x~i, + c,,A’i, + c,A’,* + C,J’,* + 
c,?,, + cp,, (34) 
The C constants also represent functions of the steady flow parameters and are presented in 
Appendix E. The derivations of Equations 33 and 34 also appear in Appendix B. This 
completes the analysis for Region 1. 
Perturbation Equations for Region 2 
Region 2 in Figure 6 represents the supersonic region from the,..blade throat (M=l) to the 
steady-state shock position. Since all the inlet flow parameters are known, only two flow 
parameters need to be found: (1) perturbation velocity (UUS) and (2) density (p'us) on the 
upstream side of the shock. Thus, only the continuity and momentum equations are needed to 
solve for the density and velocity perturbations. Dealing first with the continuity equation, 
recall that: 
dm = 0 = Jj- pUdA + $ j-JJ pd (Vol) dt (16) 
which becomes for Region 2: 




Figure 6. R . 
Location 
e.Gon 2 fnm c%wme~ Throat Okf = I) to the Steady-State Shock 
15 
Assuming small perturbations produces: 
(p’usbL + i%N,A, + pus&A’.J - (p’*A*;* + p*A*a** + 
p*A’*g*) = - (py + pav;) at at 2 (36) 
Following similar lines to the derivation of the momentum equation in Region 1, the 
resultant equation becomes: 
(-p’,,A, - &,A; + p,*A* + P*A’*) 
= (U’,Ej_ + O,W~,) - (a’*** + a*~‘*) + 
These equations are nondimensionalized in the same manner as in Region 1 to yield the 
following equations for continuity and momentum: 
Continuity Equation 
(p*,8U”sAs + ,&,U’,,A, + j&U&‘,) - (~‘*a* + ;*a’* + j*A’*a*) 
Momen turn Equation 
(-p’,,A, - ~&‘8 + p’* + p*A’*) 
= (u’“,*“, + Ousw’,,) - [p*a’*a* + S* (p’*8* + ,*A’*fi* + fi*a’*)] + 
(38) 
(39) 
The momentum equation is used to obtain the expression for the density perturbation 
upstream of the shock to yield: 
j’I,SH = M,A,,, + M,; A,,, + M,, fi’; + M,, fi’q + M;,A,:, + 
WA,‘; + Mj,U,,,, + M;,U’,,, +M:qa’; + M:sa’;f + 
Mxj’: + Mnj’; + h&v”, + M79V.a (41) 
The derivation of Equations 40 and 41 appears in Appendix C. The expressions for the density 
perturbations contain one unknown: the complex velocity perturbation upstream of the shock 
(c,,,). The continuity equation (37) gives this relationship: 
D,,, = c,,k,, + C,,k,, + C,,Fi + G,,‘: + &is:, + c,, a’; + c,,jY;: + 
c @JP I -‘* + c,,A,g + GA: + c,v, + G v, 
(421 
IT,,,, = C,,A,, + C,k,, + c,, jY*, + c, ij’: + c,, S’T, + 
c&c: + c,,jY;: + c,,p: + t&A*; + GA*; + c,,v, + c,v, (431 
The derivation of Equations 42 and 43 is presented in Appendix C. The M and C coefficients 
are found in Appendix E. 
This completes the analysis for Region 2. The unsteady shock wave movements are next 
defined along with equations describing flow discontinuities across the shock. 
Unsteady Shock Movement 
For a normal shock wave moving at a velocity, US with respect to the channel, the pres- 
sures on the two sides of the wave relate in the following manner (Reference 18): 
2Y 




aus > - (y - 1) 
-f+1 1 
Assuming small perturbations and nondimensionalizing Equation 44 yields: 
2y 
Y+l 
P”,U’. = P”,~“, - l-&s - ( sl) P.. ] a’us + 
[ 
2y gti 
y + 1 Us uB - u, - ( 5 ) L ] P’“. + 
2y 
Y+l 
&.Iju.M’us - L~‘da. 1 
(44) 
(451 
Again, all flow parameters are assumed to vary harmonically with time. The change in 
shock position can be related to the shock velocity perturbation by: 
II’, = 0; exp ikt = % 











Substituting Equation 46 into Equation 45, dividing by e’“, and solving for g”s produces: 
fw”,R 
u’ 
+ s,fY,., + s, -p - - -’ ausPdsR 
"I 1 
D,, = $ S,ir”., + S,ii’,.r + s, u* - -’ - au& dal 
1 1 (48) 
where the S coefficients are presented in Appendix E. 
The pressure perturbation upstream of the shock can now be related to the density 
perturbation in the following manner: 
-, p “s = 82usP’“s 
and to the speed of sound perturbation as 
8’,, = p+> (2) P’us 
Thus, there exists only one unknown in Equation 48: p’dg. The downstream pressure perturba- 
tion is found by expanding the following equation in small perturbation form. The density 
discontinuity across the shock is 
pd, [(-I - 1) Mu,’ + 21 = pus [(Y + 1) Mu* 1 (49) 
This equation in small perturbation form can be expressed as 
F&H = s, ~‘w, + s, ,zUSR 
FdS1 = s, O’“,, + s, P’“,, (50) 
Substituting the relationships of Equation 50 into Equation 48 produces the shock per- 
turbation velocity. 
The velocity perturbation downstream of the shock is found by satisfying the continuity 
across the shock, as noted in the following equation: 
~usUu,As = msUw% (51) 
Expanding Equation 51 in small perturbation form and solving for n’,, gives 
This completes the relationships describing the flow perturbations across the normal 
shock. 
18 
Perturbation Equations for Region 3 
I Cascade Trailing 
Shock Location 
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Figure 7. Region 3 from the Steady-State Shock Location to the Cascade 
Trailing Edge 
Region 3 is the subsonic intrablade region from the shock location to the cascade trailing 
edge, as shown in Figure 7. The unsteady flow field is derived using the perturbation 
relationships for the flow enterin, u the region across the normal shock and exiting the cascade 
into the downstream flow field. The unsteady flow field exiting Region 3 is represented as the 
sum of two flow fields: (1) the irrotational part derived previously in the section on upstream 
and downstream irrotational flow, and (2) a rotational part related to the vorticities being shed 
off’ the trailing edge of the blades due to the unsteady vibratory motion. 
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Rotational Downstream Flowtield 





In small perturbation form this equation becomes 
EL---=, ? DP’ 
Dt j Dt 
(55) 
where, D/Dt represents the substantial derivative. 
The vorticity of a nonvicous field remains zero, if at the beginning the vorticity was 
equal to zero and the fluid is only subjected to the forces which have a potential associated 
with them. A shock wave does not fit into this category. However, according to Crocco’s 
Theorem (Reference 20), if the fluid passes through a stationary shock wave, the flow can 
conserve its irrotational character only if the entropy rise is uniform across the shock. This is 
the case for the normal shock in a one-dimensional channel flow. Thus, the mean flow vorti- 
city is zero. Using this fact in Equation 55 produces 
W’ o -= 
Dt (56) 
A solution to Equation 56 is assumed. 
r ky,t) = z,, exp i (Rx + Cy + kt) (S7) 
where C is defined in Equation 9 and k is the reduced frequency. Substituting Equation 57 
into Equation 56 and solving for R results in 
R= 
- (k + vE C) 
iiE 




A solution for the stream function $ exists in the following form: 
+’ = ,‘imc2 exp i (Rx + Cy + kt) (59) 
which will give the rotational velocity perturbation at the exit. 
Continuity and Momentum Equations for Region 3 
Because there are only two unknowns in the downstream flow field, the complex 
irrotational and rotational constants, the momentum and continuity equations are all that are 
required. The nondimensionalized small perturbation forms of these equations are 
Continuity 




at -at 1 3 (60) 
Momentum 
(~‘ds A, + Pds A’, - p’,.; A,.; - DE A’,.:) = (U’,, *,, + U,< w’,) - 
p n e, a (61) 
The momentum’~quation is used to solve for the complex constant A,, to produce 
A f-1, = Z+,M,, + Z,,, M, + RC M, + IC M, (62) 
A +=I = z,,, M, + Z,,, M,, + RC M, + IC Mm 
The M constants, along with RC and IC, appear in Appendix E. 
(63) 
The continuity equation is used to solve for the complex constant describing the 
rotational downstream flow field resulting in 
Z + ml< = RC Cm + IC C,,, + c,,, (64) 
Z +"I = RC C,,, + IC C,,, + C,,, (65) 
where the C constants are found in Appendix E. 
Equations 64 and 65 can then be substituted into Equations 62 and 63 to solve for A,, 
giving a complete description of the flow field in Region 3. The derivation of Equations 62 
through 65 is presented in Appendix D. 
Thus, with the solution of the flow field in Region 3, a complete description of the 
cascade flow field is obtained. A compilation of the computer code for the semiactuator disk 
model is presented in Appendix J. 
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RESULTS 
The semi-actuator disk theory was evaluated in two ways. The first method consisted of 
a comparison with test data presented by Tanida and Saito (Reference 22) for an isolated air- 
foil oscillating in choked flow in a wind tunnel. The second method involved a flutter analy- 
sis of the FlOO(3) 6th stage of the high-pressure compressor of the FlOO(3) turbofan engine, 
which encountered choke flutter while operating at off-design conditions in a core engine (no 
low rotor) at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC). 
Wind Tunnel Test Data 
Tanida and Saito oscillated an airfoil in a wind tunnel at constant amplitude for various 
combinations of inlet Mach number, back pressure, reduced frequency twist axis location, and 
tunnel wall separation, and recorded both steady and unsteady aerodynamic characteristics. 
Because reflections from the tunnel walls create a special case in a cascade in which adjacent 
blades are exactly out of phase, the experimental test conditions were simulated with an 
interblade phase angle of 180 deg. After calculating unsteady pressures through the blade 
channel, the unsteady lift and momentum coefficients were calculated in the manner presented 
in Appendix I. 
General agreement was achieved for the imaginary moment due to pitch for back- 
pressure ratios less than 0.7, as shown in Figure 8. At higher back-pressure ratios, flow is not 
fully transonic during the full cycle of operation; i.e., a weak shock appears and disappears 
on the airfoil surface. A basic assumption of the analytical model stipulates that flow is fully 
transonic, and a strong normal shock exists in the blade passage throughout the oscillatory 




Investigations also involved an assessment of the semi-actuator disk unsteady aerody- 
namics by combining the model with existing P&WA cyclic work and aerodynamic damping 
calculations, and then performing a flutter analysis for the FlOO(3) sixth compressor stage, 
which experienced choke flutter at off-design conditions. The P&WA approach to flutter pre- 
diction stems from a cyclic energy method in which total system damping is calculated. The 
system becomes unstable when total damping, which is comprised of aerodynamic and 
mechanical damping components, is less than zero; i.e., 
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8. Comparison Between Wind Tunnel Data for Isolated Airfoil and 
Semi-Actuator Disk Analysis 
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I -. 
No method currently exists to determine mechanical damping. Thus, stability predictions 
are based on correlations of aerodynamic damping for an assumed level of mechanical damp- 
ing. To calculate I%,,, a quasi-three-dimensional analysis is used in which two-dimensional 
unsteady aerodynamic work (W) is calculated for strips along the airfoil span. As shown by 
Carta (Reference 23), the two-dimensional work can be expressed as 
W = p~b’U’k* ( L$ + 7% [(LmR - M,,) sin 0 + 
(L,,, + M,,) cos 4 + Mm, 2 1 
where, 
L = unsteady lift coefficient 
M = unsteady moment coefficient 
n = normalized mode shape deflection of maximum twist 
iT = normalized mode shape deflection of maximum bending 
R = phase relationship between N and h. 
Numerically integrating the two-dimensional work along the span produces total unsteady 
cyclic work for one blade (W,,,). The logarithmic decrement, or aerodynamic damping, is then 
calculated as 
where, 
n = number of blades in the system 
KE = normalized average kinetic energy of the system vibrating in the 
normalized mode. 
Flutter Prediction Results 
A flutter analysis of the FlOO sixth stage compressor operating at sea level conditions was 
performed, and a summary of the data points, operating conditions and predicted damping 
values is presented in Table 2. The model predicted the first bending mode to be least stable, 
which is consistent with the results observed by Lubomski (Ref. 24). However, test data 
showed Rotor 6 encountered negative incidence flutter in the second coupled mode, with some 
secondary first-mode response. 
For both the first bending and second coupled modes, the model shows a distinct differ- 
ence in damping level between flutter and non-flutter points, with all of the flutter points ana- 
lyzed having a negative damping value, indicating an unstable condition as seen in Figure 9 
and 10. In general, the model predicts the correct trend with increasing speed, i.e., a decrease 
in stability with increasing speed. 
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SUMMARY OF LEAST-STABLE NODAL DIAMETERS 
AND DAMPING VALUES FOR SEA LEVEL CONDI- 
TIONS 
Test Data Stability Calculations 
Rear 
COmpreSsor 
Variable Aerodynamic Damping 6,,,,, 
Test Vane, Least Stable Semi-Actuator 
Data Point Stability % N,,, RCVV Nodal-Dia. Smith Disk Theory -- ~~ 
FlOO(3) Rotor 6 1st Bending Mode 
AA02PT3 NF 80.0 -30.0 
ACO6PT8 NF 88.7 -,30.0 
AC06PT9 FB 89.75 -33.0 
ACO6PTlO F 91.4 -31.2 
ACO6PTll FB 90.21 -29.2 
AC06PT12 F 92.4 -29.0 
AC05PT29 NF 84.76 -20.0 
AC05PT30 NB 99.68 -20.8 
AC05PT31 F 102.00 -21.0 
FlOO(3) Rotor 6 2nd Coupled Mode 
AA02PT3 NF 80.0 -30.0 
AC06PT8 NF 88.7 -30.0 
AC06PT9 FB 89.75 -33.0 





ACOGPTl 1 FB 90.21 -29.2 6 0.0182 
AC06PT12 F 92.4 -29.0 4 0.00170 
AC05PT29 NF 64.76 -20.0 2 0.000354 
AC05PT30 FB 99.68 -20.8 6 0.0299 




















NF = No Flutter 
FB = Flutter Boundary 
F = Flutter 
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Figure 9. Comparison of Calculated Aerodynamic Damping and Observed 
Stability for the First Vibratory Mode of the FIOO 6th.Stage 
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Figure 10. Comparison of Calculated Aerodynamic Damping and Observed 
Stability for the Second Vibratory Mode of the FlOO 6th~Stage 
Compressor 
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The slight discrepancy in this trend exhibited by the calculated damping values for flut- 
ter data points AC06-IO and -12 may be attributed to inaccuracies in the steady streamline 
aerodynamic input. The inaccuracies arise due to the difficulty in predicting the steady aero- 
dynamic environment while the compressor is operating well off the design condition in flut- 
ter. The model is very sensitive to inlet air angle, relative inlet and exit Mach numbers, and 
static pressure ratio across the stage. The inlet Mach number and air angle are used to check 
for choked flow in the blade passage, and the static pressure ratio is used to locate the 
steady-state shock location. For data points AC06-9 and -11, the static pressure ratio across 
the stage was matched within 2 percent, while for AC06-10, the error was as high as 15 per- 
cent. This magnitude of discrepancy in matching the stage static pressure ratio could lead to 
inaccuracies in locating the steady-state normal shock. In the analysis, the chordwise location 
of the shock greatly affects the magnitude and sign of the unsteady aerodynamic coefficients, 
thus greatly affecting the damping calculation. It was noted that data points AC06-9 and -11 
were calculated to be choked along the entire span, while AC06-10 and -12, operating deeper 
into the flutter boundary, were not. This has a large effect on the stability calculation because 
if the flow is determined to be unchoked, the unsteady, zero-incidence Smith coefficients (Ref- 
erence 2) are used in place of the semi-actuator disk coefficients. The Smith coefficients 
always predicted the rotor to be stable. 
The magnitude of the inlet and exit Mach numbers proved to be important parameters 
in describing the upstream and downstream flow fields. With increasing inlet Mach number, 
the unsteady lift due to flap increased in a destabilizing manner and with increasing exit 
Mach number. The unsteady moment due to twist showed a similar trend. Data points 
AC05-30 and -31 are approximately double the value of the negative damping of the other 
flutter points. This is due in part to the greater inlet and exit Mach numbers. The magnitude 
of the inlet air angles are related to the magnitude of the inlet Mach number through the 
continuity equation in the steady streamline analysis. It is noted that the streamline analysis 
indicated data point AC06-9 was operating above p,,, at the tip. The air angle is related to 
the flow area; therefore, to satisfy continuity the inlet Mach number must decrease at 
this station. This is particularly significant because the maximum unsteady work occurs 
at the tip. A similar trend was noted at other sections. AC05-30 had similar trends, but 
not as severe, giving a more accurate inlet Mach number. It is speculated that a more 
accurate representation of AC06-9 would give a larger inlet Mach number and increase 
the damping in a negative sense, bringing the flutter points closer to the same damping 
level. 
By plotting the aerodynamic damping versus corrected speed, as in Figures 9 and 10, or 
versus variable inlet guide vane setting, as in Figure 11, a predicted flutter boundary can be 
obtained by assuming a value for mechanical damping. As shown in Figure 12, the results of 
the flutter analysis prove to be conservative, particularly at higher corrected speeds. This 
conservatism is believed to be due to the inlet Mach number and air angle discrepancy 
discussed above resulting in two negative damping levels. A summary of the least stable nodal 
diameters and damping values is presented in Table 2 for the 1st bending and 2nd coupled 
modes of vibration. All the predicted least stable nodal diameters are relatively small because 
the model encountered numerical difficulties at large interblade phase angles as shown in 
Figure 13. 
The General Electric annular cascade data (Reference 25), which was originally to 
be analyzed, had to be abandoned because the published data gave an inadequate des- 
cription of the steady flow field. No exit data were published and attempts to calculate 
aerodynamic damping using exit conditions based on PWA 2dimensional cascade test 
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Figure 11. Calculated Aerodynamic Damping Versus Variable Vane Angle 
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Figure 12. Comparison of Predicted and Experimental Flutter Boundaries 
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Figure 13. Effect of Nodal Diameter and Interblade Phase Angle on Aerody- 
namic Damping 
Summary of Results 
The following is a summarization of the results of the flutter prediction study. 
1. The model showed a distinct difference in damping level between flutter 
and non-flutter points indicating the importance of the unsteady shock in 
the blade passage. 
2. The model shows the correct trend with increasing corrected engine speed 
and vane angle; i.e., with increasing choked conditions, the model predicts 
the aerodynamic damping to become less stable. 
3. The model was very sensitive to the steady aerodynamic input. In order to 
perform an accurate flutter analysis, an accurate steady aerodynamic de- 
scription of the flow field must be obtained. 
4. The model was conservative in predicting the flutter boundary at high 
corrected engine speeds. 
5. Due to limitations on interblade phase angle inherent in semiactuator disk 
theory, the model is limited to interblade phase angles of f90 deg. 
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Based on the results of the F106(3) Gth-stage compressor flutter analysis, it is concluded 
that the model is useful as a conservative choke flutter design system. The model is sensitive 
to the steady-state aerodynamic input, particularly inlet and exit relative Mach number, inlet 
air angle, and static pressure ratio across the stage. In order to perform an accurate flutter 
analysis, an accurate description of the steady flowfield must be obtained. 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF THE SMALL PERTURBATION FORM 
OF THE EGUATIONS OF MOTION IN REGION 1 
CONTINUITY EOUATION 
The continuity equation for Region 1 takes the form 





Assuming small perturbations about the mean flow gives the following expressions for the flow 
rates, neglecting higher order terms. 
7 
Wl”M = Wl”M + *r’,,,et = 6, + P;) (A, + A;) KJ,,,,, + U’) 
= j,A,O, + pr,A,O, + ?,A’,O, + ;,A,u’, 
Let U’i be the perturbation velocity aligned with chord line. Then 
U’, = u’, sin cyCh + vii cos cyCh 
The inlet velocity is U,,, cos (tr,, - 8,). The inlet flowrate is then defined as 
. 
WB”I,, = G$“,,, + kvi”,., - gi,q cos (a., - PI) + 
pi& (v’~ cos cych + u’, sin n,,) + ~~0, cos (cu,, - P,) A’, + 
py&u, cos (a,, - 8,) 
The flowrate at the throat is represented by 
HP,V,) Next, expand the term -at 
a (P,V,) aV 
at = p, $- + v, * 
By assuming small perturbations, the following relationships emerge: 
av, - 
p1 at - (jj, + m’) a 1 + L$ = jj, 
[4 I 
$$ 
v, g = (0, + V,) 
[t I 
- + as’ =v ap’l ’ at 
L42) 
(A3) 
aI - = av - ad at PC1 ,& --+v- 1 at (A4) 
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The small perturbation form of the continuity’equ&ion for Region 1 is then: 
[p’*A;*Ci* + ,*;i’*Z* + j*;i*a’*] - [i;,ii, (ufi sin cyCh + vii cos (Y,,) + 
piAoiUi cos ((u.,, - 8,) + p’iAiiji cos ((UC, - PJI 
=- ( av -x ,s, *+v ’ at > (A5) 
Unsteady Control Volume Form of Momentum Equation 
The next step involves the derivation of the unsteady control volume form of the momentum 
equation. The equation has the form 
F = d(mU) 
~ = s.f-c\ U(dJ)dA + & ssj-,, Upd Wol) dt (A6) 
with 
CF = p,A, - p*A* = (pi + p;)(A, + A;) - (p* + p’*)(A* + A’*) 
Neglecting higher order terms and subtracting out the mean flow forces gives 
(A7) CF’ = (p;Ai + p,A;) - @*A’* +P*‘,&*) 
Now to evaluate the first part of Equation A6, 
ss cB U CPU W 
which is essentially 
a*W* - u, (cos (CM - P,,) w, 
In terms of small perturbations, this expands to 
(2*-i* + a’*W* + B*w’*) - (U,wi cos (aCh - p,) + U’,Wi + 
0, cos LrCh - PI) w;) 
Subtracting out the mean flow quantities gives 
(a’*G* + a*~‘*) - (u’, sin ach + v’, cos flch) W, + U, cos ((Ye,, - p,) w;) 648) 
To evaluate the second term of Equation A6 
a 0-s a at upa (v01) = at hu,v,) 
=uv 32 fp,U av, av, 1 1 at ’ at + Plvl at 
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Working with the first term and neglecting higher order terms produces 
u,v, -g = (V,V, + u,v, + cJ,V’,) > 
Similarly, for the second and third terms 
av, 
Pl”l at = p;v, 
+,I- 
at 
av, - au’, 
PlVl a = ir,v, 
(A91 
at 
Combining Equations A7, A8, and A9 gives the small perturbation form of the momentum 
equation, as shown in Equation AlO. 
r,‘& + $I, - -,*A’* - p’*i* = la’*++ + ;‘w~*, _ 
[W, (u’, sin (Y,~ + vii cos TV,,) + LJ,w’, cos ((u,, - G,)] + 
(AIO) 
Small Perturbation Form of Energy Equation 
The next step requires the derivation of the small perturbation form of the energy equation for 
an inviscid fluid with no external heat addition. The control volume form for Region 1 is 
therefore 
a 
- sss at 
ped (Vol) = - ss (pU n) eds “0, cn 
where, 
n = unit vector normal to surface 
a2 U2 e= 
y(y - 1) + -2 
Substituting this relationship into Equation All produces 
(All) 





a2 - PV +$ )I 
- 
(A12) 
Now, in order to expand by assuming small perturbations. 
Term 1 (neglecting higher order terms) 
-YZ-Yf2 
2yt-f - 1) 
[ g*z** + 2a*a’*** + g*zw,* ] (A13) 
Term 2 (neglecting higher order terms) 
(% + w’d [ 
8: + 28,a; 
y(y-1) 
+ + [( q cos (a,,-p,,)” + 2CJi cos ((YCh - P,) 
(u’, sin mch + v’, cos ach) I ] 
1 = 
Y(Y - 1) 
[ afti, + 28,a;Gj + 8:~; ] + + [ Wi (CJi cos (N(+ - 0,) )” + 







g PI y(y - 1) + 
LJ’. 
2 )I a (p,V,a’,) + = y(y - 1) at 
\- / 
a 






2 1 (‘416) I 
Combining Equations Al3 through Al6 and subtracting out the mean flow equation yields the 
small perturbation form of the energy equation: 
1 ~- 
Y(Y - 1) 
[2g,a’,Wi + g:w’J + 5 [Wi (2Ui cos (a,, - p,)) (u’, sin % + 
V’i cos n,,) + W’i KJi cm (n,, - PI))’ 1 - ‘;$ ‘-‘i,“’ [2;*a’*w* + ;*2wI*] 
1 
= Y(Y - 1) iI 
ci2v, g + ;g’ ?!L 
- aa’ - 
at 
+ 2apv, at I + 
I 
In order to nondimensionalize Equations A14, A15, and Al7, densities will be non- 
dimensionalized by Fin,.,, pressure by i%c’, velocities by UIRE, lengths by semichord, time by 
b/U,, areas by A*, and volumes by A*b. Starting with the continuity equation: 
[PI ( 5) A*( $) 0, ( $) + j, ( 2) A* ( $) 0, ( $) + 
pi ( 5) A* ( g) 01 ( g)] - [ p, ( i) A*( s) O, ( $ sin a,,, + 
Vii 
- cos ,,, ) + j, ( 5) A* ( f$) 0, ( +) . 
” (ac,, - PJ + IS, ( 5) A* ( $) U, ( +) cos b&h - @I) ] 
=- (j, (&$ (A*b+) +$-+ %j, +g) 
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Dividing through by p,A*Ir, gives 
[PI* 5* + p*A’*a* + ;*a’*] - [xi (u’~ sin LY,,, + vi cos a,,) + 
xi cos (a,, - A) + P’A ~0s (a,, - &)I 
=- C ~ K - ap’ at l -c , 1 L418) 
Consider next the momentum equation (Equation AlO). The result is, after dividing by 3 u,’ A,* 
(pf,.&, + jj,A’, - p’* - D*A’*) 
= [a~*p*a* + g* (Pan’* + -,*A’*%* + p’*a*)] - 
[ (u’, sin ach + v’, cos CY,~) A, cos ((Y,~ - p,) + 
~0s (a,, - PJ (P’A cm h,, - A) + -4; cos (ac,, - ~1) + 
Ai (ufi sin CY,~ + vii cos cu,,))] + 
Proceeding next to the energy equation (Equation A17): 
i&6?& [ 2A 
i ~0s (ach - PI) &a’, + (~$4, cos h, - P,) f 
A; cos (w, - p,) + A, (ul sin (Y,h + vi cos (Ye,,)) a: ] + 
2A i+tA;Q [ 
I co2 (ach - p,) (u; sin ach + v; cos ach) + 
cos’ (cm, - P,) (PA cos (act, - PA + 4 ~0s t&h - PI) + 
A, (U; Sin (Yc,, + V; COS C&h)) 1 - c-f2 - y + 2, j-A*f-~g [ 2fi1*za,*-’ 
2Y(Y - 1) ’ I 
P + 
g*z (p,*g* + j*A’*fi* + jj*a’*) ] 
= j,A*Q 
[ 
vg2 ' g + p82 s - aa' 
y(y-1) + 2pav1 at 1 I + 
t.419) 
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Dividing the above equation through by p,A*U: and rearranging the terms yields 
a: cd t&h +- - p,) 
$7 - 1) 2 
p*,A, cos ((me,, - PJ + A’, cos (crc,, - PJ + 
iii (u’( sin &h + v’, cos&h) 1 + 2A, cos (G, - P,) &a’, Y(Y - 1) + 
A, CO.+ ((rc,, - p,) (U’, Sin (Yc,, + V’, COS act,) - 
'~y,Y::' [ g*z (p'*a* +$*&*a* + 3p*a'*) ] 
1 
= y(y - 1) [ 
v,a? g + pg” s + 2a,V, !g ,I t I 
The nondimensional equations of motion are as follows 
C’0ntinuit.x 
[p’*H* + -,*A’*,* + ;*a’*] - [& (u’~ sin LY.~ -I- v’, cos crc,,) -t- 






+V1at , 1 
[,,‘,A, + ?,A’, - P’* 
_ ;*A’*] = a*[21’*a’* + y*A’*a* + ,,‘*z*] - 







Y(Y - 1) + 
cd t&h - 8,) 
2 I[ p’,Ai cos (cyct, - p,) + A’, cos (crCh - PI) + 
A, (u’! sin ach + V, cos cd 1 + 2A, cos (nrl, - p,) Bta’i’ Y(Y - 1) + 
A, cos* (&I-, - PI) (u’, sin a&, + v’, cos ach) - 
($y,‘+lf) [ a*2 tp,*g* +p*k*p + 3p*a’*) ] 
1 = 
r 
v,a’ g + $2 J$ + sa,v, Yg- - aa’ + Y(Y - 1) 1 . , 
1 
[ T,U’ at 
ap + g-j-2 av aU y at+ 2IJQ at 1 I (A201 
The small perturbation forms of the equations of motion for Region 2 and 3 ke derived 
in a similar manner. 
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APPENDIX B 
SOLUTIONS TO THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR REGION 1 
The nondimensionalized linear equations of motion for Region 1 are represented by 
Equations 24, 25, and 26, and are solved to obtain the three unknowns: A-, p*‘, and a*‘. 
Starting with the inlet flow parameters 
w, gq 
U’i = ax* vi = ay* 
The expression for + is given in Equation 11. The inlet velocity perturbations become 
Ufi = i B, A-, 
b U, 
exp i(B,x + Cy + kt) (nondimensional) (Bl) 
’ = “, 
i C A-, 
b U, 
exp i(B,x + Cy + kt) (nondimensional) (B2) 
The inlet pressure perturbation can be obtained from Bernoulli’s relationship in the 
following manner: 
apt -= 
at - 6 [ 
a%-, 
x- 
+u, as +v, EL ] 
at 
- - - 
1 2 3 
s ap’, = -p, S( aW -+ -c, a$ + v as at 1 at ) a,t (B3) 
Substituting for W,, u’,, and v’,, and integrating produces 
P’~ = -i [A-, exp i(B,x + Cy + kt)] [k + ii,B,+ ViC] (B4) 
where all quantities are nondimensional. The inlet density perturbation can be related to the 
inlet pressure for isentropic flow 
apti = 1 p*i 
a2 
KG) 
Substituting Equation B4 into Equation B5 gives 
P’i = 2 -’ [A-, exp i(B,x + Cy + kt)] [k + fiiB, -I- SC] 
The speed of sound perturbation at the inlet is related to pi by 
u36) 
-Y--l a’. = ~ ( > p’i 2 igq (B7) 
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Substituting Equation B4 into Equation B7 gives 
a,- _ it-7 - 1) 
2zi 
[A-, exp i(B,x + Cy + kt)] [k + a,Bi + t/Z] 
The inlet flow parameters represented by a two-dimensional flow field which is converted 
t.o a one-dimensional flow field by a technique commonly used in turbulent channel flows. 
Here the relationship holds. 
f’(x) = & s ” f(x, y) dy 038) Ya 0 
where f is any flow parameter. Starting with the velocities 
u’(x, y) = i B,A., exp i(B,x + Cy + kt) 
u’(x) = A s 
Yi 
i B,A., exp i(B,x + Cy + kt) dy 
Yi 0 
=j fytx=o) = B,A e”’ (etrcN 
CY, 
- 1) 039) 
The following steps are used to evaluate the y component of the velocity: 
v’(x, y) = i CA_, exp i(B,x + Cy + kt) 
i CA-, exp i(B,x + Cy + kt) dy 
==a yf’, = 
A_, e’k’ (e’rvi- 1) 
5 
@lOI 
Returning to the inlet pressure expression noted in Equation B4, the following results: 
p, = - (k + fit;. + vicl [A_, eikt (e’~” _ 1)1 (Bll) 
Returning to the inlet density expression, the following results: 
-, = - P, 
(k + :;;a V’iC) [A-, eik’ (e’“5 - I)] 
I I 
U312) 
Finally, the speed of sound expression becomes 
-, a, = - y ) ( & ) [A-, eik’ (e’r’ - l)] [k + B,B, + $3 (B13) 
The next step assumes that all flow parameters within the blade channel are harmonic- 
ally varying with time. As such, the following equations apply: 
P ‘* = p’* exp ikt 
P ‘* = i;‘* exp ikt 
a’* zzz 8’* exp ikt 
A’* = A’* exp ikt (B141 
V’ = v exp ikt 
In addition to these expressions, the time rate of change of density, velocity, and speed 
of sound are also needed. Starting with the velocity at the inlet from Equation B9, the 





eikt (eiCg, -1) 
aa’, ikB,A-, -= at CY, eikt (eiCg, -1) (B14) 
-, A-, eikt (eic%-1) 
V I = 
YI (B101 
a7, ikA_, -= at YI eikt (eiCg, -1) 
The time rate of change of’ density at the inlet equals 
api 
- = IILk (k i,‘cl + ‘I’) [A-, eikt (eiC7, -I)] at 1 I 
and at the throat 
ap’* - = ik/S’* at exp ikt 
The time rate of change of the speed of sound at the inlet equals 




and at the throat 
aa’* 
at = ikg’* exp ikt (B191 
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Working first with the energy equation, let 
E, = a: k cosz l&h - P,) 
Y(y-1) 2 1 
I = cm ((YCh - PI) 
E, = ii** (y-7+2) 
wy-1) 
Inserting Equations B9 through B19 into Equation 26 and dividing through by eikt produces 
the following expression: 
E, [ ( -IA, k + i&B, + oiC CjGi.: > A-, (eiC% -1) + A’,1 + 
A,( sinoych (* ) (eiG -1) + (+) coscu,,(eiC% -1)) ] - 
(k + f&B, + ~C)A-,(eiCY~ -1) + 
A,12 [ sin(uch (w ) (eiCj+ -1) + ( * ) coscY,,,(eiCYl -1~1 - 
&[$*a* + p*k*fi* + 3p+*] 
= y(yf 1) { F [ ik ( p’* - ( k ‘-:Ei: “C ) A-,(eiCYI -111 •t 
ikja2v, t Isa91 [ ik ( 8’* - (G)( & ) A-,(eic% -1) 
(k+fii~,+ViC))]}, + %{q [ ik(p’*-(k+uiB,+o,C) 
B A-, 
CY, 
(&jG -1) sinoch + (eiCpl -1) cosach 1 (B20) 
The E, M, and C constants presented in this section are found in Appendix E. 
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The next step requires that Equation 220 be broken down into its real and imaginary 
parts. The solution deals first with the four terms containing the unknown complex constant 
A-,. These are broken into real and imaginary parts as follows: 
1. B,A-, (ei% -1) 
B, = B,, + iB,, 
A-, = A-,, + iA_,, 
eiC% = cos (Cg,) + i sin (Cy,) 
Thus, the real part of the expression is 
B,,,A-,, (cos(Cy,) -1) -‘B,,A-,, (cos(Cy,) -1) - 
B,,A-,, sin(Cy,) - B,,A-,, sin(Cji,) 
and the imaginary part of the expression is 
B,,A-,, (cos(Cy,) -1) + B,,A-,., (cos(Cy,) -1) + 
B,,A-,,, sin(Cy,) - B,,A-,, sin(Cy,) 
2. A-, (ei% -1) 
The real part of the expression is 
A-,,, (cos(Cy,) -1) - A-,, sin(Cy,) 
The imaginary part of the expression is 
A -_, (cos(CyJ -1) + A-,, sin(Cy,) 
3. ikB,A-, (eiC?l -1) 
The real part of the expression is 
-k[B,,<A-,, (cos(C9,) -1) + B,,A-,, (cos(C9,) -1) + 
Bd-m, sin(Cy,) - B,,A-,, sin(Cy,)l 
The imaginary part of the expression is 
k[BIHA-,s (cos(Cy,) -1) - B,,A-w, (cos(cY,) -1) - 
B,,,A-co, sin(Cyi) - B,,A-,, sin(Cy,)] 
4. ikA_, (eiCY4 -1) 
The real part of the expression is 
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-k[A-,, (cos(CpJ -1) + AmmR sin(CYdl 
The imaginary part of the expression is 
k[AmmH (cos(C9,) -1) - A-,, sin(CEi)J 
Now let, 
E:, = _ E,IA,iL + E,&incu,, _ 2X,X, + &I*sincu,, 
CY&’ CY wx CT, 
E, = - 
E,Ix, (k + $3 + E,&oscu,, _ 
Cq,&’ 41 
2xiI (k +ViC) + Ai12COS(Y,, 
2YGi Ti 
Es = -Fi,?V,6, 
fqJV,ai 






27(7 - 1 )Cjy& 
u:v,(k +TiC) 
+ 
;p,v, cos N,h 
4cg;$ 2z (B24) 
Substituting the relationships for the real part of the A,, terms, along with Equations B21 
through B24 gives 
E,, WA,A rnR (cos(CF,) - 1) - B,,Am,, (cos(C9,) - 1) - 
B,,A.,,sin(CFJ - B,,A.,,sin(CyJ] + 
E, [A-,,(cos(Cj;,)-1) - A_,,sin(CyJJ + 
E&I - E,l (F’,*Z* + ,-*K’R*z’* + 3pa’,*) 
= - kE, [B,,A.,,(cos(CT,) - 1) + B,,A-,,(cos(Cy,) - 1) + 
B,,A-,,sin(Cj;,) - B,,A-,,sin(C4J ] -t 





Collecting terms and rearranging Equation B25 produces: 
E,A-,, + E,A-,, = -E,A’,,I + 
529, _ - u2v, 
2y(y - 1) + 4 
, kj’: - 
ka’: 
pav, + Pm, 
Y(Y - 1) 2 - 
+ E, (a’,,‘,,* + 7;*$,*g* + %‘,*I;*, 
(B26) 
with : 
E, = cos cc-y,, - 1 
E. = E, (E,B,,, - B,, sin (Cy,)) + E,E, + E,k (B,,E, + 
B,, sin (Cy,)) + E,k sin (Cy,) 
E!, = -E,, (B,,E: + B,,, sin (Cg,)) - E, sin (Cg,) + 
E,,k (B,,,E, - B,, sin (Cy,))+E,,kE, 
Equation B26 represents the real component of Equation B20. The imaginary component is 
E,, [B,,,A ,,,E; + B,,A ,,,I% + &,A -,, sin (CR) - 
b-4 .I, sin (Cy,)] + E,, [A .,E; + A ,,, sin (Cy,)] + 
E,A’,,I - E, [,,‘,*a* + I,*A’,*S* + 3/,*5’,‘] 
= E,k [B,,A ,,<E; - &,A <,,E; - B,,,A .x,, sin (CY,) - 
B,,A .>a sin (Cy)] + E,,k [ A -,, ET -A -, sin (Cy,)] + 
kc’,* 
ka’,* i,av, /Km’, 
Y(Y - 1) 
, 




Y(Y - 1) 
v, I KJ2 
2 I, IH 
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Again, collecting terms for A-,,,, and AmmR, let 
E,,, = E, [B,,E, + B,, sin (Cg,)] + E, sin (CyJ - 
E,k [B,,E, - B,, sin (CyJ] - E,kE, 
E,, = E:, [B,,E, - B,, sin (CyJ] + E,E, + 
E,k [B,,E, + B,, sin (Cy,)] + E,k sin (Cg,) 
Substituting the above relationships into Equation B27 gives 
EwA-m, + E,,A-,, = -E,A’,,I + Ez [?,*a* + ;*A’,*a* + 3j*5’,*] + 
kp’,* a’V, vv, 
2Y(Y - 1) + 4 
+ kv”,, i=’ 
+ 
~I7 
+ - I Y(Y 1) 4 2 I 
kg’,* (B28) 
The next step involves the combination of Equation B26 with Equation B28 and solving 
for A-,, and A-,,. The sequence requires that Equation B26 be divided by E, and Equation 
B28 be divided by E,,, as shown in Equations B29 and B30. 
A-m, + A-co, E ( ) 
9 = -Al,,1 E 
E* ( ) 
I 
E8 
+ (iTR*B* + ,*AtR*8* + 
3p*a’,*J ( 3 ) - i,‘,* ( +L ) - or,, ( +K) - a’,* ( +) (B29) 
= + 





2Y(Y - 1) + 4 I ) 
j&k 
Y(Y - 1) 
E,, = /savk 
Y(Y - 1) 
46 
(B30) 
Subtracting Equation B30 from Equation B29 yields 
A-,,+1 (+-%L) ++* (y-s) + 
( 
p* At * 
) ( 
-I * ,*-,* 2-I -- 
E, E,, + 3t* a;8 
‘i’ * 
E,, - )I -t -t 
El? ( %F-= > ( 
iy [ 
V v II- IR _ 13 8 JLl ES E,Ci > 
E,, 
( 
j$+ - + E 9 E -r --II 
H 1” E8 El0 1 
Substituting Equation B31 into Equation B29 and solving for A-,, produces 
(B31) 
A.,, = -&,I + (p’,*z* + ,*itR*;* + 3p*a’,*) - 
1,‘,* - I’,* - A-,, (B32) 
Before proceeding further, the following relationships must be given: 
E,; = I 
Em= (g) (2 -+$)- ( E$>,, ) 
E,:, = - - + 3p* “E 
” E,EE’;& )+($&)(2) 
(B33) 
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Substituting Equation B31 into Equation B32 and using the relationships detailed in 
Equation B33 yields 
A-4 = (E,& + E,;&) +(E,,;’ H* + E,,;‘,*) + 
(E&* + E?,i’,*) +(E,,a’,* + E,,H’,*) + 
(E,,?, + E2kJ (B34) 
The nondimensional momentum equation has the form 
p*,A, + pJ*; - jj*A’* - jj,* = 5’ (2p’*5’* + jj*Ay + p’*g*) - 
-1 [F,‘ii,I + A’J +2X, (fi’, sin (Y+ + G’, cos cu,,)] + 
Inserting the relationships given in Equations B9 through B19 into Equation B25 and dividing 
I hrough by e”’ produces 
[- ( k + i?,B, + Y,C C5 
= a* (2r,*;‘* + ;*A’*;* + ~‘*a*) - 1 - 
k + 4B, + P,C 





sin nrh (e - 1) + 
A., (,““I - 1) 
ik 1 J!!!+ (e 
0, A- 
CYt 
- 1) sin (Y,~ + y (eic71 - 1) cos CT& (B35) 
Rearrange the Equation B35 to collect A-, on right side of expression. Assume the following 
relationships: 





Substitute the relationships of Equation B36 into Equation B35. 
M, [B,A-, (elC” - l)] + M, [A-, (elC” - I)] + 
M, [ikB,A-, (e’cr’ - I)] +M, [ikA_, (eic” - I)] 
c- 
= (-iji _ 12) A,, + (p’* + T$p*) A!* + 2z*“p’* + i”“yJ’“’ + 
-- 
ikc,U,V’, + ikp,Z’*v, 2 
+ 2-*a*a”* P 
WE%) 
(B37) 
The next step in the sequence involves the separation of Equation B37 into real and imaginary 
parts. First, assume 
M, = -p, - I2 
(B38) 
and 
MT = M, [B,,E, - B,, sin (CT,)] + M,E, - 
M, [kB,,E, - kB,, sin (Cy,)] - M,k sin (Cy,) 
M, = -M, [B,,E, + B,, sin (Cp,)] - M, sin (CYJ + 
kM, [-B,,E, + B,, sin (CTJ] - kM,E, (B39) 
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Real Part 
M, [B,,A-,,E, - B,,A-,,E, - B,RA-,, sin (CFJ - 
B,,A-,, sin (CFJ] + M, [AemRE7 - A-,, sin (CJ,)] - 
kM, [BIRA--,E, + B,,A-mRE7 + B,,A-,, sin (C?J - 
B,,A-,, sin (Cg,)] - kM, [A-,,E, +A-,, sin (CYJ] 
= M,A’,, + M$‘,* + 2p”,*8*’ - W,*U”, _ 2 
Substituting Equation B39 into Equation B40 yields 
M,A_,, + M,A-,, = M&, + M,&* + 2ij’R*‘a*’ - 
Imaginary Part 
M, [l&A-,,E, + B,,A-,,E, + B,,A-,, sin (C$) - B,,A-,, sin (Cgi)] + 
M, [A-,,E, + AemR sin (CjG)] +kM, [B,,A-,,E, - B,,A-,,E, - 
&L, sin (Cj3 - B,,AmmR sin (CjG)] + kM, [A-,,E, - A-,[ sin (CjG)] 
= (-p7 - 12) KS;, + (b’ + p”z*‘) At,* +27,*g** + zpc*g*a’,* + 
kp, , -, *ET, 
+ kp’,c,,V’,, + kF,B’,*V, 2 2 
Assume 
M, = M, [B,,E, + B,, sin (Cyi)] + M, sin (Cgi) + 
kM, [B,,E, - B,, sin (C^yi)] + M,E,k 
M,, = M, [B,,E, - B,, sin (C$Yi)] + M,E, - 
kM, [B,,E, + B,, sin (Cgi)] - kM, sin (CTi) 
Substituting the relationships of Equation B43 into Equation B42 yields 
M,A-,, + M,,A-,, = M,& + M,x;‘,* + 2jj’,*P + 
-- 
2p’+a’*$ * 









In order to solve for A-mR and A-,,, make the following assumptions. 
E, = -1 
E 
E27 = E,,E,, 
3F*EL _ E,, E,, = - EE ~ 
10 15 E,E,, 
E,, = - $$e 
8 1s 
E 
Es = E,,E,, (B45) 
51 
Substitute the relationships of Equation B45 into Equations B41 and B44 to solve for A-,, 
and A-,,, such that 
A-,, = E,$‘, + E,,x, + E,,jYR* + E,,$,* + E,x,* + E,$‘,* + 
E2,Z’R* + E,J’,* +E,,v’,, + E,,v,, (B46) 
A-d = l&A’, + E,,K’, + E,p’,* + E,dp’,* + E,,R,* + E,,x,* + 
E,$‘,* + E,,B’,* +E,,y,, + ES5y’,, (B47) 
Substitute Equations B46 and B47 into Equation B41 to give 
M; (E,,A’,, + E,,Fi, + E,,b’,* + EJ,* + EzOxR* + Eg$‘I,* + 
ET2TR* + E2,8’,’ +E2dvi,, + E,v’,,) + M, (Ez,x, + 
E27x’,, + E,JR* + E,J’,* + E,$,* + E,,F,* + E,,a’,* + 
Lo’,* + E,T;,, + E,v,,) 
-- 
= M,$-f,, + M,x’,* + 2p’,*a4 - kiC+2U,“, - 
(B48) 
Let; 
M,, = E,,M, + E M - 28*? 28 8 
M,? -= E,,M, + E,,M, + kn,v, 2 
M,:, = - E,,M, - E,,M, + M, 
M,, = -E,,M, - E,,M, 
M,, = -EmMi - E,,M, + M, 
M,, = -E,,M, - E,,,M, 
M,? = -E,,M, - E,,M, + ,;*,* 
M,, = E,,M, - E,:,M, - 9 
M,, = - E?,M, - E,,,M, - kc,U, 
Ma, = - J%,M, - E,,M, 0349) 
Rearrange Equation B48 to collect ii’*, and F*, on the left side of the equation and all other 
terms on the right side. Substitute the relationships of Equation B49 into Equation B48. 
M JR* + M,, ir’*, = M,,x’,, +M,,x’,, + M,,x’*, + M,,;r’*, + 
M,:‘a’*, + M,,Z’*, + M,,V’,, + M,,V’,, 0350) 
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Working with the imaginary part of the momentum equation, substitute Equation B46 and 
B47 into Equation B44 to give 
M, [E,,A’,, + E,,A’,, + EJ,* + E,J’,* + Es,* + E,,A’,* + 
E,,I’,* + E,B’,* + E,,F,, -I EZbv’,J + M,, [E,,i-&, + 
E2& + Ez’,* + E,p”,* + EmAIR* + E,$‘,* + E,,‘i’R* + E,Z’,* + 
E,,v’,, + E,,y’,, ] = M,& + M,F,* + 2;‘,*;*’ + 2jT*z?%‘,* + 
(B51) 
Further, assume the following relationships. 
-- 
M,, = E,,M, + E,,M,, - + 
M,, = E,,M, + E,,M,, - Z’a*’ 
M,:, = - E,,M, - E:,M,,, + M, 
M,, = - E,,M, - J&M,, + M, 
Mn = - E&I, - E,,M,, 
M,, = - E,,M, - E:,,M,, 
M,; = - E,?M, - E,,M,,) + @$ 
M,, = - E,,,M, - E.,:,M,,, + Pp*g* 
M,, = - E,,M, - E:,,M,, 
M,,, = - E,,M, - E,,M,,, + k;,U, (B52) 
Substituting the relationships of Equation B52 into Equation B51 and rearranging the 
resultant to isolate F’“, and i’,* gives 
Ml$,” + M,J,* = M,:,zi, + M,,x, + M,,F,* + M,,x’,* + 
M$‘,* + M,,Z’,* + M,&, + M,$‘,, 0353) 
Solve for TR* using Equations B50 and B53. First multiply Equation B53 by M,,/M,, to give 
53 
Next, subtract Equation B53 from Equation B50. 
(B54) 
Now, let 
M:,, = M,, - KM,, 
M?P 
M,, = M,, - M,& 
M22 + Ma, 
- M,, 
+ M,, (B55) 
Substituting the relationships in Equation B55 into Equation B54 results in the 
following: 
;IR* = M,& + M,,&, + M,$‘,* + 
M x’ * + M -’ 35 I 36a R* + MS,“,* + 
M,,F,, + M,,h 
(B56) 
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;‘I* = $- [M,, - M,,M,,) xii, + (M,, - M,M,,) A’i, + 12 
(M,, - M,,M,,) xl,* + (M,, - M,M,,) xl,* + 
(M,, - M,M,,) ?iIR* + (M,, - M,,M,,) Z’,* + 
(M,, - KM,) 71, + 0% - M&Z,) %I 
Assume the following relationships: 
Ma = M,:, - M&L MT 
M,, = M,, - M&L M,* 
Md2 = M,, - M:,J%, 
M,* 
M,:, = M,, -MLsM,, 
IL 
Mu = M,; - M&A, Ml2 
Ma, = M,, - M:,;M,, Ml? 
M,, = 
M,, - M:,,M,, 
Me 
Mm - M.&C, M,, = __ 
Ml2 
Substituting the relationships in Equation B51 into Equation B57 results in the value of 
i;‘,* in the momentum equation. 
?‘I* = M,Ox’,R + M,,& + M,,x’,* + 
M,,%,* + M,,Z’,* + MJ,* + 
M,$‘,, + M,;T’,, (BW 
Working with the continuity equation, recall that 
[p’*8* + ij*A’*Z* + y*a’*] - [Ai (ui’ sin cyCh + vii cos CYJ + 
A’,1 + ~($1 = - 
C 
p’, 1 (B26) 
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Substituting for the perturbation quantities and dividing through by eitt gives 
(p”*z* + ,-*E*g* + p’*g:‘*) - B,A-, (ei~i 
CPi 
- 1) sin (Ye + 
A-, (earn 
Bi 
- 1) cos a)& 1 ‘+ A$1 - f k + ‘u,B, .+ FiC cg,‘., > riA-,I (eiC” - 1) > 
=- ikJ ikjc+v’, + 2 -,* - P 
k + ‘i,B, + viC 
Cj;F+' A-, (eic5 - 1) ,3 (B60) 
Assume the following relationships: 
c, = i?,v,* 
2Cyiai 
0361) 
Substituting the relationships in Equation B61 into Equation B60 and separating the real 
parts of the resultant equation yields 
C, [B,,A-,,E, - B,,A-,,E, - B,,A-,, sin (CyLJ - 
B,,A-,, sin (CY,)] + C, [A-,,E, - A-,, sin (cy)] + 
[p”,?l* + p”X’,*a* + ;*ciIR* - E,I] 
= -kc, [B,,A-,,E, + B,,A-,,E, + B,,A-,, sin (fli) - 
B,,A-,, sin (CYJ] - kc, [A-,,E, +A-,, sin (CFJ] + 
Again, assume 
C, = C,B,,E, - C,B,, sin (CTJ + C,E, + 
C,kB,,E, + C,kB,, sin.(CFJ + C,k sin (CFJ 
CG = - C,B,,E, - C,B,, sin (Cj7J - C, sin (Cg,) + 




Substituting the relationships in Equation B63 into Equation B62 yields 
C,A-,, + CGA-,, + (iYR*Zi* + ;*A H a -J *-* + ;*alR* _ IX,) - 
kij;fTI,, - kF;V’ - o 
Next, substitute the values for A-,, and A_,, into Equation B64 
C,(E,$,, + E,,x;‘, + E,J,* + E,J,* i- E$?s* + E,&* + 
E,,B’,* + ES?,* + E,,F,, E,,?, ) 
Combining like terms produces 
(C.&, + GE, -I) xl;, + (C,E,, + C,E,,) x’j, + 
(C,E,, + C,E,, + Z*) ;‘R* + (C,E,, + GE,, - kv,/2) F’,* -t 
(C,E,, + C,E,, + z*Z*) xl,* + (C,E,, + C,E,,) xl,* + 
(C,E,, + C-E,,, + ;*) Fi’,* + (C,E, + GE,&‘,* + 
(GE,, + GE,, - k;,) % + (C&x + GE,,) % = 0 
GW 
Again, assume 
C; = C,E,, + C,E,, - I 
C, = GE,, + GE,, 
C, = C,E,, + C,E, + ‘a* 
C,, = C,E,, + C,E, - kF,/2 
C,, = C,E,, + C,E,, + jT*Z* 
C,, = GE,, + GE,, 
C,, = GE, + GE,, + p’* 
C,, = GE, + GE,, 
C,, = C,E,, + GE,, - kii, 
C,, = ‘3, + GE,, 
Substituting Equation B65 into Equation B64 gives 
Cji’, + C,Ei, + CJR* + c,$‘,* + C,,jj;lR* + c,*z,* + 
C,gifRf + c,,z’,* -I -, + c,,v I, + c,,v IR = 0 
57 
Substituting for /3’R* and z’,* results in 
C, (M,,z,, + M,ii’, + M,A’,* + M,,-I,* + M,?i’,* + M,;a’,* + 
M,v’, + M,,&) + C,, (M,xiR +M,,E, + M,$‘,* + M,,x,* + 
M,;a’,* + M,,B’,* + M,?,, + M,,v’,,) c,$, + c,F;, + 
c,,&* + c,*z,* + c&z,* + c,,a”,* + c,,F,, + cp,, = 0 
Combining like terms gives 
(C,M,,, + GM,, + C,) xriR + (GM,, + GM,, + C,) %, + 
(GM:,, + GM,, + C,,) x;‘,* + (WI,, + GM,, + C,,) k* + 
(GM:,, + GM,, + C,,) 8’,* + (GM,, + GM,, + CJ ‘a’,* + 
t&M,,, + GM,, + C,,) v”,, + (GM,, + f&M,, + C,,) % = 0 (B67) 
Assume 
C,, = GM,, + C&L + C, 
C,, = GW,:, + GM,, + C, 
C,, = GM,, + G&L + C,, 
Go = C&L, + C&f,, + G 
C,, = - (GM,, + C,,M,, + c,,) 
C,, = - (CW:,, + Cm M,, + C,,) 
Cm = GM, + Go M,, + G 
C,, = GM,, + Go M,, + C,, (B68) 
Substituting the relationships in Equation B68 into Equation B67 and solving for a’s* and a’,* 
gives 
C&3,* + c&F?,* = c,,zq, + c,,F, +cJ’,* + c,,E,* + c,y,, + c,& 
(E-%9) 
The imaginary part of Equation 24 is 
(p”,*a* + ;z,*i* + ?*a’,*) - $,+ C, [B,&,,E; + 
B,,A-,,E; + B,,A-,, sin (Cg) - B,,A-,, sin (Cy,)] + 
C, ]A-,,E, + A-,, sin (CTJ] -kc, [B,,A-,,E, - 
B,,A-,,E, - B,,A-,, sin (CF,) -B,,A-,, sin (C’y,)] - 




C, = C, [B,,E, + B,, sin (CYJ] +C, sin (CTJ - kc, [B,,FE, - 
B,, sin (Cg,)] - kC,E, 
C,, = C, [B,,E, - B,, sin (CTJ] +C*E, + kc, [B,,E, + 
B,, sin (Cz)] + kc, sin (CYJ (B71) 
Substituting the relationships of Equation B71 into Equation B70 yields 




Substituting for A.,, and A-,, into Equation B72 gives 
C,, [Ek, + E,,xfi, + EZJR* + E,J,* + E,,z,* + E,,x’,* + 
E:,Z?i’H* + E,,Z’,* + E:,,Tj’,, + E,,B’,,] + C,, [E,,x’,, + E,,A’,, + 
E JR* + EJ,* + EwiilR* + E,x,* + E,,ii’,* + E,,a’,* + 
E,,v’,, + E,,?,,] + [;‘,*‘a* + i;*&*,* +p*s’,*] - Ix’, + kP,FIR + q&* = 0 
Collecting like terms, as before, produces 
(C,, E,, + C,, E,,) A’,, + (C,, E,, + CL, En - 1) x’i, + 
- 
(C,, E,, + C,, E,, + $ ) TR* + (C,, E, + C,, E,, + a*) 
i;‘,” + (C,, E,, + C,, E,,) x’s* + (C,, E,, + C,, E,, + T;* a*) 
A’,* + (C,, E,, + C,, Em) E’,* + (C,, E:,, + C,, Em + Z*) 
a’,* + CC,, E,, + C,, En) VT,, + G, E,, + G, E,, + k FJis’,, = 0 (073) 
Again, assume 
G = C,, E,, + G E,, 
G, = C,, En + G E,, - I 
C,, = C,, E,, + C,, E,, + + 
C:,, = C,, E, + C, E,, + Z* 
C:,, = C,, Em + G Em 
C:,, = C, E,, + C, E,, + P’ ‘a* 
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C,, = C, Es, + C, J-L 
-* C,, = C,, E,, + C, E,, + P 
C,, = G Es, + G E,, 
C, = C,, E,, + C,, E,, + k F, (B74) 
Substituting the relationships of Equation B74 and the relationships for iYR* and p”,*, and 
collecting terms gives 
(GM,, + C&o + Cd X’iR + (f&M,, + GM,, + Cd x’. + 
(C&M:,, + C:,,M,, + C,,) CA’,* + (f&M,, + GM,, + Cd x;‘,* + 
(C&L, + GM,, + Cd 71’~’ + (C,,M,, + C,,M,, + C,,) g’,* + 
(GM38 + GM,, + Cd 7; + (C&M,, + C,,W, + Cd F,, = 0 
Further, assume 
C:,; = G&L + C&Lo + G 
C:, = C&L, + C&L + Cm 
G, = GM, + G& + Cm 
C,, = GM:, + C&L + C,, 
C,, = - (G.&L + C&L + Cd 
CL = - (GJ%, + GM,, + C,,) 
Cc, = f&M, + CAL + C,s 
C,, = C,& + GM,, + G 
Substituting the relationships of Equation B76 into Equation B75 gives 
c,, 2,* + c,, “,* =c,, F, + c,, xi, + 
c,, x:‘,* + c,& + c,, v;‘,, + c,, F’,, 
Recall that 
c,,“,* + c&z’,* = c,,& + c,,lF,, + c,,&* + 






Multiplying Equation B78 by C,&, and subtracting the resultant from Equation B77 yields 
Further, assure 
(B78) c,, = -+ 15 cu- +Y 22 
Thus, 
===3 TR* = c,x*, + c,&, + c,&* + c,,E,* + 
c,v,, + cp,, (B79) 
Substituting Equation B79 into Equation B77 and solving for a’,* and then combining like 
terms gives 
5’ * I = & [(Cm - C,,C,) xLl + (C, - C,,C,,) E, -+ 
(C, - C,,C,) T&* +(c, - C&J CA/,* + 
(C,, - C,,C,) %* + KG4 - GC,,) L1 
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Further, assume 
c,, = (Cm - C,,C,) + c,, 
c, = (C, - C,,C,,) + c,, 
c, = (C, - C,,C,) + c,, 
c, = (C, - C,,C,,) + c,, 
c, = (C,, - C,,C,) + c,, 
G, = (C, - C&J + c,, 
Substituting the relationships of Equation 136 into the relationship for a’,* gives 
==a ;‘,* = c,,7ci, + C,,Ei, + c,A’,* + c,&* + 
c&F,, + CJ,, 
This completes the analysis for Region 1. 
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APPENDIX C 
SOLUTIONS TO THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR REGION 2 
The nondimensionalized equations of motion are represented by Equations 38 and 39. 
Only two equations are needed because all the inlet parameters to Region 2 are known. This 
leaves two unknowns: the density and velocity perturbations just upstream of the shock. To 
obtain a solution to these equations, again make the assumption that all flow parameters vary 
harmonically in time. Thus, 
p’“. = ii’,. exp ikt 
A’, = A; exp ikt 
Pus = p’,. exp ikt 
u’“. = n,, exp ikt 
(Cl) 
making these substitutions into the momentum equation (39) and dividing by eit’ gives 
@*A’* + fa’* - P~.A’~, - p’“,A,) 
= W”.% + 0,. (P’,.QL + iiuDu,A, + idL.A’,)l - 
[;*,*,* + g* @*g* +p*;i,*g* + ;*a’*) ] + 
ikn,t, 
2 (p’* + p’,.) + ik&fi,P’, + ik 
P;v2 
- (a* + D”,) 2 
Making the substitution p’ = a*p’ and collecting terms produces 
(p*A’* + B’* - p .,A, - ~‘usAs~Zus) 
= (20’“sw”, + ,Y~&,A, + ~U~fJ~UsA.S) - (2p*r*8* + ,,‘*a** + p*A,*a*y + 
ik&v’, 
2 (ii’* + ~;‘us) + ik&&v’? + ikp,V, (a’* + 0,s) 
Real Part 
-- 
= ~usrD,sAs - 
WdJ,V, kEu’us,Vz 
2 +2fi’ - USRWUS - 2 - 
-- 
G*~‘*Fa* 
- k&a’,* V, kp’,*U,V, 






Rearranging terms produces 
Next, assume 
M,, = (-iYus - Ozus) A, 
kfl,V, 
Ma = 2 
Substituting Equation C6 into Equation C5 gives 
kdl’,,,,P, kj’$J2V2 - - k- a,*0 - 
2 - kij,U,V’,, - 2;*Z*,Z*- 
P2 I 2 
2 2 
Imaginary Part 





Multiply Equation C8 by M,,/M,, and add to Equation C7 to produce 
((29) 
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Assume the following relationships 
MZ 
M,, = M,, + $- 
49 
M,, = +- 
51 
M, = kii,V, 2w,, + - M 18 2 ( M,, )I - M,, 
(ClO) 
Substituting these values into Equation 3.7 and solving for p’ us, gives 
P’w = M,,ii’,, + M,,A’,, + MJR* + M&,* + M&‘,* + 
M A’ * + 5, I M 58 u’ ,,SR + M,,n’,,, + Mm%‘,* + M,,I’,* + 
M J,* + MmZ’s* + M,v’,, + M,,v’m 
Substituting the relationships of Equation Cl1 into C7 and solving for pIUSR gives 
(Cll) 
1 
lj’USR M = - 04, - M,,M,,) 
[ 
?i’,, + (Mm - M&f,,) A’s, + 
48 
(- 2 - M,,M,,) B’,x* + C-- M&k,) F,* + 
(Mm - M&U A’,* + (-M,,Md A’,* + (2W,, - M,,M,,) fllUSR + 
- kp2ij2 - M,,M,, 2 
- kppv’z _ M M 
2 19 60 > 
5’ * , + 
(- 2;* - M,,M,,) a’,’ + - k2u2vz- M,,M.,) ( C’,* + (- M,,M,J P’,* + 




M, = Mm - M,, M,, --- 
M,, 
M,, = - M$L 
18 
Mm = 
- 2 - M,, M, 
M,* 
Mm = - M,, M,, M 48 
Mm = (Mm - M,, W-J 1% 
M,, = - M,, M&La 
M,, = C=,, - Ma WJIM,, 
M,, = (- ‘/j k;,V, - M,, M&M,, 
M,, = (- ‘/J k&izJjl - M,, M&M,, 
M,, = (- 2,5*Z* - M,, M,,)/M,, 
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M,, = (- ti koT,P, - M,,M,,)/M,, 
M,; = - M,, MS/M,, 
Mm = (- k($J), - M,, M&M,, 
M,, = - Ma Mm/M,, 
(Cl31 
Substituting Equation Cl3 into Equation Cl2 gives 
’ P WH = M,&, + M,& + MT,@‘*, + M,,i+*, + M,A’*, + M,,A’*, + 
M,,U’,,,, + M,:,nf,,,, + M,Z*, + M,,B’*, + MS;‘*, + M,,,?‘,’ + 
M,,v’?, + M,,V’,, (Cl41 
Next, the continuity equation is used to solve for the velocity perturbation upstream of the 
shock. Separating Equation 38 into real and imaginary parts gives 
Real Part 
,S,,,U’,,,,A, = - (p’,,s,u,,,x, + /S,,cJ,,,A’,,) + tjY,*a* + ;*a’,* + p*At,*a*, + 
k + (i;‘,* 
C + P’,,,,) + P?V’,, 1 
frnaginarv Part 




y= G’,* + ,‘llS”) + P?Vfm 1 (Cl61 
Substituting for ,Y’,,~~ and c’IIS, in Equation Cl5 produces 
;,,s~‘,,,,ii, = -&,,A, (M,,A’,, + M,:a’,, + M,,p’,* + M,,p’,* + M,,.&‘,* + 
M;,A’,* + M;,n’,,,, + MJ?,,,, + M,,a’,* + M;,B’,* + M,,?i’,* + MJ~* + 
M;,V’,, + Mi9v1J - jj ,,S~USA’SR +(iYR*a* + Is*%‘,* + ij*A’,*a’*) + 
k?l. _, * + kv? 
LPI 2 
~ (MsJAfSR + M,,A’,, + M,,$,* + M,,P’,* + MS,.&‘,* + 
2 
M,;A’,* + M,,n’,,,, + M,,U’,,,, +M,,B’,* + M,,B’* + M6J,* + M,,p’,* + 
M,,V’,, + M,,V’,,) + k&v’,, 
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Next, combine like terms and rearrange so that (G,,, and Et,,,) is on the left-hand side of the 
equation and let: 
k3, 
M,, = - i&,&M, - &S&S + 
kV 
+M,, 
M,, = - &,&M,, + FM,, 
M, = - 6,&M,, -t S* + 
kv, 
2 Mm 
M, = - ~,,,A,M,, + 
k?. 
+ M,, 
M, = - &,A,M,, + *MM 
MB7 = - &,,&M,, + 
kq 
+ M,, 




M,, = - &s&M,, + 2 M,, 
- - 
M, = - U,,A,M,, + 
kv., 
2 Mm 
M,, = - &,&M,, + F* + 
kv 
+ M,, 
- - k? 
M,, = - U,,AsM,, + + M,, (C17) 
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Using these relationships, the real part becomes 
M,&,, + MB,&S, = M,,li’,, + M,A’,, + M,p’,* + M,pfI* + MG’R* + 
M -’ * + M A’,* a7P I 86 + MB,&* + M,Z,* + M,,B’,* + M,,v’,, + M&, (C18) 
Dealing next with the imaginary part, substituting for zfusr and ,iYUSR gives 
- - 
idk,s,As = - iGJus&, + (;‘,*a* + ,*,tl* + p*Al,*g*) _ 
k ( &7,* + pv,, 
> 
- t&is U&A’s, + M,,A’,, + M,$,* + M,$,* + 
MST’,* + M,,A’,* + M,,nT’,,, + M,,o’,,, + M,Fi’,* + M,,ZCR* + 
- 
M J,* + M,J,* + M,T’,, + M,,v’,,) -y (M,A’,, + M,,A’,, + 
M,*li’Fl* + M,,p’,* + M,stR* + M,,i’,* + M,,u’,,, + M,,&,, + M,,G’,* + 
M,,Z’,* + M,,p’,* + M,JR* + M,,v”,, + M,,v’,,) 
Now, let 
- -- ki$ 
C,, = i&As + U,sWL + 2 M,, 
kv, 
C,, = fks&M,, + 2 M,, 
kv, 
C, = -&,&M,, + 2 M, 
kv, 
C,, = - idL, - &s&M,, - 2 Me, 
C,, = - n&M,, - 
kc? 
2 (1 + M,,) 
C,, = 8* - &,&M,, - %M,, 
C,, = ij* - &,,.&,M, - q M,, 
kv, 
c, = - &&MS, - 2 M,, 
C,, = - &,&M,, - 2 M,, 
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c, = - 0,&M, - T M,, 
C, = ,*,* - &&M,, - y M,, 
C,, = - &,&M, - + (2~2 + M,,) 
ki’ 
C,, = - U&M, - + M,, 
(C19) 
Substituting these relationships into the imaginary part of the continuity equation yields 
GDIJSR + GDIJS, = C,Af,, + c,,An,, + c,,p’,* + c&p’,* +C,a’R* + c,,2,* + 
c&T,* + cJi,* + c,,ii”,* + C,,A’,* + c,,vt,, + c,,v,, (C20) 
Multiplying Equation Cl8 by C,,/M,, and subtracting the resultant from Equation C20 
produces, after solving for ufUSR: 
c,,,, = C,,A’,, + C,,A’,, + c,JR* + c,,/7,* + c,,a’,* + C,,a’,* + 
G#,* + c&p’,* + C,,A’,* + c,,lcg,* + c,,v,, + C,,5’,, (C21) 
where, 
c,, = c,, - y- 
81 
c,, = + ( c, - C&L 
72 M 81 





c,, = + c,, - C$- 
72 ( 81 ) 
c,, = -+ (ce3 - c$85 
72 81 > 
c,, = + (ca - y9’ ) 
72 81 
c,, = + (C” - Cgyw 
72 81 > 
c,, = + 
72 ( 
c, - cJ$ffi 
81 > 
71 
c,, = + (cm - yy= 72 81 1 
c,, = $- 72 ( c,, - ya9 ) 81 
c, = + (c,. - cg.3 
72 81 > 
c,, = -+ 72 ( c71 - %iMg2 > 8, 
Substituting Equation C21 into C20 and solving for I?,,, produces 
-I U “SI = c,k,, + C,A’,, + c,,p,*’ + c&p,* + c&&* + cw8,*’ + 
CXJR*’ + f&p,* + c,,A,*c + c,,x,*+ + c,,v2,e + c,o,,* (cm 
where, 
c,, = + (Cm - c,,w 
58 
c,= + (G - WG,) 58 
c,, = +- (c56 - Gc,!J 58 
c,, = +- (Cm - w&J 58 
c,, = + Go - GG,) 58 
c,= -&- (C,, - G$,) 58 
72 
(C23) 
The value for the velocity perturbation upstream of the shock given in Equations C21 
and C22 can then be inserted into Equations Cl.1 and C14, given the density perturbation 
upstream of the shock, for a complete description of the flowfield in Region 2. 
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APPENDIX D 
SOLUTION TO THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR REGION 3 
The nondimensionalized equations of motion appear as Equations 60 and 61. Again, only 
the momentum and continuity equations are needed because these are only two unknowns, 
A,, and Z,,. These parameters describe the irrotational and rotational flowfields. 
Exit flow perturbations are defined first. The velocity is represented as the sum of the 
rotational and irrotational fields, while pressure is a function of the irrotational flowfield only’. 
Conversion of the two-dimensional flowfield into a one-dimensional field proceeds as follows: 
1 /- Yb. 
PE = 5 Jo P’E dy 
which produces 
P’s = - pE 
k + I& B, + V, C 
GE I[ A,, eikl (eics,. - 1) 1 (Dl) 




k + i& B, + es C 
C& ;> I[ A,, eikt (eich - 1) 1 
The expressions for the velocity component are listed below: 
Irrotational Field in the x-direction 
-, 
U IE = 
B, A+, 
CYE 
eikt (es& - 1) 
-, A 




u.. = (R’ + &) 9s 




RE = C (RZ + C*) YE 






Next, expressions for the time derivatives of the exit density and velocity perturbations are 
obtained in the following manner: 
Density 
a% = -pE i k (k + tiE B, + 0, C 
at c a; QE 
A,, eikt (eics. - 1) 1 (D7) 
‘Goldstein, M. E., Aeroocoustics, pp. 220, 221. 
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Irrotational Component 
aiYIE -= i k B, A,, 
at (3, > 
e ikt (e icy, - 1) 





e ikt (e 0, - 1) 
a$RE _ i k Z,, 
at (R2 + c2) 9E e Ikt (eicy. - 
1) 1 
av’,E _ -i k R Z,, 
at 





Assuming the flow parameters vary harmonically with time, substituting the relationships 
of’ Equations D3 through Dll into the momentum equation, and dividing through by e”’ 
produces 
p,,& + g,,A*. +T,K [( 
k + &.;B2 + s,C 
(3, 
A,,A+, (eiC.c, - 1) 1 - P,A’,; 
%A+- k Z = 
Cg, (Rz ++&,: > 
(e iC% - 1) sin (Y,.h + 
A +oo- RZ,, YE C(R’ + C’)P, (eiG+ - 1) COS (Ych 1 GK + 
U cos (CYCh - ‘4) 
k + ti,.:Bz + T,C 
mm. CJg,i3; 
A ,A 
k. +* (e,CV, - 
1) cos (cm, - pz) V,,,, + i&:AE (( %A+- Z tCYl.: (RY ++c”)yE > (eiC.c+. - 1) sin LY,,, + 
A ( - +(a- RZ,, YE C(R” + C’)ji, > (eO* - 1) 120s etch > + 
;&,A, cm (ml - ,a*) I} - I uas Wd, + &W'da 1 + 
rJ,v3 I ikFda - ik p’E k + ii&B, + C,C 2 cy,, a; > A,, (eicy, - 1) + 
A fm- RZ,, 
YE C (R’ + C2) YE > 
(eiCi+.: - 1) cos ach + Olds (DE) 
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The next step requires that Equation D12 be divided into its real and imaginary parts. 
The momentum equation is used to solve for Z,,,, Z,,, and the continuity equation is used to 
solve for A+mR, A +COI. Combine like terms and make the following assumptions: 
- - 
M,, = u,A,jjE- % sin ach 
GE GE + 
U PAM. co9 b&h - 8.J[ $5$iL] - 
K i%JPREL& (3, > (sin ~4 1 cm ((YCh - PA




M = T (k + %C) U:,V:, P3V3 cos c& 
9, E 2Cj& - 2YE 
Mw = 
WE sin ach R& cos (Ych 
(R* + C*) j$ - C(R’ + C’)g, 1 + 
)?EUPRELAE cos ((Yctl - Pz) 1 c. R cos CI~,, (R2 + C’)y, Slrl (Y,h - C 1 




Substituting these relationships into equation D12 and extracting the real part yields 
M, [ JLA+,,M,, - &A+,M,, - B&+, sin (WEI - 
B,,A+,, sin (C&) ] +M,, [ A,,, M,, - A,,, sin ((3%) ] - 
kM, [ B,,A+,,M,, + B,,A+,&, + B,,A+,, sin (CL) - 
B,,A+,, sin (CYd I -kM, [ A+,,M,, + A+,, sin (C&I 1 
= -kM, [ Z+,,M,, + Z,,, sin (GE) 1 +M, [ Z+-l MI,- 
Z +.Z+t sin (CW I - F,,X - Pd,A’lR + [ FE + L NJ,,, cos (a,, - PJY 1 AIER - 
Collect like terms in the following manner and let 
M,,, = M,, (MmBm - B,, sin (CY,)) + MA, 
-kM, (B,,M,, + B,, sin ((27,)) - kM,, sin ((39,) 
Mm = -M,, (M,, B,, + B,, sin (CL)) - M,, sin ((3,) 
-kM, Mm Bm -B,, sin (CyE)) - kM,,M,, 
Mm, = - kM, sin (Cg,) + M,,M,, 
Mm, = - k&a Mm - M,, sin (Cy,) 
(Dl4) 
(Dl5) 
Substituting Equation D15 into D14 yields 
M,,,A+,, + M,,,A+,, = M,,Z+,~ + M,,Z+,, + RC 016) 
where, 
RC = -jjfhRirS - p,$‘,, + [ j& + PE w,,, cos kf,, - &))‘I L - 
-- b’JJ,V, 
2 
-- k&ks,t - k&U,V’,, - 2 (Dl7) 
with 
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The imaginary part of the momentum equation is expressed as 
M,,A+,, + M,,A+,, = Mm Z,,, + M,,Z+,, + Ic 
where, 
WO, = M, [ B,,M,, + B,, sin (CY,)] + M,, sin (CjQ 
+ kM, WLNm - EL sin (GE) 1 +kM,,M,, 
WX = M,, 1 &J&a - B,, sin (WE)1 + M,,M,, 
- kM, FLM,, + B,, sin (C&) ] -kM,,sin (CY,) 
M,,, = M,, sin (CT,) + M&Lw 




IC ,= - pd.1 A, - hd’s, + [ P, + jdOm cos (ac,, - PAP 1 k,, - 
(D21) 
with 
In order to solve for A,,,, multiply Equation D16 by M,$M,, and subtract the resultant from 
Equation D19 to produce 
A +CWFl = M,,,Z+,, + M,,,Z+,, + M,,,IC + M,,,RC (D22) 
where, 
M,, = Mm - NJWM,o, 
MM3 = (Mm, - M,,,M,hL)/W, 
M,,, = (Mm, - M,,,W.JM,,,VMm 
M,,, = l/M,, 
M,,:, = -W&L&~ 
Substitute Equation D22 into Equation D19 and solve for A,,, to give 




WI, = (Mm, - M,,,M,,,VM,, 
Ml,, = (Mm - M,,,M,,VM,, 
Mm = - Mm&&m 
Mm = (1 - M,&W/Mm (D24) 
The continuity equation is used to obtain Z,,. The equation takes the following form 
after substituting Equation D2 through D7 into Equation 38 and dividing through by e”‘. 
k + i&B* + 0,C 
OEAEA+@ (eich - 1) cos (ach - &) 1 + Cj@E 
jEOEAIE + jEAE (eich - 1) K &A+, 
Z k 
CYE (RZ ++& gE > 
sin ach + 
A 
4 - RZ+m 
YE C (Rz + C2) yE 
) cos (YCh ] - Wlda 
The following steps separate out and solve for the real and imaginary components of 
A+_ and Z+_. First, make the assumptions noted in Equation D26 below. 
- - 
c,, = - fi GE %m.& cos (ach - A) C9&& 
+ pEAE sin G, 
CTJ, 
-A 
C PE E 
R 




. . ....~..~-..~.,_.,..__. -._-----_.. ..__ 
Substituting Equation D26 into Equation D25 and rearranging term yields 
C,,,A+,r+ + GA+,, + C,J+e,R + GZ+,, = CR 
where, 
Cm, = WS,M~ - C,,B,, sin (CL) +C,,M,, 
WV 
+kC,, (B,,M,, + B,, sin (CjQ) + kc,,, sin (Cj&) 
C,,, = -C,, (B,,M,, + B,, sin (Cy,)) - C,, sin (CK) 
kC,,(B,,M,, - B,, sin (CL)) + kC,,,M,, 
Cm = G-N,, 
C = - 105 C, sin (Cg,) OX%) 
and 
CR = - i&,U, + wldsR + &kvla, + % kv’,i& (D29) 
Substituting Equation D22 and D23 into Equation D27 and combining the terms gives 
c,,z+,, + GJ,z+m, + C,,, RC + C,, IC = CR (D36) 
where, 
C 106 = C&L, + G&m + Cm 
C 107 = C&b,, + Cd%,, + Cm 
C 108 = C&L + G&m 
C 109 = G&L + C,oN,,, 
Next, the imaginary part of the continuity equation is dealt with. Let, 
(D3I) 
C 110 = C,, [ B,,M,, + B,, sin (CT,)] + C,, sin CT&) - 
kc,, FMLo - B,, sin (Cy,)] - k C,,,M,, 
C III = C,i P%,Mm - B,, sin (C&)1 + C&L + 
Km [B,,M,, + B,, sin (C&)1 + k C,,, sin (CY,) 
C II? = C,, sin (CL) 
C 1,s = GM,, (D32) 
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This yields 
CA+,, + ‘&A+,, + GnZ+mR + Cd+m, = CI (D331 
where, 
CI = - P&l,, cos ((u,, - P,) &, + wl&r 
(D341 
Next, substitute the relationships for A,, presented in Equations D22 and D23 into D33. Let, 
C II4 = C,,,M,,, + G,Mu, + G,, 
C 115 = G&L, + C,,,M,,, + Cm 
C 116 = G&L + CdLc 
C II? = G&n + Cc,,,Mm (D351 
This produces 
c,,.,z.,, + C,,J+..d + C,,, RC + C,,, IC = CI (D36) 
Now, multiply Equation D30 by C,,,/C,,, and subtract the resultant from Equation D30. 
Let, 
C 118 = C 11, - C,,,C,,!C,,, 
C 119 = - (C,,, - cmc,“,lc3,K,8 
C 120 = - (C,,; - C,,,C,,/C,,,)/C,,, 
c,,, = (Cl - C,,, CR/C,,,%,, 
This gives 
Z +d4 = C,,, RC + C,,, IC + C,,, 
Substituting Equation D38 into Equation D36 and solving for Z,,, gives 




C 122 = (-- cm - GlG9VC115 
C 123 = (- c,,, - c,,,Gmm 
C 121 = (CI - C,2,CllNC115 (D401 
The relationships given for Z,, in Equations D38 and D39 are then substituted into Equations 








[ ha: 1) + 
cm2 k%h - P,) 
2 1 
Ep = 
a*Z (y2 - y + 2) 
NY - 1) 
E, = -E,I&, + E,.%, sin ach 2&1n, + 
A,,’ sin ach 
Cj(& CYi %4x CY, 
E, = -E,I& (k + ;;C) + E,& cos ach 
Cj$5,2 7i 
-- 
Q = -;,YJ,L& p-g-v <. 2-f (Y - 1) cm,’ - Y t-Y - 1) 
-- 
zU,V, sin ffch 
2CY, 
E, = -a,?, (k + v,C) zy ty - 1) cy,;,’ - iGx 
$v, (k + SC) + ID,i?,v, cos ach 
4cyiz,2 29, 
k + v$ 
Y (Y - 1) 
+ 
E; = cos (CT?,) - 1 
E, = E, (W,, -B,, sin (CFJ) + E,E, + E,k (B,,E, + 
B,, sin (CE)) + E,k sin (Cc) 
E, = -E, (B,,E; + B,, sin (CFJ) - E, sin (CTJ + 
E,k (B,,E, - B,, sin (CYd) + E&E, 
E,, = E, [B,,E, + B,, sin (Cj?)] + E, sin (Cp,) - 
E,k [B,,E, - B,, sin (C:R)] - E,kE, 
E,, = E, [B,,E, - B,, sin tC$)l + ES, + 






2-d-Y - 1) + 4 , 
zZi*k ijpk 




Y(Y - 1) - 
6, = ( 2 ) ( g* - $& ) - ( &$. ) 
E E,, = - _I?_ + 
E, ($&) (+)+(a) (2) 
E?, = p”a* 
E =,*,* (a) (2) 21 
E,, = $7 
E,,s = - E:$5 ) ( + ) 
E,, = -I 







E:,, = - p*Z*E, 
JLJ%, 
E,? = 3F*E, + El, 
E&3, GoE,, 
E:,:, = - 3;*E? _ El4 
JLJ3s E&s 
E:,, = - E~, 
C&s 
Momentum 
M 2 = _ (k + V,C) Ai _ (k +$,, &I’ + 2&1 
CYi 
2 cos a& 
I I I 
-- 
M, = ulvl - Tj,B, sin qh 
2C9,7i,? 2cyi 
M, = 
My = M, [B,,E, - B,, sin (CT,)] + M,E, - 
M:, [kB,,E, - kB,, sin (Cp,)] - M,k sin (CYJ 
M, = -M, [B,,E, + B,, sin (Cq,)] - M, sin (CT,) + 
kM, [-B,,E, + B,, sin (Cp,)] - kM,Ej 
M, = M, [B,,E, + B,, sin (Cg,)] + M, sin (CFJ + 
kM, [B,,E; - B,, sin (CYJ] + M,E,k 
M,,, = M, [B,,E, - B,, sin (Cg,)] + M,E, - 
kM, [B,,E; + B,, sin (Cg,)] - kM, sin (Cy,) 
M,, = E,,M, + E,,M, - 28** 
84 
M,, = E,,M, + E,,M, + k6v, 2’ 
M,, = -GM, - E&f, + M, 
M,, = -E,,M, - E&f, 
M,, = -E,,M, - E,MB + M, 
M,, = -J&M, - E,,M, 
M,, = -E,,M, - E,,M, + 2;*;* 
M,, = G,M, - J-&M, - + 
M,, = -E,,M, - E,,M, - kb,z, 
W, = -E&f, - E,,M, 
M,, = E&I, + E,,M,o kik% 2 
M,, = E,,M, + E,,M,, - 25*2 
M,:, = -E,,M, - E,,M,, + M, 
M,, = -E,,M, - E,,M,, + M, 
M?:, = -E&L - E,N,o 
Mx = -E?,M9 - E,,M,, 
M,; = -Ep2M9 - E,,M,, + v 
MzLI = -E,,,M, - E,,M,, + 2;*a* 
Mm = -E,,M, - &So 
M,, = -E&f, - E,,M,, + kfi,c, 
M:,, = M,, - Mfi”” 
22 
M,, = M,, - M&M- 
( > + M,, 22 












M,, = M,, - MGM30 
( + M,, 12 
Ma = M,, - M&L 
Ml, 
M,, = M,, - M&J, 
Ml2 
M,, = Ml.9 - KM,, 
Ml, 
Ma = Ml, - M&L 
M,, 
Mu = Mn - M&L 
MI? 
M,, = M,, - M&I,, 
Ml2 
Ma = M,, - M&L, 
M, 
M,; = M,, - W,M,, 
M,, 
Continuity 
Ix a ‘X.1 
Cl = - ii$ sin ech + * 
c,=- x, 
CR 
cos Nch + Ai1 




C, = C,B,,E, - C,B,, sin (Cg,) + C&E, + 
C,kB,,E, + C,kB,, sin (Cy,) + C,k sin (CFJ 
C, = C,B,,E, - C,B,, sin (CYJ - C, sin (C$) + 
C,kB,,E, - C,kB,, sin (Cg,) + C,kE, 
C, = C,E,, + C,E, - I 
G = GE,, + GE,, 
C, = C,E,, + C,E, + Z* 
C,, = C,E,, + C,E, - kv,/2 
C,, = C,E,, + C,E, + $*,* 
G = GE,, + GE,, 
C,, = WL + GE,, + P* 
C,, = GE,, + GE,, 
C,, = GE,, + GE,, - kij, 
C,, = GE,, + GE,, 
C,, = GM,, + f&M,, + C, 
C,, = GM,, + GM,, + G 
C,, = GM,, + CW,, + G,- 
Cm = Go& + G& + C,, 
Cz, = - (C&I, + GM,, + C,,) 
G, = - (GM,, + f-UL + C,,) 
C,, = GM,, + G,M,, + G, 
G, = GM,, + C,,M,, + G, 
C, = C, [B,,E, f B,, sin (CTJJ + C, sin (CSr,) - kc, [B,,E, - 
B,, sin (C$)] - kC,E, 
C,, = C, [B,,E, -B,, sin (CFi)] + C,E, + kc, [B,,E, + 
B,, sin (CR)] + kc, sin (Cg,) 
G, = GJL + G,E,, 
C, = C&E, + C&E,, - I 
81 
C, = C,E,, + C&E,, + 9 
C:,, = GE, + C,,E,, + ;* 
G, = G&o + C,,E, 
C,, = GE,, + GE,, + ,Z*Z* 
G, = Cz,E,, + C,,E,, 
G, = C,,E,, + C,,E, + b* 
G, = GE,, + GE,, 
C,, = CztL + GE,, + kF, 
C,, = C&L + G&L + Cz, 
G, = G&b, + C&L + G 
C,, = C&L + GM,, + C,: 
C,, = GM,, + GM,, + Gz 
C,, = - (G-N,, + G&L + GJ 
C,, = - (GM,, + GM,, + Cd 
C,, = W4, + C&L + G 
C,, = G&L + GJL + G, 
c,, = c,, - +Gc 
22 
c,, = + 
IS ( 
c,, - +Lz 
22 > 
c,, = -$- 
45 ( 
c,, - +!k ) 
22 
c,, = + 
45 ( 
(-& - +E$c 
22 > 
c,, = + 
45 ( 




c,, - -+L 
22 > 
c,, = + ( c,, - y!L 
4.5 22 1 
c,, = (Cm - C,,G) f c,, 
88 
c53 = (C,, - C,,C,,) + c,, 
c, = KG, - C,,C,,) + c,, 
c,, = (Cm - G,C,,) + c,, 
c, = KG, - C,,C,) + c,, 
G = (G, - GC,,) + c,, 
REGION 2 
Momentum 
M,, = (-B’,, - t?,,, & 
M,, = M,, + -“iL 
49 
M,:, = M,a”~o 
M&L 
89 
M,= -$- _ ~*2p3M,, _ &zVz 
51 Ma 3 2 
M,, = + 
( 
-z-*9*+ P kEv’,M,, 
51 2% > 
M,? = + 
( 
-k&v, 
51 2 > 
M,, = + 
( 
k&~2M,, 
51 2M49 > 
M, = -Mid%, 
MS, 
M, = k(y!j), M,a 
M&L > 
M, = Wa - W&z 
Ma 
M,, = - Ma&&z 
48 
M, = -2 - M,,M, 
Ma 
Mm = - W&L, 
M48 
Mm = (Mm - M,,M,VM,a 
M,, = -M,,M,,/M,, 
M,, = (2%~ - MJWM,, 
M,, = (- ‘/z kj&vz - M,,M,,)/M, 
M,, = (- ti k&Q, - M,,M,)/M,, 
M,, = (-2z*21* - M,,M,,)/M, 
M,, = (- ‘h kfjzvz - M,,M,,)/M, 
M,, = -M,,M,/M,, 
M,, = ( --k(F~), - M,&/r& 
M, = - M,M&f,a 
M, = ,u,,& + ii&M,, - + M, 




c,= + (Cm - C,,C,,) 58 
c,, = +- (CM - C&J 58 
cg?= __ 
d,, (G, - C,,C,) 
G = + (Cm - G,G) 08 
G, = + tc,, - C,,C,*) 58 




iiA M = -E - W, sin qh 84 CYE CYE + 
w*Fm cos (% - P*)l’ [&*E] - 
[ - 
( 
iGJ2REL E A 
-Tg, > 
(sin a,,) 1 cos kc, - 8,) 
93 
M,, = W 
KJ?,,, COS (n,, - P*)l’ 
p,u,,,,.TT~ cos tfl,, - P,) 1 [ R cos ach (R’ + C’) TE sin (Y,~ - C I 
- 
M, = EV:, 
R cos qh 
2 (R2 + c2) yE sin fich - C > 
Ml, = cos (CY,) - 1 
M,,, = M,, W,&z, - I%, sin (CL)) + M&m - 
kM,(B,,M,, + B,, sin CC?,)) - kM, sin (GE) 
M,,, = M,, (M,&*, + B,, sin (CY,)) - M,, sin (C&I - 
kM, W,o&, - B,, sin (CYd) - kM&b 
M,,, = - kM, sin CC?,) + M,M,, 
Mm = -k&s& - M,, sin (CLyE) 
94 
M,,, = M, [B,,M,, + B, sin (C&)] + M, sin (CL) + 
kM, US&m - B,, sin (CT,) + kM,M,, 
Mm = M, R&L - EL sin (C&)1 + M&L - 
kM, [B*,M,, + B,, sin (CjQ] - kM, sin (Cy’,) 
M,,, = M, sin (cj;,) + kM,M,, 
Ml, = NN,, - kM, sin (CR) 
MC9 = Mm - K3LdWm 
M,,, = Mm - M,,M,JM,,)IM,,~ 
Ml,, = (Mm - M,,M,JM,,)lMm 
Mm = l/M,, 
Mu, = - %&%,,M,, 
MI,, = (Mm - M,,,M,,,VM,, 
Mm = (Mm - M,,,M,,VM,, 
Mm = Mm Mm/M,, 
Mm = (1 - M,o,M,,,VM,, 
Continuity 
C 102 = GBz,M,, - GB,, sin (CL) + GM,, + 
kc,, t&M,, + B,, sin (CY,)) + kc,,, sin (Cg,) 
C,,:, = -C,, (B,,M,, + B,, sin (C’y,)) - C,, sin (CT,) + 
kC,m (B&La - B,, sin (Cg,)) + kC,,,M,, 
C I LO = C,, [BPIMIW + B,, sin (CY,)] + C,, sin (CjQ - 
kc,, WLJ%, - B,, sin (CL)1 - kC,,,M,,, 
C 111 = C, H%&L, - B,, sin (CT,)1 + C&L, + 
kG., [B&L + EL, sin (CL)1 + kC,,, sin (CT,) 
95 
C,,, = C, sin (CY,) 
C IIR = C&L 
G, = GoMm + ‘&Mm + Cm 
C 115 = GoM,,, + C,,,Mm + Cm 
Cm = C,,,M,,, + C,,,M,,, 
C II? = GoM,,, + GM,,, 
c c,,, 1,s = - c,,&s/c,o7 
C 119 = - tc,,, - G,G,/C,o,)/C,,, 
C I?” = - (C,n - G,,G&,“,)/C,,, 
CI?I = (CI - C,,,CR/C,,,)/C,,, 
c,,? = t-c,,, - C,MC,,J~C,,S 
c,*:, = t-c,,; - c,,,c,*“vc,,, 
cm = (CI - c,,,c,,,vc,,, 
S Coefficients 
27 s, = ~ 
7+1 “yL 
s; = (5 - 1 ) M,,.* + 2 
s,; = (2 - rh/) ,s,, + (27 + 2) T;,,. 
s; = (5. + 1) x7,,.’ 
s, = S,/(~,,.S.,) 
S!, = s;/s, 
Mi8cellaneous 
RC = -f~‘,& - ~~~~~~ + [& + pe (U,, cos (a,, - P,))’ 1 A’m - 




CALCULATION OF MEAN FLOW AERODYNAMICS 
Pressure jump across the shock (steady state) 
pds =1+ 
PUS 
* (M& - 1) 
Steady-state pressure as a function of chordwise location 
Steady-state density as a function of chordwise location 
pm =PTOT 1 + [ + m,) 1 (3) 
where, 
P TOT =- 
PToT RT,,, 
Steady-state temperature as a function of chordwise position 
T(x) = T,,, [ 1 + + (cl*(x)) -I 1 
Local steady-state speed of sound as a function of chordwise position. 
Y RT,,, 1 I,,, ii(x) = 1+y-l - (M*(x)) 2 
Total pressure, temperature, and density downstream of the shock 
-1 
(7) 
Pro-r,, = Pm,, [ If *WA - 1) 1 







T TO=dS = TTOT~~ 
98 
Mach number across the shock 
a& (y - 1) + 2 
mJ = 27%. - (y - 1) 
(F7) 
99 
DEFINITION OF AREA PERTURBATIONS 
Bending Mode Perturbations 
Figure Gl describes the inlet area to be considered. The blades will be considered to 
vibrate harmonically with a constant interblade phase lag u. Assuming this, then the de- 
flections can be represented as follows: 
(reference blade) 
h’ = i; e’k’ e’” (blade adjacent to reference blade) 
FD 178255 
Figure 131. Rending Mode Area Perturbations 
Thus, the arca perturbation can be represented as shown below: 
Ati = (h’-h) sin p, 
sin cyCh 
= (pt e’” _ ‘h e”L) 
where all quantities are nondimensional. Simplifying this expression yields 
Jqi = ; elk’ (e’” - 1) P, sin 
sin (Y,~ 
Dividing through be e”’ gives 
.Y&li = K (e’” - 1) sin p, . 
sin (Y,~ 
Separating the expression into its real and imaginary components produces 




Ati, = h sin o sin /3, 
sin aeh > 
100 
Similarly, the other area perturbations for the bending mode will be 
it*R = f (cos u - 1) 
Et*, = T sin (r 
-I A srt = T; (cos u - 1) 
A’,, = X sin u 
-, A = ii (cos u - 1) sin 0, ER . sm (Y,~ 
-I A a = ‘i; sin (r 
( 
sin & 







Torsional Mode Area Perturbations 
Figure G2. Torsional Mode Area Perturbation 
In the torsional mode area perturbations, the airfoils will be assumed to be undergoing 
rigid body torsional deflections about an arbitrary elastic axis position a. Consider first a 
cascade of flat plate airfoils oscillating out of phase, as shown in Figure G2. The area 
perturbation can be represented by 
A’(x) = c Z-$ (a’ - a) 
where, 
Z= 
b(1 + a) 
C 
(G12) 
a = Elastic axis position referenced to midchord and nondimensionalized by b. 
101 
At the blade leading edge 
A’; = Zc (TV’ - TV) sin 8, ( . sin N,~ 
Next, assume 
tr=Ze IL, 
,k, (y’ = Fy e (>‘I” 
Thus. 
,I’ - (, = 7~ e”’ (e’” - 1) 
Dividing this hy e”’ and substituting the resultant into Equation Gl3 gives 
-3 A, = cZcT(e’” - 1) sin 0, 
sin CY,~ 
Separating this expression into its real and imaginary components yields 
-, 
A I,, = cZru(cos u - 1) 
( 
sin 8, 
sin (Y,~ 1 
-, A i, = cZrV sin m sin 6, ( . sm CY,~ 






cn (cos u - 1) 
A*‘, = 
( z- 5 > 
ccv sin 0 
At the shock wave, the area perturbations will be 
A’,, = ( z- += > CG (cos u - 1) 










At the exit, the area perturbations will be 
GR = (Z - 1) (cos (r - 1) cz 
( 
sin p, sin Ly.b 
) 
(G21) 
Xl = (Z - 1) CC sin D sin fi, ( . sm cyCb 1 
DEFINITION OF THE VOLUME PERTURBATIONS 
Bending Mode Perturbations 
Figure (i:< defines and divides the volumes into three sections. Each section is dealt with 
separately in this Appendix. 
FD 178257 
Fi,c:tt.c’ (;.‘1. t%Jt?dit7,# hf(tdp ntld Torsional Mode Volume Perturbations 
Section 1 
For ease of determination, Section 1 is divided into three subsections, such that 
v, = v,, + v,, + VI, (G22) 
Subsection la 
v,, = A’, 2 cotan (90 - p,) 
Expanding this expression in small perturbations and neglecting higher order terms gives 
v,, = 
(2 + 2ii A’.) .-II>- 




which produces for the perturbation volume in terms of real and imaginery components 
Lz Ai AJiR cotan (90 - 0,) 
and 
‘ii Ati, 
cotan (90 - 8,) 
where A’, and A’,, are given in Equations A4 and AS, respectively, in Appendix A. 
0324) 
Subsection 7b 
v,, = n,,) (6 sin ~4 
where d represents the gap between the blades. Expanding this expression in small per- 
turbations gives 
or 
v,, = i h’ - h sin N,~ > 
sin (Y,~ cos ffCh 
Breaking this expression down into its real and imaginary components gives 
km = Sh (cos I7 - 1) cos CT& 
VI ,b, = iK sin 0 cos CY,~ 
Subsection 7c 
V,, = A+ (x’ - 6 cos LY,J 
Expanding this expression in small perturbations and neglecting higher order terms produces 
V’,, = (A* - A’*) ‘-- x* - (6 A* + 5 A’* + 6’ A*) cos (Y,~ 
or 
v’ IC = A’* (x* - 7 cos a,,) + SIX* cos UC,, 
or 
KCR = y) (x* - 
- - 
a cos a,,) (cos o - 1) + A* h (cos (T - 1) cot LY,~ 
v ICl =h ( X* - 5 sin (Y,,) sin 0 + A* h sin 0 cot (Y,~ (G28) 
(G27) 
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Thus, the real and imaginary components for Section 1 represent a summation of the 
three subsections, as shown in Equation G29. 
VI,, = v,, + F,,, + v,., 
it,, = Vlla, + Vflb, + V’,,, (G29) 
Section 2 
Since this section represents supersonic flow, downstream disturbances cannot propagate 
upstream. Therefore, the volume perturbation can be represented as being bounded on the 
downstream side by a steady-state shock location, as shown in Equation G30. 
v, = +(A* + A,) (& - x*) (G30) 
Expanding in small perturbations produces 
v’, = +(A” + A’,) (jr, - x*) (G31) 
Breaking the expression into its real and imaginary components gives 
VI,, = II (cos (T - 1) (Q - x*) 
V’,, = 7-1 sin (T (jl, - x*) 
Section 3 
(GW 
Section 3 also has been divided into three subsections. Each subsection is dealt with 
separately with the volume perturbations of Section 3 equal to the summation of the 
subsections. 
Subsection 3a 
V, = +(A, + A ~ - ,) (c - xd 
T 
V’, = +[(A;+A’,- 1) (c - 4) - (A, + Al _ ,) x’s] 
c c 
7 
V&R =Ti (cos fJ - l)(c - r;,) -+ T,, (A, -+AL =,) e 





V,, = + (6 cos a,,)(6 sin cr,,) 
V’3b = 66’ cos etch sin arh 
i?,,, = + X (cos u - 1)(6 sin 2~4 
-! V 3bl = $ X sin 0 (6 sin 2q,) 
Subsection 3c 
A; 
v:,, = ~ 2 tan p2 
V’:,,. = A’, & tan P, 
- - 
pl,,, = A, h (cos CT - 1) cos p, sm N,~ 
v,, = A, ii sin 0 cos 8, 





As stated, the real and imaginary components of Section 3 represent a summation of the three 
subsections, as shown below: 
VP:,, = VP:,., + VP:,,, + %,R 
VT,, = k,,, + v8:,b, + v:,,, (G39) 
Torsional Mode Perturbations 
As before, the individual sections will be dealt with separately in the following para- 
graphs. 
Section 1 





cotan (90 - p,) 
-, V 
Ai c Z Tt (cos (5 - 1) sin 0, 
I.R = . sm LY,~ cotan (90 - /3,) 
sin (Y cotan (90 - p,) 
Subsection lb 
V’,, = + Sa’ sin (2 cy,,) 
-, V IbR = czn5 (cos u - 1) cos C&h 
-, V ,bl = cZiX sin (r cos (Y,~ 
Section 7c 
r+ V’,, = 
s 
A’(x)dx A’(x)= c 
%NT 
= cz (x* - 5 cos n,,) (tr’ - cr) - 







kl = cct (cos u - 1) z (x’ - z cos (Y,,) - c XI2 - (;r cos CrJ - 2C 1 
(G45) 
The summation of the real and imaginary components of the subsections is shown in Equation 
G46. 
v;, = v;,, + v;,, f V& 
v;, = v;,, + v;,, + qc, 
Section 2 
(G46) 
V; = j.,: A’(x)dx 
V& = c (y (cos u - 1) Z (x, - x*) - C ( x8 
2 - x*z 
2c )I 






As before, Section 3 will be divided into three subsections. 
Subsection 3a 
v;, = s 1’ A’(x)dx - $ x’, 
= c (a’ - 0) [ z(x,-xx,)- ( xi ic x$ )I - A, x,s 
%a,< = c a (cos u - 1) z (c - Zs) - [ ( 
c2 - ji.s’ 
2c )I - Asl?zsR 
via, = c (y sin 0 [ z (c - jz,) - ( g] - A, Ts, 
Subsection 3b 
V,, = i (62 + 2 8 6’) sin ach cos ct& 
V;, = z 6’ sin ach cos ffCh 
where, 
6’ = c(Z-1)(&-(u) 
sin ach 
V& = c 6 (z - 1) (cos U - 1) cos (Ych .b 
V&, = c (y (z - 1) sin ff cos &h ,ci 
Subsection 3c 
v,c = 4 2 tan p2 
A, A’, v;, = - tan Pz 
-, V 
A, c & (Z - 1) (cos u - 1) cos Pz 
3CH = sm ach 
vi=, = A, c & (Z - 1) sin u cos p2 sin &h 
The resulting summations for Section 3 are given in Equation G55. 
V.&t = V& + V& + i& 










CALCULATION OF THE STEADY-STATE SHOCK 
LOCATION AND TEST FOR CHOKED FLOW 
The first step in the analysis requires checking for choked flow. Equation Hl is obtained 
from the isentropic flow relationships. 
Rearranging this relationship and solving for A, gives 
U-W 
W2) 
For a choked flow condition, A* will be equal to or greater than the minimum area between 
the blades (A,,,). Thus, for choked flow Equation H2 becomes 
During steady-state conditions 




Amin = (6 sin CYJ + yL x2* - yU x,* W5) 
Substituting the relationships of Equations H4 and H5 into Equation H3 and solving for 8, 
yields 
/3,=sin-’ [-1,{&[-$(l+.LI$LM’)j ‘*[‘{ 6sincr,,+ 
r 
YL(x*,) - y”(x*,) ,1 0-w 
Thus, the flow will be choked if the input 0, is equal to or greater than the 8, calculated in 
Equation H6. If the flow is choked, the areas at various cross-sections will be calculated along 
with the exit area. as shown. 
A Cm = 6 sin 8, (H7) 
The next step in the analysis requires that the supersonic Mach numbers downstream of the 
throat be calculated by solving the following equation for M at the specific chordwise locations:. 




Once the area relationships and Mach numbers as a function of x have been determined, 
the analysis proceeds with the calculation of the steady-state shock position. The derivation 
requires only the Mach numbers downstream of the throat since it can be shown that the 
shock position is stable only in a diverging channel. With the pressure ratio across the stage 
(PR) input, the capture Mach number fixes the pressure at the entrance, as shown in Equation 
H9. 





The use of an iteration procedure finds the shock location by first assuming the shock is 
located at the throat and then incrementally moving downstream until the obtainable pressure 
ratio (PR,,,) at the specific shock location matches the PR,,, within some tolerance t. PR,,, is 
calculated in the following manner: 




1+ + M; > 




3. Calculate the Mach number exiting the shock to determine the nature of 









Mu, = M, 
110 
Knowing the nature of the flow, McXit can be calculated from the area relationship in 




1+y-l - ML, 2 
1 + e Md2, 




Equation HI4 is valid for all values for M, less than or equal to 1.1. If MS > 1.1, there will 
be a loss in total pressure. Calculate total pressure in this situation in the following manner: 
(y - 11 M: + 2 ( yc1) y 
(Y + 11 M,’ 1 ma 
Then, Equation H15 becomes 
P&bl = (.+-)( &)( $)( *, 
e 
(H17) 
The shock will be located at the point where 
I PRcorr - PR Obt 1 I 6 (H181 
If this relationship is not valid, move to the next discrete section downstream and repeat the 
calculations. If the shock position is not located in this manner before reaching the end of the 







LIFT AND MOMENT COEFFICIENT CALCULATION 
With pressure perturbations known at the inlet and outlet of each section, the mean 
section pressure perturbations can be defined as follows: 
Section 1 
-I 
P IR = (ijliR + ij*;) + 2 
-, P II = (fi’,, + fJ*,‘) f 2 (I-1) 
Section 2 
-, P 2R = (pR + fi’“gJ f 2 jJ’*, = (ii*; + p’& f 2 (I-2) 
Section 3 
-, P JR = w&R + fcu() + 2 
-, P 31 = (ij’&, + fYE,) + 2 (I-3) 
Equations I-l through I-3 give the unsteady pressure distribution on the reference airfoil 
suction surface. The pressure perturbation for the “channel” below the reference channel can 
be described in the following manner: 
pL = p. exp t-i u) U-4) 
where, L denotes the lower airfoil surface and U denotes the upper airfoil surface, 
or 
pLR + ip,, = (pUR + ip,) (cos u - isin u) (I-5) 
which gives 
PLR = pOR cos u f pv, sin u 
PLI = pv, cos u - pUR sin u (I-6) 
Then, the pressure perturbations for each section can be calculated as follows: 
Section 1 
j3’1Rl. = -, p ,RU cos u + j5’,,” sin u -, ^I -, . P IIL = P ,,” ~0s c - P IRU sin u 
Section 2 
ij’m = -, p 2Ru cos u + fi’2,u sin u 
ij’zm. = 
-, p 2,v cos u - jjlzRu sin u 
Section 3 





With the unsteady pressures defined on the suction and pressure sides of the airfoil, the 
unsteady lift and moment coefficients can be defined as follows for each mode. The real part of 
the unsteady lift coefficient is 
GR = Gm + GLR 
where, 
C WR = -(sNm x* + F*,, k-x*) + 3S”R (c-x,)) 
C LLR = +@,,, (x*-a cos cl&) + jYPLR (x,-x*) + 
ij’,,, (c-x, + 6 cos a,,,) + b 
The imaginary part of the unsteady lift coefficient is 





where, C,,,, and C,,, are defined in the same manner as in Equations I-11 and I-12 with the 
imaginary pressure perturbations used. The real part of the moment coefficient can be defined 
for each mode as 
c MR = G.wR + G.c.R (I-14) 
where, 
= - [ iYIUR x* ( zc - $ ) + FpUR (x, + x*) ( zc - (x* 2’ x.) ) + 
TaUR (c-x+- +)I+ b’ (I-15) 
+ PllLR C 
x*--6 cos a& 
2 )> + 
p’,,, (x,-x*) (zc-Yz (x.+x*-226 cos a,,)) + 
p,,, (c-x,+6 cos a&J (zc-?h (c + 
x,--6 cos a,,,) + b’ 1 (I-16) 
The imaginary part. of the moment coefficient for each mode is 
CM, = G”, + CM,, (I-17) 
where, C,,, and C,,, are defined as in Equations I-15 and I-16 with the imaginary pressure 
perturbations used. 
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- .- 
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C Y CCZCDIt:ATE OF LC.:ER SU3FACE CF UPPER BLADE 00001620 
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-is-007: 
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ISI4 OOCI IT = NS 03?01i60 
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1sti COSS 00 30 NS = 1. NSECTl 00001020 
-ISNe0085 IF (XlF(NSJ .LT. XSTARI GO T0.30-- 00001830 
C RATIO CF ARSA TO THPOAT AFEA 00001c40 
IS11 CC.37 AWlIN = ASSCNSJ / AST&R ooooia50 
ISfl CC66 ISS = 1 OOCClCjO 
-pN-ccq? C!.LL H:CHIT lAO.WIN, tlSSI:rSt, CAti, TOLNIT, ISSr-KILL) 00001370 
C IF (KILL .NE. OJ CRITE l6,25) AO:.tlIt:, XlPtNSJ 00001330 
ISN 0090 25 FORtlATl'OA/ASTAR = ',lPE13.5, X = ',E13.5) 00001&F0 
ISN OC9P 30 CO::TIttUC oooc19o'J 
C -~- _. _ _ - _. - - _~_ .__... - _.._ - 00001910 
C TEST FOR CHCKEO FLO!J AN9 LOCATE STEADY STATE SH3CK 00001920 
C ooco193o 
ISN 0092 BETAlC = Ar?sI:tts~RT((~:~~om * F~oF(NIJI*wGP~GN~J / nlw2J / TAU *03001940 
1 (TAU * CCSLAN + YLSTf.R - ~--. YUSTAR,, 00001950 
If!{ CC93 IF tDETA1 .GE: BETA1C-l -GO TO 4i- 00001960 
1311 009s KPITE 16~40) 00001970 
ISI OCC6 40 FCRtlAT( ' *ii*** FLC'k IS NOT CHOKED') c0001930 
ISIl co97 ICtiCKE = 0 
-Ist~oo?3 
-_ 
ASTCR = TAUrSIh'SlxnI*l2./(G~~tl. J * (l.+ltAn-1. J/2. 
ooco19so 
* nr**2JJ ** ooco:ooo 
? I-lECH+l. )/(2.*lGAt-l-1. tJJ 03002010 
ISN'OO99 XSTAR = DELTA * COSACH + 0 .I 00002020 
-IS!1 0100 IFIC-CELT'+COSACH .GT. O.ll_GOTO-330 .0000?030 
IS:1 0102 XSTAP = C - DiLT:*COSACH 0C002040 
C C:?ITE(6,3401 XSTlR 00002050 
ISH 0103 340 FC':t'Tl//' *Y* XSTAR RESET TO',E15.6J 00002060 
-yI 0104 330 X0 = XSTAR +.0.15 -. - OCCO2070 .-. _. 
1s:t 0105 IFIC-X0 .GT. 0.) GOT0 61 0c002080 
IW 0107 X0 = XSTAR + 0.05 00002090 
C !!?ITE(6,ZbOt X0 00002100 
~IStt~0109 360 FCZtlAT(//: ***.,X0 RESET_TDL,E15.+j 00002110 -__ - 
IW OlC9 GO TO 61 00002120 
C INLET STATIC TO TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO OC302130 
0110 41 AC = TAU Z SItI 00002140 
Clll AOWIN =-ACI-ASTAR 0000?150 - 










Cl13 IF ttl1 .GT. 1.) ISS = 1 00302170 
0115 CALL H:CllIT O.OA:IIH, MC, GAtl, TOLtlIT, ISS, KILL) 00002150 
0116 PIPT = FlOF(tlCJ*~GOlnG 00002190 
BETAi 3117 = EETAlC 00032200 
0118 BETAPR = EETAl * CCR 0000:210 
Cl19 t:I;ITE16,117J BETAFRI 0030;220 
0120 117 00002230 
b121 
FORMAT1 /(', BE‘Tblm'(i15.6 J --. .- - 
ICHCKE = 1 00c02240 
C EXIT AREA OCCO2250 
0122 AE = DELTA * SIN32 00002260 
C RATIO OF EXIT AREA TO THROAT AREA --.-. 
z 
ISN 0123 AOAMIN =-AE i- ASTAR 
_. _..- ~00002270 
00002280 
IW 0124 ISS = 0 00002290 
41 ISN 0125 IF (AE .LT. ASTARI ISS = 1 00002300 
ISN 0127 CALL tlACNIT (AOAMIN-,-HE, GAn, TOLnIT, ISS. KILL) 00002310 _ .-__ 
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C IF (KILL .t:E. OI’WITE 16345) AOAPIIN, XlPtNSt ooco:::o 
ISH 0123 45 FO!?:ATl ‘OAE/AST,:R = ‘,lPE13.5, X = ‘.E13.5) 00032330 
-IS:1 0129 CC 6’) ttS = IT, t:SECTl -.. ------ 0330::40 ~-___ - 
C SH”TK tI:.CH ::C”JER ooc3235o 
IS!I Cl30 1:: = fiSS~tiS1 ocoo:,5o 
iS:l 0131 I’it?O.GT.0.939 .A\:'). RO.LT.1.001) MO=l.Ol ODD@2iiO 
C - -_ - .- .- TOTAL I!iLET TO EXIT PRESSURE.RATIO occo:~so 
1s:t 0133 FTIF’TE q 1. 0c002390 
1stt 0134 IF (KO .GT. 1.11 PTIPTE = oooc~4oo 
1 11. + c-At1 * T:‘CSPl * ltiOW.2 - l.tt**(l. / 1GAtl - 1.)) Y 000”:410 
2 12. * FIOFltlot / l(GAti + 1.1 * tlO*~2t,**.t:GOltlGt .-- ___- ono@~420 
C STATIC FREsZ’L!?E !?:.TIO ACRCSS STAGE oco::430- 
IStj 0136 FEPI = FR * PrIPTE occo:4’~o 
C T!:‘O.\T TO EXIT F?TS?UIE R;,TIO ocoo"45o 
Isit 0137 F”CC’R = PIFT * Tl:SGPl*+G31tlG * PR 
C SSOCK 1t:LET t1I.W t:U::BZR 
cnoo2460 
0200:470 
IS:I 013a 301 = t:3 
C S’lCCK EXIT MACH t:C!:ZER 
Is:I_.o13Y __--- :l:E = SS”T(F10F(11011 / IGAtl * HOI+*2 - lGAfl,l..t.*~.55?,1 
C Z-:3:!: 1t:LET TO TI:?OAT STATIC FRESSL’RE RATIO 
Is!: 0140 50 PS:PTH = FIO'lP:Ol~~~C311 '5 / 1IF'tl + 1.1 i( .5)*~GOl!lG 







ISH 0141 PCEP31 = 1. -. .--.-.- + G?H Y Tt:“;Pl * (t:O**? - 1. ) ._. oci10:540. 
C ST::E EXIT TO s:!?tK EXIT STATIC F;ESSURE RATIO 000c;550 
1stt Cl42 FEFOE = lF?CF(f:El / F1CFlf:OElt**G01t:G / PTIPTE oc3o2~so 
C CST’IN:BLE FRESSCRE RISE 1STI.G: EXIT TO THROAT STATIC PRESS. RAT.)C03C’570 
1s:t 0143 
-1c:: 0144 
FilC;T = POIPTH + Po:POI.*.PEP3E . __ _. 00302~SO 
IF lAT3(FEi:“~/P~C3T-l. ).GT. EFS) GO TO 60 0000~530 
C LlIST’!:ZE FR”:I REFEREt:CE BLADE L.E. TO STEADY STATE SHOCK OOCO:600 
Is:1 Cl45 X3 = XlFlt:;t 0000:610 
1::: C?5J t:?;TE(6,75) 
:c:t OlSl 75 FC:I::,T( ’ ‘#‘THE WCCK IS LOCATED AT THE THROAT’) 
1s:: ClSC 
--x.1 0153 
-- _- C!JTO 500 -. _.._._________ 
71 XtP = X0 - TSLAti 
IC’I C?Z’r CALL LItlE lt:P, XIN. YUIN, X0, YUO, YUOXO, IOWl 
I’!( Cl-‘3 CALL 1LI::E lI:P, XItt, YLItt, X2P, YLO, YLOXO, IOUtll 
I'!I Cl47 x5=x0 
-I,!1 Cl'13 
00002620 _-.--. .._ - - 







>.‘;I 0:s E3 = ZP - X0 / c 03002700 .-.--_ 
C STEI3’: s-rA:E SHCCK AREA 00002710 
ISN 0?57 La = :.ssItisl 0000~720 L 
:-;I 5153 Fo = F1CFltZt**~31flG * PT OCCO:7jO 
C C!‘tTTXKPT OF =“OCK LOCATION OCCO2740 ---.. 
-X!l ai 
..-. -.Y“ ..- 
IS = t:3 ocoo175o 
151: 0163 23 TO 65 00002760 
i311 0151 60 CC!:TI:;‘JE 00302770 
IS I Cl62 61 IS = C -- OC302760 Ij:! 'clrj j --. t:.,ITE 16;62t .--.~ .0X132790 
I”‘, cl:‘4 < - 62 FC?::.:Tl ’ **sX* STEADY STATE SHOCK POSITION NOT FOUKD’) 0300;330 
I”!I -105 . 1 CO TO 5C0 00002D10 
C oc902e20 - 
-C---CALCULATE CAPTU?E hCi-i:ii:%Ef?-- 05CO2330 
C 003C2940 
ISN 0166 65 AC = TAU * SINfBETAlC) c000:850 
C - RATIO OF CAPTURE AREA TO THFOAT AREA 03002860 -..-. .- 
AOAHIN =-AC / ASTIR 
.---- . ..-. .- 
- IStJ 0167 00302970 
1% Cj&3 15s = 0 00002880 
1C:t 0169 IF lti1 .GT. 1.1 ISE = 1 00002690 
1st 0!.71 CALL tlACHIT (AOAtlIN, tlC, GAM, TOLtlIT, ISS, KILL) __- _--. _._-.-. .--_.-_. - ..___. 00~02p_0op 
WERSiON 1.3.0 (01 IIAY 80) tlAIN SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (Et:HANCED) DATE 80.353/15.02.47 PAGE 6 
C IF IKILL .NE. 01 MITE (6,651 AOAtlIN 0000:310 
ISN 0172 66 FCRtlAT('OAC/ASTAR = ',lPEl3.51 o?crJ?920 
C 




ISN 0173 PCPT = FLOF(t:Cl*~G01tlG CC?OZSjO 
1st; 0174 PC = FCPT * PT 
-Is!4 0175 
---- oocc?.9io 
IFlICEC~<E.EC.ll~ GOT0 373 ococ: :so 
1st 0177 CALL LItIE lt:P,XI:~,YUIN,XSTLR,YU,DUPl,IDU~) 
1s:t 0173 CALL LIt:E (::?,XItI,YLIN,SSTAR-TSL'tl,YL,DUil,IOUtl, 
1s:i 0179 
-1z:t 0103 
AREA = TA'J * COSLAti :-YU +-YL 
COI.tlIN = AREA / &STAR 
IS!4 OlDl C>,LL tl:.CHIT (AOA~I!I,XtlS.G4H,TOLtlIT,ISS,KILL~ 
Is:{ 0132 F:!lPT q FlOFf XfiSl ii* Colt:3 
C -. ._.- ..- L!?ITE(6,:01) XSTAR,TSLLtl,YU,YL,AREA,AOAtlIN,XtZ,P,~l?T~~~ 
Is!: 0163 201 FC'llAT(/' XSTAR,TSL~H,YU,YL,AREA,ADA~It~,XtlS,PHlPT'/8El5.6t 
If:1 OlE4 GOT0 380 













330 FM1 = FlllFT *.FT .-_ .._ .-___ 
PIPT = FlCF(tlO~*xGOlt!G 
00c03090. 
00003100 
1st: OiCS FENT = FIPT * PT ooco311o 
1% 0189 PCEPI q 1. + Ghtl * TUCGPl * ItlO** - 1.) 00303120 
C OOOU3130 -. ..- . . 
IL::: 0193 'F(ICW'E.ECI.1) --tiCIT 375 
___ 
03003140 
1s:t Cl92 CALL LIt:E It~?,XIH,YUI!:,XO.YU,DU~,IDU~, 03c03150 
IS!{ 0193 CALL LINE It;?,XIN,YLIf~,:(O-TsLAn,YL,DU:i,IO~) OCCO3160 
ISI OlC4 
-I::;- 0195 
AREA = T!U f COSLt~tl -...YU + YL -_. --- 
ACA:lIft = AREA / ASTAR 
IS!I 0196 CALL w.HIT (A~ZIII,XHO,GAM,T~L~~IT,ISS,KILL) 
ISId 0197 P3E = FlOFlXllO1 ** GDltlG *PT 
C -._____ --.- ~:~ITE~~,~~~~.X~,TSLA~,YU,~L,AREA,AOA~IN,X~O,POE~__ 







IS!1 0199 GCTO 355 00003230 
ISN 0200 375 PCE q PCEPI * PENT 00003:40 
1s:t 0201 385 PEPT = FlOiltlEl*tGDltlS 00003?50 
-1% b;o.? PE = PEPT * PT 00003?60 
IS!< c203 PlSS = (Fill + FCt * .5 00003270 
1% 0204 PZSS = (rEtIT + FM) * .5 occo3200 
1% 0205 
IS!l 0207 
IF(ICHCKE.EQ;.O) PXS=(PPE~PXll Y 0.5 




C CALCULAT; STEADY STATE tlCt:Ei!T 
00033310 
00303320 
C ~- _____ _-- .-- --. __----.-- . ..---OCCOj330 
IStl 0208 nuss = -PlsS * XSTAR * (BlPE - XSTAR * .5) - P2SS * (X0 - XSTARI WOO033340 
1 (BlFE - ISSTAR + IX0 - XSTARI * .511 - P3SS * (C - X0) * 00303350 
2 (61Pi - (X0 + (I: - X0) * .5)) GCOC3350 
ISN 0209 OCACH = CiLTA * COSACH OCG03>73 
-19:i-O210 ilLSS 3 PlSS ii-(XSTAR - OCCCH) * IBlPE - (XSTnR - OCACH) * 00303330 
1 .5) + P2sS * (X0 - XSTARI * (BlPE - (XSTAR - 03003390 
2 OCACH + (X0 - XSTARI * .51) + PSSS * IC - (X0 - oooc34oo 
3 CCACH)) * (BlPE ocoo341o ..- ._ - CC l (X0 - OCACHI) * --.-- 
4 .51 00003420 
ISN 0211 noss =(rlUSS + tlLSSl/12. ocoo343o 
C 00003440 
C CALCULATE STEAOY STATE LIFT 00003450 -- -___--- .__ _ -. -- 
C 00003460 
z ISN 11212 LUSS = -PlSS * XSTAR - P2SS * (X0 - XSTAR) - P3SS Y (C - X0) 00003470 
CD ISN 0213 LLSS = PlSS * (XSTAR - DCACH) + P2SS * (X0 - XSTAR) + P3SS * IC - 00003480 
1 IX0 - ~CACH)) 00003490 -. __ __ -. .-. 
*VERSIC!I 1.3.0 (01 MAY @OJ MAIt{ SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 83.3531i5.02.47 PAGE 7 
t- 1st 0214 L5S =(LUSS + LLSS)/12. 000335~0 
$ 
1s:t 0215 L!‘?ITE 16,100) PlSS,P”SS,P3SS,~?SS,LSS OC305510 
-:S!t 0216 lOO.FCAtt'T://' STE:DY STATE \.., “‘UES’//llX, ‘Pl.‘,lOX,‘P2~,lOX,l~3~,6X,- 00033520. 
l’t!O~iEt~T’~~X~‘LIFT’//1X~3F12.4~Fl2.5~F12.6) 00003530 
C 00003340 
1511 C217 DL’M = PRCBT/PRtCRR OC?O~-‘50 
ISI1 c21r) KRITEL6,200) XSTAR,XO,ASTAR,MO,DUM,PTIPTE.~~ OOGO3960 .~-. 
-1S:I 0219 
._ 
200 FCRtiATL /T5,‘XST’R’,T22,‘XO’,T35,‘ASTAR’,T52r’HO’,T63, 00033570 
? ‘FF!CB/P’CORR’,TCO,‘PRLCSS’/6El5.6) 
IsI 0220 K’)ITE(6,600) MSS 
ISN c221 - _ 600_FO~~AT(//_1.MSS’/(6E15.6).!. 
--c.-. 

































0222 A- = -___ *--- _- DELTA.uSItihCtt 00003:540 
0223 xi = DELTA*SI:tXCH 00005~550 
C224 VlA = 0.0 OG303660 
tees XEt:T = CELTA*COSACH OC”C3670 
oe25 --- CALLe.~ItJE-lN?, XItit .YUIN..XENT, .YUENT, DW, .IDUtl,.-. OOCO3600 
CC27 VlB = 0.5’;3ELTA~w.?~COSACH*SItIACH-.5~DELTA~COSACH~YUEt~T OGCCj590 
c223 X2P = 0 00003730 
c:29 CALL LINE It:?, XItI, YLIN, X2P, YLENT, DUN, IDl'ti) 00C03710 




(K,TA?-YEt:T I o’Joo3730 
C231 VlA1'/13tVlC 00003740 





YUE = Yill:tl t:? 1 00003770 
cr;q V3A = (CELTAYSINACH-LYlJE+YU9J/2.O+(YLO*rl)/2.Ot* 000037t30 
- 
? IC-x0 I 
0235 XCD = C-DELT:KOS’CH 
C?Sb -----CALL-LINE- It:?, XIN, YLIN .;fCti,‘ fi;;i;-.DUtj,ID;M, 
c:37 v33 = 0.51;DELTAr~2*SIHACH*COSACH-.5*DELTAwtOSACH~YLW 
0:X vjc = 0.0 
0239 VCL3 = V39+V33+V3C 








6241 605 FC.?II’T( ’ ',T3,'V1A',T15,'VlB',T27,'VlC'.T39,'YUENT'rT5lr'YUSTAR'. 00003860 
? T63,‘YLSTAR’,T75,‘YLENT’t 00003870 
0242 00003330 ___-.-. !JITE16,610) VlA,VlB,VlC,YUEttT,YUSTAR,YLSTAR,YLEt~ .__-. - ..--- .._ -.-- 
o-43 610 FCRIIATL ’ ‘,8LE11.4,1Xtl .- 00003390 
C 00003900 
0244 CALL U!tST 00003910 
0245 500 STOP 00003920 
0246 Et:D 60003930 
***“*F 0 A T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N Grit*** 
SYt?BOL 1t:TERt:AL STATEMEt:T t:UMDERS -B-b397 oc43- 0049 -- .-._ -- -- 
C OCO? 0011 0031 0047 0051 OC65 0100 0102 0105 0156 0208 0208 0210 0210 0212 0213 0234 0235 
E OCO2 0011 0031 0048 0049 
I 0013 0013 0013 0014 0014 0414 0015 0015 0015 0035 0035 0035 0035 0035 -. 
V 0032 -0911-0031 
-_..- .__ . ___- -___ -___-._-__. 
AC OC?2 0110 0111 0166 0167 0222 
CL OC32 0122 0123 0125 0223 
-A’ oco2 0157 
-EO- OlSb -- 
IS 0159 0162 
IT 0081 0129 
SC 0003 0115 0116 0171 0173 
*VERSIOli 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) tlAIN SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.353,'.15.02.47 PAGE 8 
*****F 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N G***** 
SY:SOL I!tTERt!AL STATEKHT t:L'tlBERS. 
‘tlE - -0323 
.__- -~ ___..----- 
0127 0152 0201 
M 0:CE 0003 OCll OCZO 0031 0098 0093 0113 0169 
I:0 0?5? oc33 0153 0131 0131 013: 013i 013; 0134 0134 0138 0140 0141 0158 0187 0189 0218 
tll 0'225 Wll OC20_-0020~0031~ 0092-0092 
?:3-OCO9 -aC27-C031 
~.-._-. 
t:p 0009 CO13 CO14 0015 003i 0035 0070 0071 0154 0155 0177 0178 0192 0193 0226 0229 0233 0236 
NS OC57 CCb8 0058 0069 0075 0672 0073 0073 0075 0077 0078 0081 0084 0085 0087 0089 0129 0130 0146 
t?Si 
T-c-- 0174 -0159 020;
--___------___ 
FE 0202 0237 
PI CC42 CC>4 0052 
FR CO11 0031 0136 0137 - .- 
PT Fc?O: C011~003~~~005~~~0158~~~b17~~1~~~0~~~~~~~~~2~2 
PO 0158 
TT COO2 DC11 oc33 0050 
XS OOO2 0167 
-jt6-blC4-OlC5 - 0107 _-.,. 0146 
-. ._-. _- 
0147 0148 .--_ 0153 OLSioi56ois2ol;i3020802~~~2b~~~0802050210210 0210 
0210 0212 0212 0213 0213 0218 0232 0234 
YL CO71 0072 00'0 0178 0179 0193 0194 0234 
YU 0570 CO72 0379 0177 0179 0192 0194 
Tip- 0::1 0156 
AES 0144 
ASS 05c4 0072 0973 0075 0077 ooc7 0157 
cos oc53 co59 CC52 __ 
3cn C?:7 ~0033~~0737-‘C34O-OC41 0113 
LILT1 C370 CO71 0177 0173 Cl92 0193 0217 0218 0226 0229 0236 
EFS 0011 0014 0016 0031 0144 
GA11 0035 0111 3018 0018 0031 0055 --.- 0056~G057~005~~0058~008~~0098_0098 0098 0098 0115J1_2_7_01.3~-I)134 
c134-0139-0139 -c140-c1~1-0171-0131 
_ .._. _ .- 
01E5 0189 0196 
ISS OC33 tOZ.9 0112 0113 0115 0124 0125 0127 0168 0169 0171 0181 0196 
LSS CC'l3 0214 0215 
tlSS 0003 0004 OC83 0083 0089 0130 0220 
-tix- _.. .- C?32'.0003 0139 01';2 - .- --- . -. 
K:51 OC32 0003 0133 0139 0139 
Fill 0126 02C3 0204 C205 




TAU OCZb 0033 OK5 0064 0072 0092 0092 0098 0110 0166 0179 0194 
VlA 0224 0231 0242 
VlS 0227 0231 0242 PlC -. .- 
o23o-b??l-0242 La 
VIA 0234 0259 
VZJ 0237 0239 
XIll 0004 OGl3 0035 0070 0071 0154 0155 0177 0178 0192 0193 0226 0229 0236 
x::s 0181 0182 
X!iO 0196 0197 
XlP 0004-0058-Otib9-0070-0078-6085017 
XZP OCb9 0071 0153 0155 0228 0229 
YLIJ 0236 0237 
-YLO 0155 0232 0234 
0233-0234 
-YE- YUO 0154 0232 0234 
AREA 0179 0180 0194 0195 
ASS2 OCb4 
*VERSIC:t 1.3.0 101 HAY 80) tlAIN SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.353/15.02.47 PAGE 9 
L *****F 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N G***** 
N SYKSClL,- 1:tTER:lAL STATEIIEIIT t:UilSERS _. _,. ___.. .--.----~--- 
El!;E 0?;8 
D?FE CC19 0051 0208 0208 0208 0210 0210 0210 
DI'!l 0011 0027 0031 
CXlP~~O365 C363 
ilOi 0235 03?2 0116..--6134'~613d--0140.-til42-0142 0158 0173 0182 0187 0197 0201 
,_ ,__.. ___ _ --. ..- . .-- 
EC,'.2 c332 0011 0031 
ICC?1 CO73 0371 0154 0155 0177 0178 0192 0193 0,226 0229 0236 
KILL- 0:53 3115 0127 0171 0181 019b._m~, _. ___ ._ 
Lit" 1- 0570 'C371-'Cl54 -0155-0177-0178 0192 019i--0226 0229 0236 
LLSS 0033 C213 C214 
LUSS OCSj cz12 CEL4 
tlLS5 0033 0210 0211 
.1:-35--CC?j 0211 mC215-p-y- 
I2E3 cc33 0203 0211 
c-43 c::zs I 
FCPT 0173 0174 -.- 
-FE::T- Cl.!3 '0:oo 02c4 
F'PI 0135 
FCFT 0231 0202 
FIFT 0116 0137 0187 0188 
-p',s--- CC?Z- 0203 -O:C8-0210-0212-0213 021f- 
-- 
FZ33 CC02 01C4 0205 0208 0210 0212 0213 0215 
?355 Ot02 0207 C200 0210 0212 0213 0215 
F;;:s C5C5 0022 0022 0033 0050 
ii:;ZT --cczo -- - - 
.--- 
C1YT 0072 0139 
C!i5T CZG4 
CC'2 0231 KLl .--. 
.V3L2 0312. 0232- 
VCL3 OCS2 0259 
x:ttr C:?S C::b 0233 
YLIli OCC4 03:" 01235 0071 0155 0173 0193 0229 0236 
-:L’T:! - rC34 0315 -0035-0070-0154- 0177-0192-0226-0233 
- 
zT:?c OP35 
ILF,Y CC72 0011 0031 0039 0039 0052 0059 0060 
LESI:t 3i52 
-,iST’R’--CC?2 0966 A. ~~0075‘-b077~-0C87-~0093-0111-~123~~1i5 0167 0180 0195 0218 
- .._. - .._. -.. .- -- 
EET.:l OC?2 <Oil 0331 CO40 OC40 OC61 3093 0117 0118 
Ei:.? 0?3? 0011 0031 0041 C341 0062 CO63 
‘"ff7 - L 0:i: 
.r- .Cl, C,~L. 0,33-.0210 -C?lO-C210-C210--0210-0213-021j--- 
DELTA OtCZ 0011 0026 0031 0099 0100 0102 0122 0209 0222 0223 0225 0227 0227 0230 0232 0234 0235 0237 
t237 
-2:!:.c;I 0 ; c ,i --.__-___- 
iL%T- 3Zj5-m0358 
-- 
G31t:; 035:. 0116 0134 0137 0140 0140 0142 0158 0173 0182 0185 0187 0197 0201 
1:: :?'E 0223 CO28 0031 
::SICT 0229 OC31 OC45 0065 
t:fIi:E-0551 0046-.' 
c:::s:. ocoz GO11 0031 0043 0044 0044 
FE'3E 0142 0143 
-i:IlPT 0132 0185 0186 
-FzcaT- 0143-0144-0217 
FOEPI 0139 0200 
Sit;91 0361 0098 0110 
SIIE2 0063 0064 0122 .- 
WERSION 1.3.0 101 NAY 80) tlAIN SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE BO.353/15.02.47 PAGE 10 
+tr***F 0 A T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N Gw**** 
SYfIBOLm-INTERRAL STATEt:ENT_t:UtlSERS 
'TITLE 
-__-.___ --- _--.--_- - 
CD34 coo7 oc31 
TSLM OC55 0065 0053 OC69 0153 0178 0193 
X:l:.CH 03% 
JSTAR 0’02 0078 CO85 
-C:10"0212 -0212 
0099.-0:OZ 0104-0107 0148 
-'0213 G213-0218 0230-0232 
~0177~017~B~208~020~~020S~020~~.020~~210~0210~0210~0210 
YLENT 0223 ozjo 0242 
YLOXO 0155 
Y:;.:CH 0094 
- shmT 0226 G:27 0230 0242 
YWXO 0154 
ALFD.:R 0032 0311 0032 0038 0038 
AO:.i:ItI OCe7 OCS9 .'SET';'R--0218 - 0111~0115~0123 - 012~~167~0171~0180~~1B1~195~196 0119 
3ETAlC 03?2 0093 0117 0166 
COS'CH CO59 CO99 0103 0102 0209 0225 0227 0227 0235 0237 0237 
CCSLAU CO53 0072 ‘tPlG!ll- 0057 -.OJC2 - 0092-0179 - 0194 
ICHKE 0097 0121 0175 Cl90 0205 
Lz:3x 0003 0052 CC53 oc54 




FHI:C3 OC92 ocz: 0028 002s 0030 0031 
-F?CC!R-0137 WIPT cc02 -0.?44 0530 -3217- 0031 .-- - 
PfIPTE 0133 0134 0136 0142 0218 
PCEFCI 0141 Oi43 
POlPTtl 0140 0143 -S1!::CtI-0160~-0:22~-b223-0227-0230 OZiZ-Tji3<---O:i;1 --- 
sIttLr.ii cc54 ots 
TOLMT 0011 0024 OC24 0033 OCS9 0115 0127 0171 0181 0156 
WXPl 0059 OG92 01% 0137 0141 0189 -.-- '~L~T~.R-OOBB~-C'J~;~--C~~~-'~~~~~-O~~~ Cd - 
YUSTAR 0079 0692 0233 0232 0242 
*+**wF 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE 
--L&ET OEFIIIED- REFESEt:CES-- 
-- L I S T I :J G*+*** ---~ 
5 0952 0031 
,;--;~;;-. 0055 33 - 
16 co74 0073 
:0 CC22 OC67 0075 
25 0033 -jO-CD91 -0oe4-3oes -- 
40 0355 0095 
41 0110 0093 
45 0120 -5o'-0143 - 
60 CL51 0129 0144 
61 0162 0105 0109 
66 0172 
71 0153 0148 
75 0151 0150 
*VERSION 1.3.0 IO1 tlAY 80) MAIN SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.353/15.02.47 
W****F 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N G***** 
LABEL- DEFItIED-REFEREKES ----__-------- 
CO 0013 0207 
PAGE 11 
05 CC1Cl OCO3 
26 0012 0011 0013 ‘0014, 0015 
lS!l 02’5 A __ 0215 .___-.____ 
-117 -cl:0 OllY 














333 31t5 0184 
515 3:91 0193 
530 0?‘;5 _- -- .._._ OD97-..0152-Pl65 ~___ 
;c3 2:2i 0223 
6C5 Ci’!l c : 4 0 
610 02’13 0242 
- --__----- ___.-.___--~ .___-. - ..- .._...-.. ..-.__.. _-...-- _-.-- ____ / tEIII / SIZE OF PROGRAtl 00247C HEXbOECItlAL BYTES 
Nb.t!E Tb.G TYPE b”D. NA::E TAG TYPE ACD. NAt?E TAG TYPE AED. NAKE TAG TYPE ADD. 
B 5’ -__- -,.a;4- OC^S5B CSF c r?u4 003244 E SF ~- ___ 
AC SF--C-R-4--0C::;B 
- _ C- R*4 _ OOGC14 1 F-. I*4 ~000!35c 
VT.i C R G4 CC?3,-4 AE SF C R-4 cooooc AGS C R*4 00001c 
EO s prj occz53 IS s I*4 o:t:34 IT SF 1x4 03CE6B KC SFA w4 OOCBSC 
I:: SFA F-4 03c370 t!I SF C RI+4 OC?3*3 Ii0 S.=A C R*4 000020 fll SFA R+4 OOOB74 
1’3 SF I*‘, I+4 ~_ ___ _ cc::173 -. t:? SFA--I+4_-COZS7C .- tl5 SFA- __ 0002.30 -- PC.SF R*4-000894 
r>: :i P xi CCG3.23 PI SF A*4 CG?ZC.C FR SF R*4 oo@?:o PT SF C R*4 00004c 
F3 S R”4 OCC,?4 TT SF C R94 OOL??C x9 s C R** ooco3o X0 SFA R*4 000698 
YL CFA R.;4 t3C35t YU IFA Rx4 O?C”‘.3 iP St R*4 OOCDA4 ASS SF R*4 OOOCFO 
CL’3 F -XF- R*4 c3c:30 
F:‘l 5F.A %-4-occ::z 
..- DC? SF mp-P*4- CCC? ?3 
ICS SiA 1*4 CCC233 
EL!:1 SFA EPS SF - Rs4 ~0OCBf.C - R*4_000SBO 
LSS SF Ru4 0303PC KSS SFA R*4 OOCDBC 
I::! SFA C R .d:, COO?,4 flJ1 SFA C R*4 OGOOC3 F:ll SF R,4 OOGPCO POE SF R*4 OOCBC4 
S::: F XF RdL. CCCC”0 T,:‘J C,FA E-4 ccc;ca VlA SF i?*4 OO”2CC VlB SF Rlb4 OOO?DO 
VLC ci ---R"4 -O?C~34~-'~3~ SF _- p x !+ CSG9"3 2 R*4 -- 
Rx+- 
VT9 SF _ OCG~Dt - V3C SF R*lt_OOOBEO 
!‘L7 C;iA a+4 !I.:?::4 Xi!l YcA @@OC”S X1.S SFA a*4 OOBZEB XtIO SFA R+4 oqasic 
:,‘:? Sip. R94 09x30 X2P sr:, R’4 OCzrFo I L14 SFA Rr4 OOOE.F4 YLO SFA R*4 UOCPFS 
IL’- ‘F Rk4 oo:~?rc YU’I SF:, Ri4 C”3C30 AREA SF R’4 oooco4 ASSE S R*4 OOOC08 
CL:‘: s __ -_ E’4_O!l’,3C~ BlFE SF RX4 OCOClO DI:.tI SF Rx4 oooc14 __- DXlP .SF R*4 ~000c18 
FlCE AASF R*4 CCC”.3 r’L’7 SF -c-- R*4- OOC364 IL”:1 .=FA .a , 1’4-- - 03SClC K7LL SFA I*4 oooc2o 
LI”: SF XF 0 c t’ c 3 0 LLSZs SF Rs4 OBCC24 LUSS SF R*4 OCOC23 1ILSS SF Rx4 000cZC 
1::zs ci E’4 c53,zo ttj;S SF ax4 c::c34 0:I:G S R*4 C:OCIB FCPT SF Rx4 003cx 
FI!ii SF AT'4 cccc:3 FEPI S R-4 OG”C44 -- PIPT SF R*4 000c4C 
i1L3 Ti ‘-c-r?*4--0:~~3I? 
-- - 
Rs4- 
-PEPT SF .-. 
PCSS SF c oozc~c 
----R*4- y;- 
l’j5S SF C R+4 KG’S SF R*4- oooc5o 
:!;,T S R-4 032:54 ST?T FA XF R*4 occ330 L’t:5T SF Xi ococoo VOLl s c R*4 oocooo 
\^‘-’ s _ L C a-4 00?334 V3L3 S C R*4 ootC”3 XE:lT SiA R*4 OCCC5B YLItj SFA Rx4 00101c 
0310:4 ZEFS SF XF R*4 000000 -. W:il CFA---.-R*4 -. .--CCCOOD-ALFCH SFA_C._R.:4__COOC5B~A?SIt~ F XF 
.i5i:3 SF c Rr4 OOC31.3 GETAl CiA--C-R*4 C3GC50 BETA: SFA C R’4 oc3c54 COf32 s R*4- 003cx 
CC:TH SF 
i:‘,‘~‘E SF 
FEPGE SF -- 
SI::;l. SF 
R*4 OCCTSO DELTA SF C R’4 OCZO63 D:::Ct! Rs4 NR GOlUG SF R*4 OOOC64 
I*4 OOOC63 tiCECT SFA I*4 CG?CC:: t(TI:IE F I+4 03cc70 O:lESA SF C R*4 OC306C 
R*4 co3c74 F:ilPT SF OCOCTB i:CDT SFA Rx4 CCOCiC POEPI SF R*4 oooceo 
R*‘+-OOOCCQ- 
Rii4 -. 
SI!:32 SF RSj- OCCCCJ TITLE SF R*4- COllAC TSLAtl SFA R*4- oocisc 
XI:ACH R*4 t;a XSTAR SFA C R*4 000034 YLEIIT SFA R*4 03OCYO YLOXO SFA R*4 oocc94 
Yt:ACH R*4 t:a YUEtIT CFA Rx4 oooi9s YWSG SFA R*4 OCOCYt FRXFRP XF R*4 cooooo 
ALP2f.R SF C R*4 000070 AOAHIN SFA R*4 OOOCAO BETAPR SF R*4 OOOCA4 BETAlC SFA R*4 OOOCA8 --- -_ ----. -.. ._ ..-. _. . . _- __ __ 
*VERSIC:t 1.3.0 (01 NAY 801 ttAIN SYSTEW370 FCRTRAN H EXTENDED 1 tI:HA.HCED t DATE eO.353/15.02.47 PAGE 12 
COS.KH SF R*4 OOCCAC CCSL’tl SFA P*4 COOCCG CPlG::l SFA R’4 003C84 IOCO::: F XF I*4 ooocoo 
IC!I?‘.E S Iii4 COOC~3 Lf.!ZDA SFA R Y 4 oc3c:t t?;.i!iIT SF XF OC3OOQ NSECTI SFA 1*4 OOCCC3 
-t:TIt:Zl S IW- OGOCC4 .-PttII33 SF . ..C.. Rr4-. OOOOSC,- PHIiBT SF _ C _ P*4-. 000060 _ PF!C@?R SFA-- Rx4 _ OOCCCB _ 
PTIPTE SF R*4 oooccc PCECCI SF R*4 000C30 POI?iH SF u*4 03CCD4 SIIXCH SF R*4 ooocce 
s1I:L.M SF R*4 000:0c TOLMIT SFA R*:+ 003CE5 TUCS?l SFA R*4 OOOCE4 YLSTAR SFA R*4 ococie 
YUSTAR SFA R=+ OOCCEC 
-- ---. -- 
p-*;;*; - Cc!:!:O:: It~FCRP:ATION Zf*lt -- -- ~ - 
- - 
t~A-~..CF~..CO~~:c:!.BLOCK * --. * SIZE OF. BLCCK .~000078.HEXADEtIttAL EYTES -_-. ._ ---- 
VAR. It%E TYFE REL. ADDR. VAR. t!‘:IE TYFE RE’ _. ACOR. VAR. NAM TYPE REL. ADOR. VAR. NAME TYPE REL. ADDR. 
VCLl R*4 0000c0 VOL.2 p,‘S 003c34 VDL3 R*4 CCC038 AE R*4 oooooc 
ASTAR -li*4 ooc310 E Rs4 
R&4 --- C93C:D 
----... - _ occo14 AC A0 .____ _. R*4 _OCOOl8 -- -RG ~oooolc 
I:? rot fi :< 4 C303'4 ,321 I?*4 OOCO28 TT R*4 00032c 
xs Rx4 GOC030 XSTA.? R’4 033034 PlCS R*4 ocoo33 P2SS R*4 00003c 
P3ES RF4 OCO340 C a*4 oooc44 t:1 R*4 OZOO48 PT P*4 003c4c 
LET:.1 A'4 ALPCH -- -.oco350 
FSIIDT- R+4 
~ -.. BETA2 _ Rii4- GC3054 _ A*4 _ ocoo53 PHIIE3-R*4-00005C .- 
OOCD60 HSAR R&4 033364 DELTA R*4 000068 OXEGA R*4 00006c 
ALFB:.T! R+4 000070 V R*4 000074 
SOL’RtE STATEt!ENT LABELS __. 
LA-EL I'ij 
... 
- - XC? LASEi - IS:: rcr~ L.ig:i--Iy--ACj$ LABEL- IStl 1.02a 
10 7 00?2"3 NR 20 82‘ OOlC:4 30 91 co1924 330 104 OClE.42 
4: 110 0^?54 50 140 CDICCO t(R 71 153 OClD70 60 161 OOlEOC 
61 162_03?Elb_ 65 166 OOlESS 
3i5--2OG C:25?6 .535.-2(yrJp.42 
-- 3X-l85._COlF32 __~. 330~.18b~OO?.F54~ - 
533 245 05"iiC 
C@?iLER GEt:ERATED LA6ELS 
L:.SEL ICil ??CR L.AYE L IC?I A?“? LASEL ISli PCC? LABEL ISN ALC? 
10000J 1 001234 10?3?1 7 0012c.c 2CCOCl lOG?08 
-ic33:9-le~ 09143~ 
.~ -- -.17-.00142C -.17.-001436 
?ccolc 19 OCi!t'lS lCOOl1 20 001450 100012 21 00145A 
lCclCl3 22 CO1452 
1c:;:7 26 C'l?4:5 
1o;c:1 35 OOlblA 
--1c;3:j--i5-- 0?1372 
lCOC29 It2 OOlA3E 
102033 l;j OOlC?E 
lOzIC14 23 OOl~bC lOC315 24 GO1474 100016 25 OCl47E 
icme 29 OCl'!A 1cc3;9 30 oc14c4 100520 35 0015FE 
lOCO22 .__. 65 C:liF4 
87.OO?kTE 
-- 1010?3~_ 77-001&;3 133324- 83-. OOlF,CC- 
103C"b 13C327 5: 00!928 100928 05 co19+‘J 
1009;o 107 oc::54 lCCO31 114 OOlAX3 ICC03 115 GC1A.X 
lCCC34 127 CC!D22 ICC035 130 001C3E 2OCCO2 132 OCl:‘-E 
1ct335 132 OOlCF6 100037 133 CClZFE OOlC12 
-15:,;3-146.-001092 - - 100s41 153 COlDi 100339- 0043 170 35- OOli65 lG1339~136~OC~CTb 100044 171 031E6A 
1oo:l;3 177 COZEES lCO0'16 192 OOlF26 lCCO47 206 002OA2 100048 207 0O:OBE 
20CDC3 217 OC21F3 2COOC.4 235 OC237E 
FC?i::.T_S_TATCt~IIT L’CELS ..--. _-. .-_ ~~. ._.. .-. LASEL IE!: A’IP? LABEL 1511 A3~i~ 
LAEEL IS!I MC? LABElIS! ADDR 
CO 8 OOCC28 e5 10 005C:E 86 12 000034 5 32 OOCO3B 
6 34 0004;F 7 Z5 COC?7 16 74 OC55C3 25 
43 $5 OCOG4 340 103 117- 
90 OOOj.‘b _I NR 
- --_. OCC5?1 NR 3tO 108 000b:O NR -1:3"'000656~t ? .-- 75-151~-0oc4is 62- 64 -0L1065E -.~ 66 120~~00G6i6 __- 
172 OOCbCE NR 
2Cl 133 OOObE3 NR 202 19s 000716 h’R 103 216 OCOi44 200 219 000793 
6C0 :Zl 0007D3 605 241 030iE6 610 243 000326 
.- -. 
::‘J::DER LEVEL FCRTRAIl H EXTEIZJEB ERRCR’tiESSAiES 
IFEOZ91 8lEl ISN 0032 THE SU::3ED OF CC’tTI::‘J)ITI”!~ CARDS EXCEEDS 19. COtlPILER PPOCESSIHG OF THE 
:I~E~2’dr-g(-E-)- - 
STATEt:E!:T CC:ITI::‘JES. 
- ISN 0119 THE-STATEtlENT Ii:!3 A V:.F!I’.DLE WITH t!,“jE TH’!j SIX CtlARACTEkS: 
THE PIGHTt:OST CHARICTERS AFE TRU;;CATED. 
W?TIC::S IN EFFECT*NAtlE(tlAINt OPTIHIZEI 2 t LII :Et!XST(60) SIZEI “X1 AUTCCSLI t:D::C 1 
*OPTIC% IN EFFECTtiSOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST t:CDECK 03JECT MAP E:OFORflAT GGSTtlT XREF NOALC KOANSF TERM IBtl FLAG(I) ____ _ .._ . ..___. .- _-.. _-_- _ - -. -_ _ - -._ . .._ - 
~- 
-- 
*VE;cSIC:: 1.3.0 101 tlAY 80) tlAIN SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTEtJJED (E!IS,!t:CED 1 DATE &0.353/15.02.47 PAGE 13 
*STATISTICS+ SiLI:CE STATEtlENTS = z'i5. PRCS?A?l SIZE = 9340, 5~CPROGRXl NAKE : llAiN 
l ST’TI3’I-S* I L : DI.iC-!:QZTICS GEt:ERATED. HIG’EST SEVERITY CC3E IS .S 
mkrh~+ Et;3 OF CC::PILATICtJ *xii*%* _..^ _._,__ - -.. - -. _---.._- 5CSK BYTES OF CORE SOT USED _____._ -.- 
-__ - - ._---~ -~ ---- 
- 
WERSICII 1.3.0 IO1 ttAY 80) SYSTEW37C FC?TRAN H EXTEt:DED t Et,HAtiCED I DATE 60.351/15.02.49 PAGE 1 
RECUESTED OPTICttS: EBCDIC,tlAP,ttOLIST,NCCtECK,X~EF,OF’T=E 
OPTICttS IN EFFECT: N?.t!Elt?AIttt CiTItIIZEI 2 I LI!;ECC’J:1TlGO t SIZE: ilAX AUT03ELt t:O!tE I 
_ -SCURCE EBCDIC I:OLIST t:ODECK 03JECT tl9P HOFCF~AT GOSTtIT XREF NOALC tiOAttSF TERti IBti FLAG(I)______.._____._~__-~~-_ 
C DATA SET $:b(~L’::ST AT LE’:ZL 002 AS OF C3/15/BO 00000000 
C DATA SET S;iiL::ST AT LE?‘:L C31 AS OF 07/30/&g 003.~:?10 
C _--.-- ~ -- CATA CCT ?‘JibU’(ST- AT-LEVEL 001 AS OF 04/?1/80 .-~. c?@o~:n:o ___ --- -__ 
ISN OaOE S’JBRCUTIKE U::ST oC”::C30 
C ocooco<o 
C DECK 9064 CHA!:t:EL FLC:t CHOKE FLUTTFR UNSTEADY AERODYNAtiIC MODEL COCJC053 
C o?co:!l60 -.. ___.-_~- -- 
C -AS’LYST J. F: SIf!:‘S@:t 030”3370 
C DATE J”!:J.:PY, 1:CO oco:co~?o 
C EXT 4315 ocrooo=o 
C -- -. MIL. LOC R-47. ELDS 32, F5G -- _ 0000010') -~ 
C 05:33110 
C B SE:!IC!l!?J OF TliE AIRFOIL coooc16o 
C DI DE:;SITY AT THE ItILCT cco:3170 
C ..- ccl DE!‘sITY “C’::.STPE’t, D;3T- ~ ’ “. C TOTAL C’: IIT, 
00?3’~130 ~. -- 
oco:1153 
C CU DEt:SIlY ‘J:ST1EM, 0!3ooL’:c3 
C E ELAqilC ?XIS F?SiTI?!t REFERENCED TO tlIDCHORD cococ:1o 
c FLC!t S.S FL?!: P:+lE E!:TEi’II:S THE SHOCK oooc3:zo 
C -FPE - 
~--- ---____--- 
S.S FLC’I R.‘TE /.T T!:C E:/IT ooZC:~3J 
C G’.!::!:. SFECIFIC I‘:’ T P.! I -0 - A 
C f:EXIT t!::tl t:::.:::! AT Th; tXIT 
C 1:;s 
-c-- HI 
_ fl:c,, t:‘J:‘yyp L‘2’“‘:.:“:.:‘: 
tI,‘CH t”J:1‘1? AT T!iI IllLET 
C tiSi!Ki( tl’? tL’.‘IZs AT THE ?:i’?C% 
C I: i i:.‘Ctl t:i’:.,:R AT T!iE ‘i:‘OAT 
C r.15 t:‘CV t”;:::-F CTSTCE:‘: 
-----c-’ c.:‘GA-’ 
- 0@000300. 
_ FE;-,1::3Y OF VI:‘r’T:C!‘:S oco:o31o 
C Pi F?I“‘C;E AT THE EXIT ocooc~:o 
C ro FTE::“-:5 CC:‘::SlFE;.H OCCSCS30 
c PItI F,ES:‘J’E AT T,!i 1t:iET ._-- 
- -PiOT-- 
_ 000303~0 
C lOi,L i:zT;‘C:E orJc:::50 
C FU F;;P:I’l: C:‘:T’:i.‘:, o:CCol6O 
C PS.?S G’.S CC:':r:.!:T CCCCSj70 
c SITY'B PE:!;:!:; ;.C"! I':TEY :Li.?i FU’SE ‘t:SLE C?,^2C350 
C- SIG;!ZT--TT”SIL!::L :::liE I~IIEF?!:DE PHASE ANSLE-- OOC!OO590 ---- 
C S33LX SFELJ CF Et_:? AT TliE EXIT ccc0c:10 
C SSI O;:cSilO -- - _- CF:iD CF SLL’::S AT’ TtiZ I::LET 
C SST SPEED CF CC.!“? ‘T Tlif T::ZflAT- cccc3430 
C scu I’EfD 0’ 5X::) U:‘STFE’M 
C TDS TE!:iTfi’TL’:: CC’:!:STRE.?:l 
C TE Tt::FTi:T”:E AT TiiE EXIT 
C -TI TE;:ifR!.TI’zE AT THE i::LET 
c _ (J= AXIAL \lEL”CITY AT TEE EXIT 
C YE TA!:?E::TIAL VELOCITY ‘T THE EXIT 

















*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 IIAY 80) UNST SYSTEW370 FCRTRAN H EXTENDED (Et:HANCEDl DATE 80.353/15.02.49 PAGE 2 
? CL(391, S(9), Ltl(241, LClfGl, AAR121, oococ5so 
? AAI121, DAR(Z), BAI(21, AHR(21, AHILt), 00?0C560 
1 6HRIZt .-.CHI(2) __. .-_-_-.--. -. ~~~__- _- -.CCPOC570 
C 0003~~30 c 
ISN 0034 REAL K. IC, LC, Ltl, t!'J, K3, oono3590 
1 KJS. nus. , * KY0 txu . 1:10. mu. c0scc.4c0 
? Ins ,~-~I::D?,- II:?; ,._InSP,.__IRFF,._ISSP,.__ 00~00610 
? ICSS, IVFD, KPT, tilRE, b!?RE, IDAPI. OOOCO620 










KYU. r:m. 1t:FPI. IKIPI. IkSPI, IITVPI, OOOOOB60 
IAWE. IITVFE. 00000670 
.? 
? 
11nvp1, It:'?E, i,:;pz, IttSSPE, I- 
IRAVPE. IRTVPE, IPlU, IPZJ, IP7U.f' IPlL. occ 
.IP?L, ~IP3L~~ICLU,..~~ICLL;~ICL ,:-1cnv; 
!?C420 
_ COOOC693 
ICtlL, 1cn c"oco7oo 
C 00000710 
ISN 0095 CCMION VOLl. VOL2, VDL3, ACE, ASTAR, E, 03000720 
? AC, 
---3 -- 
-10, ~t:SHOCK.,~tlDS ,_-nUS,_-TTO.~,-00000730. 
xs, XSTAR. FRESlr PRESZ, PRES3. C, 00300740 
? IllRE. PTOT, BETAl, BETAB. 00000750 
? ALFCH, SIEi:'B SICZT, HI 
.'-WE- 
DELTA, 00000760 
-2 CtlEGA,-A,LPSAR, OOOOOiiO 
C ccc!ocidc 
ISN 0005 READ(5,lOOO) ti2RE OOOCOiSO 
1% 0027 fiEXIT = tl2RE*COS(ALPCH - BETA21 oooocsoo 
ISH 0000 1000 FORKAT(FlO.0) -..-__.-_-.. ._- ___ ooooc31o. 
C 00000020 
C ocooc33o 
ISN 0009 B = c/2.0 ocoooc4o 
C ---.- -.. _.. ..--. 
C U::DI:!Et:SIO::ALIZE 'TAU 
.ooocC95o 
cc*,30~50 
ITI 0310 TAU = DELTA 00003370 
1s: CC11 TAU = TRW8 0c030330 
C - . _ . _ 




I94 CO12 PI = 3.1415926535098DO 00000920 
IC!I 1313 tiT 00000930 - -.-.Y.-.l.O 
IL'!] cz:; KI = IllRe- 00500940 
1:;: c3:5 GxnA = 1.4 ooooc"5o 
ISII C:l6 HSSTAR = 1.0 "CC"?ch" _ _ _ _ _ _ 






ISI4 so19 DTOT = PTOT/(EGAS*TTOTl*144.0 oooco99o 
IZ!! cc20 I = CCS(RLF-H-GETAl) 00001000 
_ -1CH c321 K = C/2*CI::GA/UlIRE/12.0 00001010 
1!RITEib,951 K 
.- 
It:: 0322 00001020 
IS'1 CC23 95 FCRHATI//' K'/E15.61 OCO'11030 
ICfl CC24 FU = PTOT~llt~G:.t!~A-l~/:~~:tH"yCK**:~*~~-GA:l?lA/~GA~~A-ll~ 000c1040 
PT = PTDT*ll+~GCt:!!A-1~/2~~T~~2~**~-GAti~A/~GAt:PlA-l~~ 
PIN = PTOT~~ll+~G~.;.;I.:-l~/2*IlI*‘i2l*u~-GAf:~A/L GAP!%,-1)) 
00c01050 
00301080 
IS:1 cc:7 TIN = TTOT/~lt~GPf:::A-11/2~~1~~2~ 00001070 
IS!i 002a 01 = Pit:/lRGAS*TIN)*144 00001000 
_ -15N 0029 PD = PU~l1+2~GAt;:1A/~GAt::lA+l~~~~US*~2-l~~ 00001090 .- -.- 
- IS:: 0030 TDS = TTOT/(lt(GA~:!A-l)/2rnDSiiw2) 00001100 
ISI4 0031 03 = PD/(RGAS*TDS)*144 00001110 
ISN 0032 DU = DTOT*(l+~GA~~A-1l/2WSHOCK**21**~-1/lGAtRlA-1l) 00001120 
*VERSION 1.3.0 IO1 UAY 60) UNST SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCED DATE 80.353/15.02.49 PAGE 3 
C 00001140 
ISN 0033 co = SIttl.?S/TAU 00031150 
-IS!d 0034. no tl:CEwCOSI ALPCH-BETA2 t . = OOOOll60 
IS!l 0035 f!U = tilRE%CS(ALFCH-BETA11 00001170 
ISId 0036 tlx3 = Plt3C’CC5IALPCH-5ETAPl*SItI~ALFCH~ C'lOO1160 
1511 GO37 mu illRE::CC3( ALPCH-BETA1 )WSIh’I ALFCH 1 00001190 
1s:t co39 plyo z 
-IS:1 0039 
-- tiZRE~COS(ALPCH-BETA2WCOSlALPCHl 00c01200. 
flYU = tllRE”CDStALPCH-DETALI~OSIALPCH) ooco121o 
ISN oc40 BXU F l-HXU**2 ooco122o 
IS!4 0041 EXD = 1-two**2 00001230 
IEH 0042 BYU = l-I:Yu**2 -.I$!4 --.--l-l:yo**2 
__- .00301:40 0043 
9YD ““CO, 75” - - - - - - - - 
15N 0044 DlU = ~:(‘J~~J~Kt~XUwtlYU’CO OOC01263 






































oc45 DPU K*W~:U**~~~*~IU*~~YU~CO*K-CO~K-CO**Z*BYU. = 03001280 




0049 DUA.HT = OlU~*PtBXU~DtU 00001310 
co49 IF(SUANT.GT.O).GOTO 80 OOCOl320 
cc51 KRITEl6,71t 00001330 
CG5E 71 FCRIIAT I ’ ‘,‘UPSTREAtl SOLUTION KUttSER 1’1 oooc134o 
0353 B11 q -S~RT(-(D1U~*2+BXU~D2Ul )/BXU 00001350 
0054 BlR = DlU/BXU -- -..------ COCO1360 
0055 GCTO-SO 00001370 
co55 80 URITE(6.75) 00001360 
0057 75 FOWATL ’ ’ ‘UPSTREAM SOLUTION NUtlBER , 2’ 1 03001390 
cc53 Cl!‘t(T = ._ .tlWK+tlYUWZO 
OC59 IF(RUAIdT.GT.0 1 GOTD 84--.---------- 
,.00001400 
ooc!o141o 
OCsl BlR = (DlU-CCRTID1U**2+BXU*D2U)1/BXU 03001420 
OC62 BlI = (tlYU%CO+tlU*K l/tlXU 00001430 
0353 GDTD 90 00001440 - _. 
OC64 84 BlR = (DlU+SSRT( Dl.J~*2+BXU~D2U 1 )/BXU 00001450 
0065 811 = -( tZU~CO+tiU*K ,/liXU 00091460 
C 00001470 
0066 90 CUANT = DlDWP+BXD*D2D 
GO57 IF( DUiirT.Gf.0 1 GDTO 91. 
00001480, 
00001490 
CC69 K?ITEf6,761 00001500 
0070 76 FCSHATI ’ ’ , ‘DC:!!:STREAtl SOLUTICN NUflBER 1’ 1 00001510 
0071 621 ._... ‘-. SCRTI -(DlD+~2+BXOaD2,D~.,/BXq 03001520 
03i.C BiQ = DlO/BXD 00001530 
0073 GOTD 99 oo3c154o 
003 91 DU:t IT = tfWK+tlYD*CD 03GO1550 
0075 I:?ITEl6,78) 0076- 78 -- 00001550 FCE:lAT( ’ ’ r’DCii:ISTREAtl SOLUTION 
NUtlBER 2’ 1 00001570 
CO77 IF(GUANT.GT.0) CDT0 94 00001580 
0379 B2R = (DlDtSSRT(DlD*r2+SXDwD;D))/BXD 00001590 





““““lhl” _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0082 94 B:R = lD1D-SSRT(D1D**:+BXD*02Dt l/BXD 00001620 
0033 821 = (HYD*COtt!D’K l/MD 000D1b30 
C 00001640 
doe$-- - 99 K -- 7-k *12-- 
--- 
00001650 
00.35 PE = PTOT:e( 1+(GA~~A-1)/2*tlEX1T**21**~-GAt!NA/(GAtlHA-11) 00001660 
ooe5 TE = TTOT/( l+l GA::flA-11/2WEXIT**2 1 00001670 
0087 DE = PE/( RGAS’+TE I*144 00001630 
OCB8 
_ _ ^ 
SDSEX = 
-~ 
SCRT( G’I.:lA~RGAS+TTOT/l 1iC GA~flA-1l/2*tlEXIiiii2 ) b 00001690 
0089 REV = H2RE * SDSEX 00001700 E 
-1SN 
X!l 
CD IStJ co90 VE = REWCOSfALPCH-BETA2l*COSfALPCHl 00301710 
ISH 0091 UE = REWCOSLALPCH-BETA2 t*SIN(ALPCHl 00001720 .- .-..-_- .-...-. - _.._ -...-. . _. 
*VERSICN 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) UNST SYSTEM1370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.353/15.02.49 
I:!1 cc92 
PAGE 4 
U:IEE = REV ooco173o 
IS!1 CO?3 us = 0.0 OC@31740 
IT!1 cosi .SSI --..=- SSPTlG:::~A*~CAS~TTOT/~ltlGA~~A-ll/2~~I**Z~~ _ 00001750 _ - 
1::: cs:3 SST = SS~TlE'I::l'~RG~S~TTCT/~1+IGC.t::1A-1~/2~tlXST'R~*2~ 1 
__- 
00001760 
IS:{ 0095 SCSDS = E?7T~C~iill~~RGAS~TTCT/~l~~GA~ilA-l~/2Y~~DS~Y2l~ 000017i0 
15:: co77 E"?T( G'.'::I.?::CG' 53"' = S+T?OT/~1tlGAf::lA-l~/2~::US~*2~~ ooc31730 
IS:1 c3i3 VU --= _ WJs'SU _. _, -. .- .-____.___- .-__ ooco179o 
-I':4 co99 VO = ,;;s:c;::>yj 03001800 
IL!4 Cl00 KDS VO:I:.0'3~/(OIrUlIRErASTAR) 00001s10 
I?xI c:c1 AVGSOS 1 lS3ItSSTl/E.O ocoo192o 
-IS:1 0102 OT = -DTDT*t l+lG!.t:::A-1 )/ZrnXSTAR**2)wr(-l/(GAnMA_l~-) 0c0c1030 
1s:: c;133 -AVGOl. = lOItOT)/:.O 03091G40 
IE!! 0104 AVGD2 = (DT+DL!l/P.O 00001850 
151: 01c5 AV-D3 = c lDDiDE1/2.0 00001C50 
"II c1:i AK\'1 --- _=- lUlIPEt-CCStALPCH-BETAl)+SSTl/2.0 00031370 
Iz:I cloy------ 
.~ 
AVGVZ = lSsltVu)/2.0 00c01cs30 
I,!1 Cl?& AVGV3 = (VOtREV~iOS(ALFCH-CETA2))/2.0 cc?o1ccO 
iZ!I 0109 REV q EcV/Ul:';~ OC"C190') 
l%I 011s VELAX ~=~~U1ICE'COS~ALF',H-BETA1~~SIt~lALPCH~ c0001910 - 




IS!4 3112 U'ITE(6,lCO) 0C301940 






191 0114 00051970 
IC!I 0:15 "'ITEl6,115) FI;t,PT,FU,FD,FE c0001930 
ISH 0116 k:"ITE(6>110) @I,OT>CU,CO,DE - 00001990 
IS!i 0117 I!3ITE(6,120) SSI,SsT,SSU,c35~S,sCs:x 
_ ..~ 
c00c:000 
IS!1 0118 105 FC?t!AT( 'O','W.Ci I t:L':!3~R',T32,G14.7,T47,F14.7,T62,F14.7,T77,Fl4.7, 00302010 
? T921F14.71 OtoO:O~O 
IIt1 0119 110 FCRtlAT( '0' , ~DE:iSITY',T32.F1~4.7r~T4~,F14.~~,~T6~2,~~14~,7_r_T~~7rF1_4,~,~@G00:030 7 ..-.-- -- ---7 T92nF14.71 00002040 




ICJN 0121 120 FORtl.AT(_'O','SFEEO CF~SOUt:D',T32,F14.7,T47,F14.7rT62,Fl4.7,T77, 00332070 
___-.- ---5 F14.7,T92,F14.7) 0000:000 
c . 00c02390 









Is:1 Cl22 DU = DC'.'01 00002140 
I?( Cl23 DD = CD/D1 occo215o 
-1CiI Cl:+ 
-- 
DE = GE/D1 OCOO:160- 
1“tI Oil5 - - DT = DT/OI 00002170 
IS;: 2125 DTOT = DTCT/DI O"O'J21BO 
ISI Cl27 AVS?l~=~~AVC31/01 





IS:< 0129 AK33 = AVEO3/01 C"CC2210 c 
C OCO@222O 
C PUT FRESSURE IN P-S-F UNITS AH0 OIViDE BY (INLET DENSITY*INLET COO02250 
C-VELOCITY' 




ISN 0130 PIN = PIS+144.0/(DIyU11RE*xtl 00002260 
1st~ 0131 PU = PUul44.0/(CIwUlIREiw2) 
Y -ISi< 0132 
~- OOCO2270 
FO = PO*144.O/(DI~Uli~E**2l 
IS!4 0133 
03002230 
PE = PE*144.O/lDI*UlIRE*~21 ocoo229o 
IZI 0134 PT = PT*l44.0/(DI~U1IRE~~?) 00002300 
ISN 0135 PTOT = PTOT*144.0/(DI*U1IREww2) -- 00002.3_10 
WVERSICN 1.3.0 (01 IlAY 80) UIiST SYSTEM/'370 FCRTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.353d5.02.49 
EN 0136 PRESI q FRESi~l44.0/(DI~UlIRE*rPI 00002320 
ISN 0137 FREE2 = F~ES;‘144.0/lDI*UlIEE*ue) OCc0:3:0 
-?>!I .0133 PRES3 --. _-=.- PRES3*144,O/(DI*UllREww2) OCOO2540 
C CC002550 -- 




ISN 0139 SSI 
-I+J 0140 
~~-;~SSI/U1IRE __ 03@0,*130 
.n SST = SST/uLI:.E 00??2390 -- I 
IS:1 0141 SOSEX = S!lStX/UlIRE 05002400 
ISI1 0142 SCSDS = CC:)S/UlIRE 005c:410 
1s:t 0143 ssu ~~~'~SSwU1IRE 00002420 
-x:: 014.4 AVGSDS = A.VC’“S/UlIRE 
- 
ocoo:43o 
I%J "145 VE = VE/‘UllRE 00032440 
Is:1 OlG6 UE: = uE.‘U?Ir~ oc30:450 
IS!1 0147 VU 
-1c:: CliG 
.-- ‘- y;;;; -- -- CO@C?-50. -- 
VD = _. _ oc"3:470 
ISN 0149 AVGVl = A\‘GVI/UlIRE 000L1”400 
ISN 0150 AVGVP = AVGV:/UlIRE 000024c0 
124 0151 AVSV3 = AVCVS/UlIRE 
-I$rJ ~152~~ - -- 
_ 003c;500 
VELAX = VELCX/UlIrx oc,^oI~1o 
ISI4 Cl53 VEL 
UZIRE : 
VEL/UlIRE cco?:5:0 
1s:t Cl54 UEIR”/UlIRE OCCC~550 
C 03002540 
~-C~~~IflEt~SIC~riiI2E THE VOLUMES c0002550 
C 00002560 
ISN 0155 VOLl = VOLl/(ASTAR*Bl 0CS02570 
ISN 0156 VDL2 
-Is!i b157 
-- _^ =.- VOLZ/( ASTAR* t .00c02330. 
VOL3 = VOL3/( ASTAR*B t o’J9c2570 
C 00002600 
C lJt~DII;ENSIONALIZE THE AREAS C3032610 






ISN 015.9 AC = AC/ASTAR 0000;440 
:SN 0160 AD = RD/ASTAR 0000:650 
C ---- -- _--.-_- 00”0?660 - 
C 00002670 
C INTERBLADE ANALYSIS OF SECTION 1 OOCO26aO 
C 00002690 
C 0?00?700 -. . 5 -- 
134 Oh1 FLOW = 
DU+JiVU .__ 
00302710 
1st~ 0162 FRE 
ISN 0163 FE(l) : 
DE*ACE’UtIRE 00002720 
. SSIsu2/(GAn:IAx(GAr,:lA-l, t+( ICOS(ALPCH-BETAlt t**2t/2 00002730 
C 00002740 - _ . 
ISN 0164 FE( 2’tr 
.--___ 




ISN 0165 FE(3t = -FE(ll*I*AC*VELAX/lCO*TAU~SSI**2ttFEllt~AC 00002770 





ISN 0166 FE(4t = -FE~ll*I~AC*lKtCO~VELt/lCD*TAU~SSTr*21+IFE~lt*AC oooo:a1o 
? *CGS(ALFCHt t/TAU-2*AC*I*~KtCC~VELl/(2*GAtlMA 00002520 
? *CO*TAUt+(.&C*I++2*COS(ALPCHlt/TAU--- -. 03002830 
C 00002340 
ISN 0167 FE(5) = I -VOLl*A\‘GSOS**2~VELAX I/( Z*GAWlA*( GAtMA-1 l+ICO+TAU 00002850 
? rSSIxw.2 t-A\‘;SDSuAVGDlwVOLl/GA~:tA/( 2%3SI*CO*TAUt c0032060 ____ 
. *VELAX-~VOLl*iVGVl*~2*VELAXt/~4*CD*TAU*SSI**2t 00002870 
? +IAVGVl*AVGDl*VOLl*SINlALPCH t I/( 2+CD*TAUt 00002830 
C 00002890 
ISN 0168 FE(6) = (-VOLl*AVGSDS**2*lK+CO+VEL))/(2wtAnnA*(CMMA-11 00002900 --.__ ._._ 
*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 801 Ut:ST SYSTEW370 FCRTRAN H EXTENDED (E::HAt:CED 1 DATE .50.353/15.02.49 PAGE 6 
? ~CO~TCU-SSI~~~t-hVt535rnVED1*\'OL?/G-P/l2*SSI 00002910 
? ~CG~T"Ul~:K+CO~'~'Lt+~VOLLrAVGVlwx:)/4w~K+CO~VELl/ O@OC2??0 
9 --..----A-- ~CCi*TAl;~SSI*~?tt~~'G\'l~AVGDl*:'OLl~COS~ALFCHt/~2~TAUt~ 03002930. ---- 
C OCC"2940 
ISN 0169 FE(7t = COS( CC:'TAJl-1 oc302950 
C 0003;?50 
ISN 0170 _ .-- FE(at--~_ FEl3!*lFE~7t'~lR-B1i~SItl~CO'TAUlltFE~4t~FEl7t+Fi~5~~~~0CCC:970 
? iK*:Glr~,FEI7l;alA-jI t~lCi)';T:.UtttFE(bt~!:'SIt~(CO*TAU) ooCo:?3o 
C 00002990 
IS11 0171 FE(91 = -FE~3l~~FEl7l~BlI+DlP~SIt:lCC*TAUtt-FE~4;*SItIlCO~TAUt+ 00GO;OOO 
? FEl5l~i~~lOl~~FE~7t-G~I*SItIiCO*TAUlttFE~6l~K*FE~7t~~~OOOO3OlO 
C 03~C3020 
1st: 0172 FEIlOt = FE~3l*~~1I*FE~7ttE?R'SIt:~CO*T~UtttFE~4~~SItl~CD* 00305030 
? TAUt-FE~St~lK~~~lRiFE(7I-K~~lI*SIt~(CO~TAUtt oooc334o 
? -FE(6tW.*FE(71 0c003050 -- 
---C--- ------ 0c03~050 
ISN 0173 FElllt = FEl3l*lE1R~FEl7t-DlI*SIN~COwTAU))+FEO*FE~7t 00003070 
? tFEl5t~~Y.'Dl;*iE~7t+K~BlR*SIt~lCO~TAU~t+FEl6t 00(10~080 
? +K-SIS( CO'GTAU I OOOCjOSO 
C cc3cxoo- 
ISN 0174 FEfl2t = VCLl * A"GSDSti&E* K/l2 / (Z*GAMMA*(GAMMA-11) + OOCC3110 
? VOLl * A'.'SVl*-2 * K/12 / 4 ocoo3?2o 
C ooco313o ___.. Is), 017j--- .---- ._-..--.. FE(13t = K/12 * A:'CDl *: i,\GT@Su*Z / (GAMMA -<?G~k%i-i-t-+-- OO:C3140- 
? K/l2 * AVGDl * AVG'll**2 / 2 03003150 
C OD003:60 
IS!t 0176 FEIl4t = 
-4 
._._ AVGSDS * AVGDl * AVGVl / IGAMflA * .(GAtl?TJLl,) Y -- 03003170 
E/12 + Ai;Vl * AVCI’I + VO:l I K/12 ,' 2 02303130 
1s:: 0177 FE(l51 = FE~9l/FE18t-FE~11t/FEO OC3031?3 
C 00003ZOO 
131 0178 FEI16t = FElll/FCl8l*I~lFE~9l/FE~81/FE~l5t-lt GO003210 - .-.. __- ._ - 
C 00003220 
124 0179 FE(l7t = -FE(8l/FE(9t*FE(1t/FEowI/FEO 0cc03230 
C 00003"40 
IS11 0160 FEflBt = FElZ~/FE~8l*~SST-SST/FEllSl*FE~~9~/FEl8))-FE~~2t/ 00003250 
7 ~FE~lO~~FEI1S~~~FEl9)/iE~B) 03033060 
C COO03270 
IS!4 0121 FE(l9) = -FE~12t/FE~altFE~2l~SST/~FioxFE~15))wFE~9t/FE~8~+ 00003:80 
, 
--__ ___ L-_- -.__ FE~I2l/~FE:Sl~FEll5ll~FE~91/FE~8t G"CC3?90 .---- 
C CC"33300 
1511 0132 FETZOt = FE~ZtiFElDt'OT~SST-FEL2)uDTw55T/~FEOwFE~l5tt~ 00003310 
? FE(9l/FE(8) C3003320 
C 00003330 _. 
13 0183 
-.- 
FEl2lt = FE(2t*DT*SST/lFEll0l~FE(15jluFEO/FEiB) -GOLlOj3+0 
C 00303350 
;w 0184 FE(22) = 3~FE~2l/iEISt~lDT-~T/FEll5~~FE~9t/FE181~-FEll4~/ co103350 
I) 
-_- IFE~l3l~iE~1Slt~:El9)/FEIO) OC!?33j-0 ~. A.- -- ._- -____ 
C O?C33SSO 
124 0185 FE(23t = -FELl4t/FE~O~t~FE~El~3~OT~FE~9l/~FE~lOt~FE~l5l*FE~8ltttOOOO339O 
? FE~141*FCI9t/~iE~81~w;xFE~151~ CCCOSSCO 
C --A 00003410 
--Is:4 -0186 
.--_ 
FE(24t q -FEll3t/FElDl+FE113l/~FE(B)xFE(l5t~*FE(9t/FE~at COCOj420 
C 00003430 








IsN 0189 FEl27t = FE~l)/(FE(lOl*FEll5)) 00303430 
C 00003490 -- --- .._ - -.__-_ 
*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) UHST SYSTEW370 FORTPAN H EXTENJED ( ENHANCED J DATE 80.353/15.02.49 
ISI: 0190 FE(26) = FE(2)*SST/~FE~8~~FE(l5l~tF~~l2)/~FE~lO~*FE~l5~~ ocoo35oL4 
C 00003510 
-.Is:t-p191 FE(29)-=- FEl2~*SST/(FE(10~*FE(15))-FEo/(FEOwFE~l5~~. .~ 00003520 
C 05003530 
ISfl 0192 FE(30) = FE(2l*SST*OT/(FE(8)*FE(l5ll COCO~540 
C CCIC'5SO 
IstI 0193 FEI 31 t-f=.- _. --... -~ FE(2l*SST*OT/lFE(10lwFE(l5)) .OZSOjS60 
C occo3570 
ISN 0194 FE(32) = 3r’DT*FE~2)/IFEIal*FE(15l)+FE~14)/(FE(lO)*FE(15)l OOOOjSGO 
C OOOC3590 
ISN 0195 ---- ---- FEt.33) = -3~DT~FE~2~/~FE~10~~FE~1S~l~FE(_14~/_~FElal~FE~15~~ - - 00003500 
C 03CO3610 
ISN 0136 FE(34) = -FE(13)/(FE(8l*FEflS)) 00?0~6?0 
C 00003530 
ISN 01’37 __-- --_ ~E!~5~_=~FE113)/lFE!lO)+~E~15)~ oc303540 
C 00033s50 
C 00003660 
ISN 0198 FM11 = -VELAX~lC/~CO*TA~~-VELAXrlC*IrwE/(tOrTAU~SSI**2lt 0000~570 
-.----+-- 2*AC*SIt:~ALPCHl*I/(CO*TAUl 000036SO - 
OOCC3590 
ISN 0199 Ffl(2) = -lK~CO*VEL~'AC/~CO*T~Ul-lKtCOwYEL~*AC*I~~2/!CO*TAU* 03003700 




- AVGVl*~OLl*VELr%( 2’;CO*TAU*SSIii;i.)-AVGOiwVOii~~ 
003Oji20. 
1st; C2OQ 00003730 




-0 - .-- 
~~~KtCC~VEL~/~CO*TAU*SSI~*2l~4'JGVl*VOL1/2~.AVGD~~~OLl~2*~0010~760 
COSIALPCH l/TAU CC303770 
C 0?303730 
15x 0202 FE(S) q -PIN-I**2 coco3790 
C _.._. --_. ___- .- ___. .00001330 
1s:: 0203 F:(6) = ~T/$sT*U:PDT~~ CSCOXlO 
C CECo:a:o 
1s:i 3204 F:!(7) = F~I1l~~PlR~FE~7~-G1I*SiNoliFn~2~*FEl7~-F~l3~* c0003330 
3 ~K"ClI~~~~7l-K*B1R~S~NlCO~T~,Ul~-F~l.~~*K~SI~~CO~~TAU~~00003:40 A----- 
C 00033350 
ISIJ 02C5 FM181 = -F~i1I*~GlI*FE~7~t@lR~SINlCO~TAU~l-FtI~2~*SINlCO~TAU~+ 0003X60 
? FH~3~~i(w~-E1R'FE~7ItB1I~SI:~~CC*TAUIl-FH~4l~K~iE~7~ OCC;Oj370 
C OCCO3~30 --__~- _..- -.. _. 
ISN 020:, FM91 = Ffl~i,~~~1I'FEl7j;j?R*SSti~CO~~TC.Ul~+Fti~i'l*SIN~CO~TAU~+ c0003390 
? F~l3~'K+~B1R*FE~7~-Bli~SI~~CO*TAU))+Ffl~4~*FE~7~*K OCCOj?SO 
C COO05910 
ISN c207 FM101 q OOCOjSZO _-_____ - F~~ll~~D1R~FE~7~-B1I~SIt:lCO~TAUll+Ffll2~~FE~7~- 
~~~~~~Ft~~3~~KilCiI*FE~7I~B1R*SINlCO*TAU~~-F~~4l+K~ 00003930 
? SIN( CO*TAU 1 00003940 
C 00003?50 
ISN 02ca FM111 = . __-_-.__ -- FE(la);‘Ftll7I-tF~~:(B)~FE~23)-2*SST**2 00003?50 ..- . _ -- 
C 03005970 
Is:1 0209 FM121 = Ft!:(7) * FE(191 + FtllB) * FE1291 + AVGVl * occ33?co 
? VOLl * K/12 /2 OOCO3990 
C oooc4coo 
-is~-c2ib -. -- 
FM131 = -Ftl( 7)*tE( i&i-iii78 i:FE( 2&>:Ftii$, o~oc~o1o 
C 03004020 
ISN 0211 FM141 = -FI:(7)uFE(17l-Fn(8)*FE(27) 00cc4030 
C 0000~0~0 _ .-. _ -...- 
ri 
1sti 0212 FM151 = -F~~7l*FEl2O~-F~i~8~~FE~3OltF~l6~ 0c004050- 
c.3 C 00004060 
ISN 0213 Ffl(16) = -F~~71+FEl21~-F~~Bl~FE(31~ 00004070 
C oppo4oso 
WEFSIC:: 1.3.0 (01 llAY 80) MST SYSTEW370 FORTRAt: H EXTEKDED (ECHANCEO) DATE 30.353/15.02.49 PAGE 8 
IS!4 0214 Ftl(17) = -F~~7l~FEl2'~-F~lBl~FEo+2*SST~DT 00934090 
CA2 C oncc~lc3 
A -15tr,o215 Ff:(lBt_=- -F::(7) * FE(23) : Ftll2.1 *.FE(33t,-AVGOl_* 003c4110 -__ ~- 
? VOLl * K/l2 / 2 ocoo412o 
C c000~130 
IS!i 0216 Ftl(191 = -Ftl(7) * FE1241 - FtltS) Y FE1341 - AVGDl * 00004140 








0218 FM21)-.=- F:l(9) * FE118) + Ftl:lOt * FE(2'8)---.AVGVl * ._ ~00005190~ 
? VOLl * K/12 / 2 02034200 
C 00~0'.~10 





C 00004230 02:o--- __. ..~_._ 
F?l(ESI = -Ff1~9l*FEIld~-F~~lO~~iE~26~+F~i5~- cocoG:'Io'------ 
C 0033G250 
OE?l Ftl(24) = -FE117~*F~l91-F~~iO~wFE(27~+FMl6~ 03cc~~50 
C COO04270 _-- _-. -- -.----______ -~ 
iJ222 FPi(25) = -F~~9l~EE~20~-F~:101.F:(30~ CCOCb2CG 
C 03nc4290 
0223 FM1261 = -F~!9t+FEl211-F~I10)*FE~311 OCCC'ljOO 
C 003C4310 GZ24~ -. --- 
Fllt271 = -F::lSI i iE122j --Ftl(l6j ;Fi?%jzVGDi Y OOCOi3?L 
? VOLl * K/12 / 2 00204333 
C oosoi34o 
C225---.- Ft!(:at~f- -Ft:(9l~FE~23:-FM(lr)t~FE(33~+ZtSS~~O~ 00004350 ~-- 
C oco54-360 








0227 Fill301 = . .---FM91 * Fi(25) - Ft!(lCt * FEt35) + AVGCll> ~OODO4393 
? AVGVl * K/12 0'0044co " 
C 00004410 
0228 Ftl(311 = FM~11~-FI~~l2l*F~~?i~/FMl22~ oooc442o 
C oonC4~30 
r;::,y---- -- -~ C'JDT = F::(12l/Ft:l221----- 
-- 
03CC'l440 
i230 co 10 J=32,37 00004450 
C231 Ft:IJl q (FtllJ-19)-CUOT*F~'(J-9ll/F:1131) ocoo'.'.5o 
ICI1 C232 10 CC':TIt:CE 00034470 -..-. -__ -- --.- ._-.- .._- - 
C 000C44&0 
IS:! 0233 F:!3.'3) = (Ft:[19)-SUOT~F~(29))/Fn(31) 0000;490 
C 02cn:5co 
IS!; 0234 Ff:l39) q lFI!L2O~-G'JOT*F~~3Oll/F~~3l~~~ ooco451o ---. - .-..--__ -.- - 
C oooc45:o 
IEH c235 00 20 J-40947 63:34533 
15:: 0235 F:::Jl = (FI:LJ-27)-FnlJ-8)xit!(ll)t/Fn(12) ocoo:154o 
IS:1 C237 20 CCIITINUE - -... -. --r---.- ococ'4550 .~ -..---.--. --.--- 
u c0c04540 -- 
C c:c:~570 
15s 0233 FC(11 = -AC~SIt:~ALPCHl/~CC~TAU~r'~ELAX‘iAC*I/~CO*TAU*SSI*~2~ 030045CO 




15:t 0243 FC(3) = VOLl/2*VELAX/(CO*T'U~SSI**2) 0000'1620 
C -- .-. 




XSN C242 FCLS) = FC~l~~BlR*FEI7l-FClll~31I*S:t~~CO~TAU~~FC~Z~*FE~7~ C000466C 
? iFCl3~~K~SlI~FE~7~iFC~3~*BlR~SI~lCO*TAUl~K+FC~4~* OOCO4670 
*VERSIO?l 1.3.0 101 HAY 80) UNST SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENtiANCEDl DATE 80.353/15.02.49 PAGE 9 
? K*SIt:(CONTAUl 00004580 
C OCCOG590 
‘Sll. OS3 FCI6.t-=- -FCl1J~?1I'FEt71-FC(ll~B?.R*SINlCO*TAUl-FC~Zl* -.-. OC30~70@ ___ 
? SIt:ICO~T;.UltFC(3!~~I'.~31R'FEt7l-iC(3l~K*B1I* 0000~i10 
? SIt~lCC'.Th'JttFCI4J'X:.'~.71 CCCC';7?0 
C C3?SS730 
1s:t 0244 FCl71 
-I'-:1 c245 
~.=~.FCl51~FE1161tFC:61'FEI2~1-1 0??04743 - 
FC(BJ = FCl5!~F~l171tF~161~~Ei:71 o:"c4;50 
Ir,N 0246 FC(91 = FC~Sl~FE116lriC~6l'F~~ZSltSST COO:k760 
IC!I 0247 FC(101 = FC(51 * FEI191 + FCl6) * FEt29!- K/12 * VOLl /2 03334773 
I5tl C:'+8 
-;c:J 0249 
FCI ill.=_ FC(5l~FEl20l+FC(6l~FE~3Cl+DTUS5T 050047.1)0 
FC(lZl = FCI5J.~FE~2lirFCL6l~FE~311 GG30J17?0 
1Sil cz50 FC(13t = FCl5l*FEtZ:lrFEl61~FE[32)tOT 0 0 t :: :I G 3 0 
r-, 0'51 --. L FC(14J = FC15l~FEl231+FCl6J-FEO c,'5:4910 
Is:, c-jl c L FCll51 = FC(51 * Fi(241 + FCl61 * FEl34l~-~K/12_~_AVGDl OC9J4?20 
-1t:: 0x3 FC(16) --- 
~. _-- 
FC(5l~iElP5ltiC:6J~:EO c.t0:.330 
131 c254 FC117) = FCl91*Fll(321tFCL10J*Ftll401+FCl71 cccc4s40 
15:J o;s5 FC(18) = FCl9J~if1(33JtFC(10J*ifl(4lltFCtG) ocJo4c50 
C __- . . . -.-_ .- ----._-------.--_- cooc'ic5o~ 
Is!: o-s4 CO 30 J- 19,24 000c4070 
IW 0257 FC(J1 = FC(91~Fti(J+15J+FC(101*FtllJt231+FC(J-8) C00C4f90 
ITJ 0:53 50 CCNTIWJE OCCC'.~93 
C OCCC4?@0 _ . . .---_- _.. _ _--- ----___.__.___ -- 
1::; 2255 FCl21) = - -F'1211 CCoO;F:O 
IS!I 0260 FCC221 = -iCl221 OC:G4S:O 
C 00004;30 
ISN 0261 FCf251 = __--.. .- .._. -~ ~~~~FC~ll~lB1I~FEI7l+E?F~SIli~CO~TAU!ltFC~2t~SIN~CC~TAUl~00GC4?'.O. 
? FC~3t~K~~BlR*FE~7l-BlI~SI1:~CO*TAUll-FC~4J*K*FEl7l 0",004950 
C OOOC<SbO 
ISN 0252 FCI?b) = FCtIJ*IBlR~Ft~7l-B?I'SIfJ~CO'TAUtlfFC~2J~FE~7J+FCl3J* ococ'.?io 
7 
-_----A - .-- __ I:~~61I~FEt7ltB?R~SIt:ICO~TAUlt+FC~~4J~K*SI~~CO~TAU1~ 0c0c4s30 - 
C Croo;SS3 
xc,!: cx3 FC(27) = FC~2Gl*FEt~6l+iCl~5l~FE~ltl CO'@50@0 
iT:i 0244 FCt2.31 = FC~261'FE~:71i'C~25!iFEo-I 00005010 
Ic:I ^"45 - ' FCC291 = FC1261 i FEl:S; + FC(251 f FE118l.>~.OLl~K/1.2 / 2 0@005320- -- 
IE!J CZj5 FC(33J = FC(?6J*FE(29l+~CI251~FE~l9l+SST 0c005030 
IS!4 0267 FC(311 = FC~~6l~Fil33l+FC(25l.FEo 0c005040 
ISII 0263 FCl321 = iC~:6l~FE~3llrFClC5JITE(2lltDT~SSI 00005050 
I:!( OS49 = FC(331 FC~:6l~FE(321+FC(25l.FE~~21 0-03:0~0 
-Iz!i cz70 FC(341 =-- FCI~bl~iE~33lt~C~~5J~iEL23ltOT~~~ 
-- 
ococ5o7o 
If!l c271 FCISJ) = FC~E6l~iEl:~lrFC~25l~~E124l cc005c30 
IZ!I c:72 FCl35 J = FC(26J * FE(35J + FC(:51 * FEt.251 + K/l? * AVGCJI oo@c53?o 
i3:J 6273 FC(371 = FC1;9J'iFtl~321tFC~33lilFtil~CliFC~27t coco5:co 
-r::: >?74 FCI331 - FC~29l~Ftl~33lcFCI3Ol~F~~~~1tiiC~281 OOCD5110 
C ooco5?2o 
If!l OEi5 DO 40 J= 39,44 OOCC5130 
IB!l 0276 FC(JJ = FCl29l*Fii(J-5l+FC(30l~Ftl~J+3l+FCO 
- -13 3,^77.------. 
COCO51~~3 --. 
40 CO!ITIt:UE ooco515o 
C Cc005140 
1c:t c27.s FCl411 = -FCISll c~00~170 
1;': G"i9 FC(42) = -FC(r;Zl --:-.. --.- _ ..- -. ococ~lco ----.~ 
C 0000~190 
IS!1 0220 @COT = FC14?l/FC(:2J 00005200 
IS!4 0281 FC(45) = FC(51J-O"OT*iC(?lJ L 00c05210 
I';H 0282 FCI46) = 1/FC~~5l*lFC(37l-FL'OT*FCo) 
-iSl;e0283 FC(4?J:=- 1/FC!4Sl*~FC(39l-CUOT*iCo) 
:s!4 OZ84 FC(481'. 1/FC(45)*~FC(391-2~3T~FCl1911 
1st: 0.s FC(491 = 1/iC(451~lFCl401-9~~T~FC(2011 






*VEASIO!: 1.3.0 (01 HAY 83) UNST SYSTEW37C FORTRAN H EXTEWOED (EN:-IANCED) DATE C0.353/15.02.49 PAGE 10 
r-' is!: C207 FCr51) = l/FCr45)*(FC(44l-CZJT*FCrZ4)1 30305270 
% 
IS?t OC23 FCr56) = 1/FC~421*rFCI43)-FCr41~~FCr50)) COPOS~EO 
_ IC!I 0289 -___. FCf571 f-e I/FCl42l*(FCI44)-FCr41)wiC(51!) OFOr52CO 
C C"O?53"0 
IS!1 0290 DO 50 J= 52,55 c3DSS:lO 
IS!l c291 TtrJ) = l/PCr42)*~FC(J-15)-FC(41)uFC(J-6~) 000353:3 






C--IN?ERBLACE.ANALYSIS.OF SECTION-2.-.-e 00005370 
C ocoo5~3o 
C OOCC53?0 
1914 0293 Ff13rll = AO*r-SLU~*2-VlJ~x2) c3005403 
13t1 C??r, Ftl2r21 =-- A'VGV2 * VOL2.W K/12./ 2 O@CC5410 
-1511 t:?S- F:l?r31 = FlJ,CyV~;**Z @ccc54:0 
Ft:ZSA = PT;CTFSCT*-? oo:c5430 
F!:"(4) = F11?~2~+i;-:2~1~~~:/Ft!2r21 02co5i90 
F:l?r5) = -Ft!?r3)/ftI:l4) 00305350 
Ftl:r61 = Ft~:~3)~Fl::rll/rF;:Zr2~*F~:2~ir~) CSSOj460 
Ft::(i) = -2/Ftl:I41 or3c54io 
Ft::IB) = -2*r:::ll)/rF~2rZl~Ft:2(4)) cccc54so 
I::1 0532 Ft!?r91 = 
-1s:t 0333 
m-FI:?j>,'F:::14) ,cc335~'l‘;o 
F::;r 10 I= F~~?rll.'fi~~(?~~Ft~2~A/F~~r41 C?CC5523 
IS!: 033% FI:Zrlll= 1 / FI:l('.l * r2 * FLc'1 + iM2rl) / OOGCrSlO 
? FtlZr,) 4 AVGD2 ii \'3L: * K/12 / 2) cocc~5:o 
ISH c305 --_ -.- Ft!2(12)=- 1 / f:::.(4) * IFI::ll) / F:!?(Z) * 2..?t 000n;530 -- 
? FLW - dY.502 ii V5L: * K/It / 21 oooc55i3 
Ic,fJ 0305 Ff?2(13)= 1 / Fi:214) * I-2 Y F;::(l) / F::?(2) * DT Y 00305550 
1 SST - AL"32 * VOL? * K/l? / 21 30@0~5~0 
IS:4 0327 00005570 -. . 
I 
Ft12r 14 ,'- 1 / FtlE(41 * (-2 * DT * SST.+-K/12_*.Fn2~.1.) / 
2 / F::2(2) *: ?'OL? Y AVtD:) 0c3c55.30 
IC:I 0303 FH2r151= -AVGV2 * VCLE * K/12 / 12 * Ftl2(41) 000355’50 
T<!l 0303 -- F::?r14;= Ft?CIl) / Ftl'(21 * A.::GVt * VOLZ * K/l2 / (2 * FM2(41) c0005000 
IC!l OjlC 
--xc:4 0311 
---- FI:2(17)=-~-).‘.‘5V2 * A\“GD2 f K/12 / F~:r4).__..,......___,. ..__ ~OOC35510 
























Oj?2 till, = ~Ff12~3~-if~~~2~*FtI2~5~l/F~2~1~~ 000CE653 
OTij f:(:~-‘-=--F:::(2)iF::;(b)/FI!~(l~ OO~cx6o - 
031'i Nl3) = (-2-Fl::li):i!!2l:) ~,'F:::tl) oco35570 
0315 Nl41 = -Ft:~l21.-F!::(SI/'Ft~~(l) OC?SIL:$O 
0314 tll5) or335390 
0517. 
-=-. rF::~~.~-Ft:?~2~~T:::l9~~/Ftl2~1~ ..--- 
H(6) = -F:iZl21~'Fl!2~1O~/FI:?~l~ OOCC55FO 
051.3 nr7, = r2~i?C':-Fn:r?)~F::?r'l))/Ftl*(l) L 0c005710 
2519 t;(S) = I -K/l: + ?.'.;'J: x v5LE / 2 - FtIP(21 f Ft!:rl:)) / Ftl:ll) 036057:O 
03?3 RI91 ~~,‘-m-(‘\‘;1)2 * \'OL2 * K/1, 1 / 2 + Fl:ZI2) * Ft:Zr.13)1 / Ff::!l! OCSO5730 .- 
C32: RllO) = r-2‘~DTiSST-~::\I2I~~f:;~~14ll/Fil:~1~ - -- oc'Jc57so 
G5f^ 
CT23 
nc111 = -(AVSV2 Y VOL2 * K/12 / 2 + Fl12(2) * Ft?l1511 / FMZ(l) OOCO5750 
I:(12 1 = r-:I!"(2)*F:I;l16))/i;::(1) OtC35760 
c32.4 ti:(131 = r-K/12 * AVCI)P * A\;-'.‘ -. .- r.,- - FX(21 * FfZ(l7,,1 / Fti2(1)~OC065770 ~- 
rjj-5 11l14~ = -rI::(?I*fi~l(lCI/fI:"11) occt5720 
0526 nr151 = CU ii A0 + VU X ‘0 E t:(7) - K/l.2 * VOL2 / 2 Y FfI2rll) OP305790 
0327 tl(l61 = VU u A0 * tl(81 - K/l2 *V3L? / 2 *: F::1(12j c0035510 
0323 M17),-~=~~VL! * A0 * Ml, - G'J * VU + K/12 * VGL2 / 2 * Ftl216) cooc531o _-- 
0529 fir181 = -VU * A0 * Nl2,-t K/12 * VOL2 / 2 * Ff::(61 --- 00035~10--~~ L 
0330 nr19, = -VU * A0 * tlll2) + SST + K/l 2 * VOL? / 2 * FN2r16) OC305330 
0331 RI201 = -VU Y A0 * tl(ll, + K/l: * 'XL2 / 2 * Ft~r151 GOOG5S40 
0332 tllZl1 _._. D.. -v'J * A0 * R:(3) + K/12 * VOL2 / 2 * F??(7) ---.. __-- ._- __. .-- -.- - .'. '---- 035oi-053 ___- 
*VERSICN 1.3.0 (01 tlAY 801 U1:ST SYSTEW370 FORTRAN !i EXTEt:OED lE!:HANCEDl DATE 30.353/15.02.49 PAGE 11 
IS!4 0333 Pl(22) = -VU * A0 * !I[41 + K/12 r: VOLZ / 2 * Fli2l81 0~?05,^50 
IS:4 Oj?4 f%23) = -VU * A0 * tl(51 + DT ii SST + I!/12 * VOLZ / 2 * Ftl2(9) 00?35373 
ISIl Oj2S d tx24) 
TI% 0335 
.,-=--VU * A0 * tll61 .+ K/l 2 * VOL2 / 2 * FI!:(lO) ___. .._ GZCO53”9 __ -~ 
M251 = -VU * A0 ii til91 + K/1: * VOL2 / 2 * Ft12(?31 OJ;::.-C(J .z 
ISN 0337 E!(24) = -vu + A.0 * ::llol + K/1? c V3L2 / 2 i( Fkl2(i41 + DT cccc;:30 
1% 0335 :11271 = -VU * A.I) * tl(l31 + K/l? * VOL2 / 2 i( cc!o:?;lG 
? -. .-.-- - ______ FK2l171 + K/l: * 'VG:2 
'ill281 = 
--. _.- 
ISN 0339 -vu * A0 * nt141 + K/12 * VOL2 i.~ti21i81 / 2 




-EN 0340 CL(I) -=.-OU * AO.+ VU * A0 * FtlZ(lZl.+ K/l2 *.VOLZ /.Z.~.M(8l_.OOCl)~~bJ. 
IS11 0341 CLl2) = VU * CO * Fi!2llll + K/12 * VOL? / 2 * t!(7) occos97o 
1%: 03’,2 CL131 = -VU * '0 ii Fll1(51 - K/12 * VOL2 / 2 W(l) OCCC3'JO 
IS!1 0343 C?(4) = -DU )f VU - VU i* A.0 * F1:216) - K/l? * VOL2 / 2 * t?(Z) c3co5iso 
-IS!: C3M CL(5) ._~ --s--K/12 * VOL2 / 2 - VU * A0 * Ft:2(161 - ---__ occo5cco. - 
? K/l? * VCL2 / 2 * HI121 ocoPf?c1o 
ISN 03s5 CL161 = SST - VU II A0 Y F;:?(l51 - K/12 * VOLP / 2 * flllll GcDr(rO20 
0 5 0 3 0 15:: OY5 c:(7) = -VU + A0 * FiIZL141 - K/l? * ;iL: / 2 * fl;lO, coo .~.~ 
IS:! 03'-7 OC506040 
-1% 03?3 
DT - VU * CO S F:12(13) - K/12 * VOL2 / 2 U.Nf.9) 
-VU + A0 Y FH2I71 - K/12 * VOL2 /2 + fl(31 OGO 36050 
IS!! 0549 CL(10) = -VU * A0 x Ff:1(3) - K/l2 * VCL2 / 2 * ll(41 03OCBC60 
1st 0353 CLllll = -VU * AcJ Y FI::I91 - K/12 f VOL? i 2 * tic51 CC3JbOiO 
IS!] 0551 
-'12s cd:52 
CL1121 q -. -VU x A3 s F!:?IlOl - K/12 * V3L2 / 2 *: III61 +.AVGL)2*SSTOOOC;C33 
CL1131 = -VU Y CO * FI:2llSl - K/12 * '.OL2 / 2 Y (2 * DT + P!(14)13OOC~~CFO 
IS!1 0?33 CL(141 - -VLl * A0 U F::;l171 - K/12 W0L2 / 2 * tl(13) CCGCblCJ 
IS!4 c354 CL(15) = CLl2l-CL~ll/f!~16l*f:(l5; c~oocllo 
C OOCE6i20 _..- .-- _-._ -- -... .-_ .--. 
ISIl 0355 03 40 J- 15,19 OC(IO6130 
1%~ 03I5 CL(J) = 1/CL~15l*(CLlJ-13l-CL(ll/M~l6l*M(J+l~~ OOOC6140 
IS!4 OS7 60 CC:JTIx'JE o."oc615o 
C COdC~l50 _ ._ _ .-- .--. 
T"kl Qj$s -... CL(231 -- 1/CL~1S~r~CLi;l-cLill/1:~?4l:;:~:~~~ COOC4?70 
124 03G9 CL1211 = 1/CLil3~~lCLI61-CL11~.~~1I?61~~~f2511 COC,^61?0 
IS!: 0350 CLl2?) = 1/CL~1I;1~~CLl91-CL~11/:1~161~:“:?11~ 03::>193 
15H OZS? CL:231 :- 1/CL~151~(CL~131-CLL11/tX161itll2211 000952C3 
- 15:: 0362 CL(24) = l/CL~15l~lCL~11~-CL~1l/~l16~*:Il23ll OCOO5210 
IS:1 0353 CL(25) = 1/CL(151*~CL(121-CL(11/N161*~(2411 00005220 
is!1 0364 CL(241 = 1/CL~151~lCL~13l-CL~11/~~~161~;i~2831 0003bC30 
IS!1 0355 CL1271 = oc3c5:40 - -... -. -- --- 1/CLl151’lCLI14~-CL~11/~!~161*:1~2?)) 
C 0335150 
IS!1 0346 DO 70 J: 26,39 
IS4 0367 CL(J) =' lC:(J-25l-CLl2l*CL(J-l2~~/CL(1) 
IS:4 0353 73 CC:rTIf:UE -- -.- 
-c- 
.-_--__- .--- - 
C 







C CCCCS323 --~ ___.__ - ---- -..- 
C -0OCC6530 
IW 0359 S(1) = 2w;~!:~:;;~u/(G:.:::::rl) OCJ?b3<0 
IS!1 c3x SC ?I = I :iG;.::::.?/l s:.::::.: t1ll~~~U':::'JS-CD-~GA~~A-l,/~GAf:~A+1l*PU CO235350 
IS!{ C371 St31 = 2::SA.::::'/( GA;:::‘+1 l”CSU* 03336350 _. _ _. _. ‘, - ---- ssu 
%S~L&~c;X~~~l l/_IGA.::X+l)* 
CCCCLjiO 
IW “372 'S(4) = 2r;A:x/l t:.I:::9+1 )*SSUrPU OOC^53’9 ” u 
IS!1 0373 S(5) = lG.::!~IA.-l~a::'JS~~2~2 OOCC6590 
ISN 0374 
-:sti 0375 
s(5!-=-e I~-~~GI~::IAI~~DDII~*G~~,;~A~~,~)_~DU 03CO64CO 
E 
S(7) = ~GA,,::i.+l)~;~JS%+2 OC306410 
ISN 0376 S(8) = Sl6l/lSSU'Gl5) 1 OOCG64"O 
4 ISN 0377 S(9) = S(7l/S(51 03006430 
C C3OC6440 _____ -~ 
*VERSIC!: 1.3.0 IO1 rlAY 80) CSST SYSTEW370 FC?TRAN H EXTEt:"EO (Et:HANCED) DATE 60.353/15.02.49 PAGE 12 
C 00:0t450 
IS:4 3373 LH(ll = DErUC~:.tE.'(CCfT:.U)-FRE~SI::~ALFC!ll/~CC~T'U~+(REV+ OOCOb~i60 
65 __- --- ? ._--.- ..-. C@S~'LF'H-CETA21~*~P~'CE'~L'EU~E /!CO'T'U'SCSEXw*Z)-DE*.._ 03036470 ___-_--__ 
? ACE/LC:!'~T:.U~tSI!:~ALFCH~iREV~COSIALI?CH-EETA:l C",O'64SO 
C OC3064?3 
ISN 0379 Lfl(21 = CE~~StC0~~\'E~"~CE/LCC~TAUl-C05lALFCI!l~~RE/TAUt3E~~REV~ OOOO:5:0 
, C0SO.L:‘Ci~-S~TA?Ila~'?i~CE~~K+CO~VE~/l~O~T,'.U~SOSEX~*2~-~ 03"CBT;lO. 
? DE?:.CE"CC-(iLFiill"REV~COS(ALFCH-BETA:) 05006520 
C cs005530 
134 03ao Lf(3) = AVGV;~~OL3/P~U~=0E/~CO~lAU~SOS~~~~2~-AVtO3~~~0L3~ OCCO654O 
~-- OOCC6550 ~ ? .SI!:(CLFiill/( 2"CC“TAlJ) . _ -. .._.._ 
C OCZC6550 
IS!I 0331 Ltl14) = A?'~~,'j:'~!oLj,( 2"C0'T'lJ~SOSEX*~2l*~K+CO~VE)*CE- ooc355io 
? AVG33i\'OL'~CCS~~LF,~~/~2~TAUt c33:65"0 
C - .-- -- __- ..-. OC3065?0 _ _.__..... -- _ .-. -.-.. - --- 
IS!l c3cz R = -(::+':E"CO 1/u: 03@C5603 
IS!i c593 Lti(51 = FRE'SI!:~~LFCtll/iTIUr~R~~2+CO~~:~)-RuC0rftLFCH)wFRE/(C0sC~5366~0 
? T~'~Jl'~'~:+CC"si)l+2EV~C0S(~LFC:~-BETA2)x3~~ACE~ c?co(5:0 
-.- ---f. (SI"(~LF~~)-R/COUCCS(~LPCH)~/(TAU~(R'*?~CO~~~I) ..___ OOCPb533. -- 
C 0 : 0 c : 5 4 0 
ISY 03?4 Ltll6) q A'~~33rVCL3/(2*TAUw(R~~2tCO~~2:)~(SINlAL~CH)-R/CC~ OOCC6650 
? COS:ALFCH)) PO"?C450 
C --. -. ..-_--. - ..--- .- ___ __.._ -.---- ._._ -.-.---._-- 00306c70 
IS!: 0305 Ltlf7) = COSICC*TAUl-1 00G160E0 
C 03OC6590 
IS!1 C3?5 LM(3) = L~lllr~LH:i~,'3~?-0:I~SI!~ICC*7~Ul~+L~~2~*L~l7l-K* occ367oo 




ISI 0337 Ltl19) = -Lt!(l ~*ILt:~7~~~?IiP?R'SI?:lCO~~T).U~~-L~~2,~SIt~~CO*TAU,- OCCC573O 
? K~Lt:~31~~ECi(~Lf:~7I-C?I~SIt~lC2~TXUlI-K~L~~41*Ltl~7~ COOC6740 
C’ occo575o -~ --..-.- ~. --- 
Is:: 032a Ltl(lO1 = -KliLI:~6~*SItI~CO~TAUitLtl~5~*L~~7l CGOC5i60 
C OOCC5770 
IS:{ 03C3 Ltulll = -K*L:1(6)'Lrl(7l-L~(5l~SIN(CO~TAU1 03006700 
__. .- --.-- 
1% 0350 Lt!ilZ, = 
,--CCC36790- 
Lf:lll '(C:I'Lt:(7j+B~~aSI!(:CO-TI.U) i;Ln(2l;SIN(CO-~iAU)+ OG005830 
I = L::~5l~=~i:~CO'~TC':i*L:l~6~*!:*Lt1~7~ dL 00",~5350 
cooi? -- 
1 = Lf~~jI~Lt~(7)-LPI(6)~i(~SI~~lCO~TAU) ococ6cco 
03006390 
IS'4 03?1 Ltlllb) = L~~1?l-LIi~l,3l/L~~9~*Lt1~8~ cC305930 
C --. _ cc006910 
IS-t1 0355 
.__- 




IE:J 0376 mtia) = 1/L~~16l"~LL:~15l-L:!~13~~L~~ll~/LM~9~~ 
C -..- __- -- .--. .___.- 
IS!1 c397 Lx191 = l/L::( 16 ) 
C 
ISN 0398 Ltlf20) = -LtlI131/(LM~91*Ltl(161) 
C d -. 
m Isti-0399-p- -.- Ltli211 = ~LI1~14~-L~~12~*Lfl~17~1/L~~131 
IS!4 0400 Ltl(221 = (Ltl(15l-Ln(12~rLt:Lla1)/L~(13) 
IS!I 0401 Ltl(23) = -Ltl(12l*LH(2o)/L:1(13) 












*VERSIC!J 1.3.0 (01 IlAY 30) &ST SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 60.353/!5.02.49 PAGE 13 
Is:4 lx?3 K?ITE(6,333) UlR,BlT 0030i040 
;9:4 0434 333 FC?::‘T(//’ 01’/;2E15.633 C3CC7G50 
C --~ c0$370~0 __. .- -. ~- 
191 0495 i:RITE(b,tOOl) FE CGzOTC7J ~-- 
1::: C:Cj L!:!ITCl6,61C31 z.i:SVl oc:n~cs3 
15:: c437 I:-!ITE(6,6C3’ll VCLI cJ:n75~10 
-x4 OiC6 !?ITE(6,6C31 I Fll _ 00’1071?0 _ 
151 c;cc i:.?I7E(6,6t?:l FC 22:G7110 
IS!4 0410 l:?IlEl6,6C03) i:12 0??37120 
IC!I 0411 U?ITEL6,6C041 :I c3;071:0 
-I!Y 5212 l:?ITE(6,60C51 CL -- 0ccs71s0. 
IS!l c413 !:RITEL6,60C5) S --~ 
-- 
0@037150 
Is:! 0414 KRITE(6,60071 Ln CCC37150 
IC!I c415 K:ITEL6,6C331 L’ e 00307170 
IS!l c41”-p;mo” y;Cx;; ‘I’, ’ FE’,/,9(E12.4,2Xll CCC07160 
--IS!{ CA17 
- __--. 
B-1,, f?;Vl',/,lS,E1?.4,2X) CO3J7190 -~ 
IS:{ 0413 6200 FC2llCTL I-‘, ’ VOLl’,/,lX,El2.4,2Xl co307:c3 
I’!l CGl? 6031 FCC;l.\T( ‘-’ ,’ FH’,/,9(E12.4,ESlI oc~37:lo 
-151: 0420 6”,32 FC::::T( ‘-‘I ’ FC’,/,9(E12.4,CXll .00337:20 
12: (I421 6CC3 FCII!:TI’-‘,;-FI:Z’,/,S(il:.4,2Xl~ 
--- 
c::o7:30 
IS!4 0422 6004 FC::::Tf ‘-I, ’ f?‘,/,9(E?2.4,2:~11 occs7:io 
IS!4 0x3 5925 FC:::‘TI ‘-I, ’ CL’,/*9(E12.4,2Xl~ OSC3T~IO 
151: w-4 6CGb FC”:qAT( ‘-’ , ’ 
- -60C7 FC?laT( ‘-’ ,’ 
S’,/,9(E1?.4,:Xl) rlCoO7:ho 
-I+ CL25 -Lll’,/,9LE1?.4,2Xll OCC372iJ 
ISN C426 6008 FCRifAT( ‘-’ 3 ’ LC’,/,9(E12.4,2Xll oo”o7;co 
C 0::3i290 
C --~CALCUiATEm EiTHER IN .TO!?SIO!l’Lm CR ~BENDING-MODE -~ ~. occc73!lo. 
C CC237310 
c c:3573:0 
IW.0427 00 15 II = 1,2 07OCij30 
191 0423 IF (II.EQ.l!_G3TO 13 .____ 003373’:3 _^ -._ __- -. 
C OCc:i”O- 2 
C CALCULATES TORSIC!IAL r!CDES AREAS CGCC7:SO 
IS!1 c430 --- 
iStl 0431 
IS:: 0432 
ISH C”3 -,d 
C ocCJ7:70 
K:::A?I_-=- C*Z’ZILFJ~P*(CDS(SI~!!4T)-l)/ASTAR. oono7330~~~ 
IfI:.PI = C*Z*‘LF3,!?7( 5I::l G;::I\T) l/AST:.R CCCOij?O 
C!:‘PT = (Z-)::T’O/C)~(CCSlSIG::.~T)-l)iC’iALFB?.R/ASTXR ccco7;co 
It!AF'T = (Z-XST: 7/C ll:SI!!l SIG.::T l~‘“AL;Dl?./iSTAR 0”?07410 
1s:: C’;31, CI!.‘.P = (Z-::S/Cl;ilCCSlSIC:::Tl-1 )“C*ALF3tP/lSTAF cc007s20 
-I$:( y+35-- --- 
-_-_. 
IW?P - IZ-XS/Cl~SI::(SIG::;T~~;~iLFC.‘?/:ST~P 0300i4~0 
IE!I c435 R’CE = ~Z-ll~~CCS~SIG::.:Tl-1l~~C*ALF~j’R/lST~R C33374AO 
IS!I 0437 IKE = (Z-1 )*SI:IISIGllAT~~C*‘LPC:.R/~.ST:.R cc:oi453 
C i’CJO7~50 - --- 
C CALCULATES ibRSICI:?.L‘tiODE VOLUHES FOR-THE FIRST T”C-SECTIONS rJC3074TO 
C 00007430 
1st~ 0433 VI’R = 0.0 O?CO7490 
IS!1 0439 VlAI = 0.0 00307500 __..-- -~- ----._ .-- -.-.-.____ 
C OCPC7510 
IS!l 0440 VII?!3 q C~DELTAaZ*ALF~.2R*lCCS~SIGHAT~-ll*COS~ALFCH~/lASTAR*31 OJCO7520 
ISH 0441 vu31 = CaD:LTA’Zi:“LF3.:R; (Sit:(SIG::TT)lxC~SL’LFCHl/IAST~RtS) COCC7530 
C 03337540 _. _ _ _ -- 
IS!1 0442 VlCR = C+~LPJ’R~I~@S~SIEtI.ZT~~l~‘~Z~~~XSTAR-DELTA~CCS~ALPCHl~- OC307550 
? (XS:‘Aw~:-lCELT”~COS(ALPCH) )**21/(2-C)1/(‘ST~RwJ) OCOJ7560 
ISIl 0443 VlCI q C*ALF3:.R~~SI::lSIG!:ATll~lZ~~XSTAR-CELTA~COSlALPCilll- oc307570 
? - IXST~Rrr2-(CiLTAwCOS(RLFCH))w+PI/(?UC) MASTAR+B!--_ OOGJTSCO 
C 0000;550 
ISN 0444 VlR = VlAR+Vl@R tV1CR 00007600 





*VERSIC!I 1.3.0 (01 flAY EO) U::ST SYSTEW370 FCRTRAN Ii EXTEt:DED (ENHANCED 1 DATE 80.353/‘15.02.49 
IS:4 0446 V2R = C~“LFS:.RU(COS(SII;!!.ZT)-l)~~Z~~XS-XSTAR)-((XSxr2- 003Oi630 
? XST”~~~‘l/~Z~fl1l/~:STAR~S~ c333it40 
_IS!!,.O+47 WI ---=- C~.4LF~‘.?~lSIf~lSIGHAT~~~~Z~~XS~XSTAR~~~~XS~~2- -- 00007650 
? XSTARi:*Z t/t 2% 1 I I/( ASTARwB) OCOO7650 
C 03007670 
IS!4 0448 GOT0 17 OC?O7680 
C _-. . ..--. ^ _ .- ocon74co 
C CALCULTES BENDING KC?E AREAS oooo7ioo 
C ooco7i1o 
IS!1 0449 13 RACE = H*l COS( SIG’!.?3 1-L )/ASTAR ““2”77.?” _ _ _ _ _ 
IW 0450 IKE 
-IS!4 CL51 
-=-. H’SI::l SIG:::.3 l/ASTAR _. 00507730 
1t:>.?p = H.:(ZI!:t SIT:I:.E )/AST!.R 00007740 
PAGE 14 
134 0452 Ei2.P = H~KZlS(SIS::.:.B)-1 l/ASTAR 00007750 
I’!1 0453 _I E:!:.PI = H:t( C3:t SIG?‘9 t-1 l/ASTAR 00007760 
-ISII, ci54 I:I:PT = H*SIl(( SIGKB l/ASTAP -____ -- -. 00007i70~ 
IS:1 c’i55 1tl:PI = tl:;SI!;t SIG::;‘.5 )/AST’R - 03007730 
ISIJ 0456 R:l.?PT = H*(CDStSIGi!‘B)-I l/ASTAR 000377$0 
. C 003075c0 
C MCDE --- - - CALCULTE.SSBEr:DI::G .-. _ VOLUI:ES~F_CR~~THE~FIRST 00037310 -. TKO-SECTIONS 
C oooc732o 
1.w 0457 Vl’R = 0.0 00CC7a30 
IS!l c!<x VlAI = 0.0 co307340 
C -. _.-_ .___-___ OGCOTE50 .--_ - _- _... .._... .- .-.-..-- 
1s:: 0459 VlSR = GELiA~‘H~iCCslsiGC’Sl-:)wCOSIALPCH)/(ASTAR~S) 00007060 
IS:1 cj50 VlBI = DELT&,;‘i:Y;SI:IlSIG:l:.O) l~COS(ALFCHMASTAR*Bl 00007370 
C 00007830 
IS?4 0461 VlCR - --. 
i 
--.f-- ~M+IXSTAR-DELTA~CCS~ALFCH~l*~COS~SIG~~B~-ll+AS~AR*H~~00007090. - ..^. 
(C"S(SISII.'.BI-1 l:~‘GTA:IIALFCH) l/(ASTARrB) ooooi93o 
ISN 0462 VlCI q (R*[XsTAR-DELT~OSIALFCH~ )‘~(~I~!(sIs:I.zB))+AsTAR*H* 00307910 
? ~SIt~LSiG::~Dll~COT~S~ALFCH1l/~ASTAR~B~ 00007920 
C -..---.. ___ ocoo793o -. ~_ 
ICI1 c143 VlR = VlAR+VlE?iVlCR oooc794o 
ICN CS64 VlI = VlAI+VlEItVlCI 00007950 
C 00507960 
IS!{ 04i5 -.-. .--- "2R--?-w H*(tDSl SIC-X51-1 )*(XS-XSTARMASTARwBj- ooc37970 
IS!{ C456 V21 = H*tSIt:(SIGf:AOl l*(XS-XSTCRl/(ASTARUSl 03007930 
C n”“n799” _ _ 
C 00008000 
C ---_ -_ ~- - _.. . . _.- _... ._ ._--- -- -_--. ---. -. 0?003010. 
i’St( C46’ 17 ISSP = FC~5Z!~R~!A~I~FC~53l~IIiAPItFC~54~~RIlAPT+FC~55l*IHAPT+ OO1;oEO:O 
? FC(561W1IcFC~57l*VlR OOCOC3jO 
C on30,"40 
IS!I 0468 RSSP - -.-- 3-‘. --- FCl46~~~R:!APItFC~47l*ItIAPI+FC~4Bl*R~APT+FC~49~~~~~~PT+000COO50 ^_.. -..-^. . ..-.-. -- 
FC(50l*V1ItFC(5ll*‘/lR OOCO3360 
C 00003070 
IS:4 0469 ItlDP = F:l~4I)~i~i:?FI+Ft:~41l~ItlAPI+FI1~42l*R~APT+F~~43~*II1APT+ OGOOS”G0 




1sti 0470 RKDP = F~~32:*X::4~ItFt:~33l~Itl~PI+FPI~34~*R~hPT+F~l35l*IMAPT+ oooc911o 
? Ft:( 36 )iXS+P+Fill37)~ISSPtFti( 33)UVlI+FtI( 39 )r;VlR oocc31:o 
C’JCC3130 -..-. 
ISN 0471 
c ..-__ - ~ 
IVPU = FE(Z6 l*RtlAPIiFE.i ?7l+I~l~P;iFEi:8l~RE:DPtFEl?9l~Il:DP+ 033;9140 
? FEt3C )*Zt:APTtFE( 31 )~I!%%PT+iE(32l*RSSP+Fi(jSI*ISSP+ oocco15o 
? FE(34l~~VlItFit35l*VlR 00003160 
z --TsrJo472 
C 00003170 
-- -~~Ell~l~RtlAPI+FEii7~~IMdPIiF~~1~~iRr:DP~FEl19~*It:DP+ RVPU = coo33160 
? FE( 20 l*RIIPT+FE( 21 l*ItlAPT+FE(22 )*RSSP+FE(23l*ISSP+ 00008190 
? FE(24l*VlItFEL25l*VlR 05003200 
C ooooa2io - _ _ _ _ _ 
*VERSION 1.3.0 IO1 tlAY 801 LW3.T SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IENHANCE DATE 60.353/15.02.49 
1st 0473 IUFP = It:DP*SST**2 00008220 
IS!1 0474 R:IPP = , E::D’*SST**2 0000G~30 
--.- _. -CL---. _.__ ..-_-. CCCC8240 
ISN 0475 RHVFU = CL~i61I.R:::P*CL~~7i~1~AP*CL~1B1~Rt:3PtCLl19~~1I!DPtCL~201*00035150 
? RSE”tCL( 21 l*ISSPtCLlZZ I~RI:PF+CL( 231*1IIPPtCL~241rR:lAPT+ OOOOOC60 
? Cl.1 C5l;‘Itl1PT+CLl C6 l’VZR+CLI 27lW21 O”r;C5270 
C -- _ _..._ __- ___ c:3?3:30 
ISN 0476 ItlVPU = CLt 29 t*~t:.AP+CL( 29 l;‘I:!?.P*CL( 30 lWR::DP;CLi 3: t+I::OP+ C?COS^93 & 
? CLT 32l~RfSFtCL( 331rISSP+CL( 34l~RtlPPtCL( 35lWI:IPP+ 0000J~00 
? CL(35 l+‘Rl:APT+CLf 37 I~IflAPTtCLt 33 l*WR+CLt 39 l*V21 00003310 
PAGE 15 
C ____-~___--- 
ISN 0477 RtlOPU 
? 
? 
___. _. oooc332o 
= lil~l~~i~~Pt~~2l~~t!?.Ft~~3l*Rtl~P+~~4l~It11?2itl~5l* OOOCS530 
R::‘PT~tlI6l’I:1~PTit:~7l”~:IVPUt~l8l*It:VPUiMl9l*ISSPt o~coo34o 
tl( 10 laRSSPttil11 lUIK:3Pttll12l*R::3P+tll13lW2I+tll14l*V2R COCC?350 
C 00006360 
ISN 0478 
- . -___ 
IWJPU = Ftl?(Sl,-St!.?PtFtI”i6 1*1:1’~+i~2~71~Rr,FP~FI12l81*1I1PP+ OObOE570 
? Ft::~9l~~:ICPT+Ftl?~lO I~It:IPTtF~2llll~R~VPU+FM2~l2l* 00305350 
? II1VPU+Ftl2I13l*IS’?tFtl2ll4l*RSSP+Ftl2Ll5l*Itl0P+ 00003390 
7 F~2(161&?::JP+Ft12~171*‘,‘21~F:12(18)liV2R coco34oo 
C 00009410 
ISH 0479 RCDS = S(BI~Ri:V~UtS(9l~R::3FU CCOOO420 
Et1 04.50 IOCS = 5~5~:~r:-;;,:."iSl9~il1;:3FU OOOC^~30 
ISS 0431 RtI’PU - sj’J=u?F~~:3.=” 
-~s:i ciee 
-.- .__--- .oo&,o 
1::mJ = !j5C”r2iIf:,F3 OC30~45C 
ISH 0403 RCOSU = (G?.:::lA-ll/P”R~PFU/(CUrSSUl 05003460 
1st: 04% IyxJ : tF’:x-l l/C’~It:iFwlEUes?I) OGCCS470 
EN 0455 RFDS 
-1s::.o4c5 
-_ =- sLl~3sr~2ii~C~Tj 
1:x = scs~s~*2*ID3s ____- 
~00205430~ 
CG00.590 
ISN 0437 L’S? D i/SIll~lSI2l~RSO~UtSI3l*R~PPUtS~4l/SSU*R;IVPU-SSU*RPDSl OOCO:500 
1s:t 0x3 us1 = 1/Slll*ts~2l*IS0Su*s~3l~~tl~~utsl4l/sSu*I~vPu-ssu~IPDsl 00C3G510 
ISN 0439 IXP -=- -U3!?/K 03OOC520 
-ICN- 0490 
- --- _--. -..-__- 
RtlSP = USI/K OOC3C5jO 
C OOCOS540 




TAUl I-I~;+~O:~~~~LI/~CO~TAUI~~RVPU*~C~S~CO~TA~~-~~-IVPU+ ~300~570 
? SIt:I COiiTAU 1 I ooco35so 
C 000005?0 
1% 0492 II!PPI = -VELE.X/~CO~T’Ul~~IVPU~B1R*lCOSICO~TAU~-1l+B1I*RVPU*~~OOCOP600 
?‘--‘-~COSlCC~T~Ul-1l+G1R~RVPU’ISIN~CO*TAUl-B1I~IVFU~SIN~CO* 00009610 
? TAUl l-~t:rC0~VELl/lCO*TAU)+(IVPU*~COS~CO*TAUl-ll+RVPU* 00008620 
? SI::t CO’.TAU I 1 OOOCC630 






IJ!J 0494 IzlPI = It:PPI/CSI*.*? COCOJ660 
C 00C3C570 
_ -IS!{ 0495 R”S=PI = I. .# (GAt:!:A-1 l/t 2xSSI 1Wt:PPI c003c580 . .- 
ISN 0496 I::xPI = I GAt::lA-1 I/( 2*SSI l*ItiPPI ooocC59o 
C oooosioo 
IS!4 0497 RITVPI = 1/TAU~(RVFU~(CO3(CO*TAUl-1l-IV?U~SIt~ICO*TAUll ooocs71o 
IS!{ 0498 IITVPI = OOOOZ720 -----_-_ - ._ -.. ~/TA~J~I~~FU~~C~~!C~~T~U)-~~~RVFU~SIN(C~~T~~~~ 
C oc,^o3i30 
ISN 0499 RIAVPI = ~~~CO~T~~~~~BIR~RVFU~~C~SICO~T’UI-~~-B~I~I~~PU~ OOOCP740 
? (CO:lCC~TAUl-1l-IVFU~BlR~SIt~~CO*TAUl-BlI~RVPU~ 00303750 
? SIt:l COaTiLl I I OOOC3760 
C 00005770 
ISN 0500 IIAVPI = ~~~C~*TAU~*~B~R+I~~U*~C~~~~~~TAU~-I~+B~I*R~~U* 00003760 
? (COSLCO”TAUl-ll+RVPU~BlR*SIN(CO+TIU)-BlI*IVPU* ooco&79o 
? SIHL CO*TAU 11 OOOOB8OO 
*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 801 U!:ST SYSTEM/370 FCRTRAN H EXTENDED (ENH!.NCEOl DATE EC.353/15.02.49 PAGE 16 
C OCOO331G 
ISN 0501 IFlII.EQ.21 G3TO 24 @03CC8?0 
____ ----c _.._ __.--_. 
C CALCULATES THE DE:ZII!:; mxs ~oLur:is FOR THE-THIRD SECTION 
003C3330 ____ - .-.- 
OCGCSS40 
C 03CCS?50 
1s:t 0503 V3AR = ~H”tCC3~SICt~‘6l-ll~tC-XSl-~AOiACEl*ASTAR/2~R~SP*3l/ 03:c,^c50 
-_-?. ._ ___. 1ASTA.i: 31 _._____ OOCC~370 
IS!4 0504 VXR = DELTA/2.G~SI::t2*AiFCill~H~tC~S~SIGI.IABl-1l/~ASTA~~Bl 
-- 
OC~JC3~~20 
IS!1 05c5 VXT T: 0.0 cocor,3so 
IS!4 0506 V3’1 = IH ??f:tSIG:!A”Ul * (C - XSl - (CO + ACE I * ASTAR / o~co~soo 
? 2 + ItlSP Y Bl / (ASTAR * 81 ,_. ..___ - ok~910 .--. 
IS!4 0507 v391 = DELTA~~.~~~I~~~~*ALFCH~~H*~~INLSIC:IA~~ l;ik~~R*~l OCOOC920 
1s:t 0536 VXI = 0.0 ocoo33~o 
IS!I 0509 !!?ITE( 6,410 1 0000;740 
-IS:1 0510.. -m-W- ;c;;“;;“’ D ’ BEs3IK’.) ._-. --. ._. ._ _-_-- --___--.--_._- .ooco8?5o _ 
ISN 0511 3 009CEP60 
C coooc9io 
C CALCULTES THE TOZSIC:t!L KCILIE VOLUi:ES FCR THE THIRD SECTIOS oo:c3:so 
- -,- ..-.--.-c....-- .-.-. -.__ ._.. -. __ .._-- 
tC~AL~~At*tCCstSIZtlATI-ll*iZ~~C-XSl-~C*+2-XS**2l/ 
oooc~sso. 
IS?I 0512 24 V3’R = cooosooo 
? (?:C 1 I-AO~,?ST:.RirEtlSF\‘9)/( AST’RrBl oc30:310 
1sti 0513 V3AI = (C*E.LF~‘.:9ftSIt:tSIC-::?.Tl)ftZYtC-XSl-(C*i(2-XS*U2)/(2*Cll- OOCO$DPO 
? ___ ~AO”?,ST:.R~ItlSP~3l/tASTAR*3l. _ 00009030 
IS11 0514 VjSi-: 2 ALFJAR~:tZ-l)~tCOStSIG~ATl-1l*C~COS~~ibCHl* 00009c40 
? D:LTA/tAST”!?x31 oor,39350 
ICH c515 KS1 = ALFB’RU(Z-ll~SIN~SIGflATl~C*COS[ALPCH)wR*Bl OOCOSO60 
-ICI! c51s _ V3CR .--.=.-o-o-...- ___ -____- .ocoo~o7o -- 
::!I 0517 V3CI = 0.0 CO”O93SO 
Is!: 0518 WITE(6,4201 aCooso9o 
IW c519 420 FC::IAT( ‘1’) ’ T33SICttAL’ 1 00039100 
C .-Is:i bj20- _ .-.. __.-.- 00009110 
25 V31 = V3AI+V3OI+VjCI ooo391:o 






IStl 0522 RUDS - = l/CD*( R::3PU*VUtOU*RtlVFU-RDDSWI 1 00009190 __ 
IS:1 c523 :uDS = l/SOa( It:3FU’~VU+DU^It:V;il-IGDS*VO 1 000092c0 
ICN 0524 1:xX = IC3S*VD~‘OtD3PIUOS “OtDD*VDrIP;AP 00009210 
1c:t 03?5 KPR = CCCS~‘i’C‘r:.0;@3:~CLZ^J*?.O;ODi;\’Or;;tlAP oooo?:?o 
ISN 0526 CI -_.--.- 
2 
= -DE~REV:iiCOStALPCH-GETA2l~IACE~UDSI.-,~VGO3-~~K/1~2~*~~3R~-00009230 
K/12 *VOL3,‘2uED3S 00c09240 
C 0000$250 
IS!1 0527 CR = -CirR”CEuUZIRE+~3S~tAVGD3 * K/12 * V3I+K*VOL3/2*IDDS 00009,“60 
C --.-.- _.__- ___. ~ocoo927o 
ISN 0528 IC = -IFOWAO-FD*It:?~+IACE*i PEi(R~V+?OStiLPCH-BETA2 11**2* ooooc23o 
? Oil - L!OS * IUD.5 + AVGV3 * VOL3 * K/12 * RODS / 2 + OC:O9290 
? AVGOS * AVSV3 * K/12 X V3R + K/12 *AVGD3 * VOL3 Y OOOOS350 
? RU3S / 2 - USI * VD -.--- ^~. ~00009310. 
IS!4 0529 RC = -RFCS*PO-PO~~::‘~tR’CExiPEiiREV*COS~~LFtH-~ETA211**2~ 00309320 
? DE1 - MS * RUSS - AVGV3 * VOL3 * K/l2 * IDgS / 2 - 00009j30 
? AVGo3 * AVGV3 X K/l2 * V31 - K/12 * AVGD3 * VOL3 * GOO35j40 




ISN 0530 LC(1) q -UE*DE*ACE*REV~COS~ALPCH-BETA2l/~CO*TAU*SOSEX~*2ltDE* 00009390 - .-.. __.. ..- .-_. .- ---.. ._- _ .-- - 
*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MY 80) U!ST SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTENBEO (ENHANCED) OATE 80.353/15.02.49 PAGE 17 
? ACE'SIN(ALPCHl/~CO~TkU) 00009:;30 
C ooco~41o 
I.S!!-p531 Lc(2J-=- -DE~(K+COWEt~ACE~REV*CO3lALPCH-BETA2)/_~~ -- oco59:t2o ~- 
? (CO*TAU*S35EX~~2JtDE*ACE*COS[ALPCHJ/TAU occc?",lio 
C c*ccc440 
ISN 0532 LC(3) = DE~ACE/~TfU~lR~~~?rCCxr2))*~SIN[ALPCHl-R/CO~COS~ALPCH~l I;C!?C9?50 
~-.- - .c- C~CC?~40 
ISN 0533 LC(41 = VCL3YUi;bE/(2~c~~TAU+~CISEX**i)~'---~- CC"OC't70 
C ooc394so 
ISN 0534 LC(5) = VOL3/2*(KtCOWEJ*CE/lCO~TAlJ*SOSEX*r2)' 0300?490 
-.--- c- _. .--... 00009500. 
ISN 0535 LC(6J. = LC~1l~S?R~L~l7l~iCl1l~B2IYSIN[CO~~TAUJ+LC~2l~L~l7J+ O@CO7510 
? K~LCl4J*(B21*Ltl(71+62R*S1N(COwTAUJJ+K*LC~51* 00009520 
? SI::lCO'~T'U) occo9550 
-_.-- c -_-.. ~.. .-. - ..-. .._ _. ..___ _-.- __.--- 00009540 
WI 0536 LCl7) = -LC~ll~:22I*L~l7JtE~R~SIt~~CO~TAU,,-LC~2J*~I~~CO~TAUlt OCCC?S-cO 
? K*LC~4J~~L~~7l~B~R-B2IwSIN~CO*TAUJ~~K~LC~5J*LM~7l OOOO"563 
C oocos57o 
ISN 0537 LC(81 -- .-. _ = Lc(3l*LH(7J. c00095'90 
C 00309590 
ISN 0533 LCl9) = -LC(3J*SINlCO*TAU) oooo95co 
C 0000?610 
Is:1 0539 ~~~LC!>O.?2~ LC(6J*LH~171+LC(7J*Ltl(21~~+LCl81 00009520 
C OOCOS630 
ISN 0540 LC(111 = LC(6J*Lt:(13J+LC(7J*LMl22J+LC(91 OOOOFj40 
C oocos~5o 
IS!4 0541 - .--- . .-- LCll2)2- LC(6J*Ltl~POJ+LCl.7J~L;l~23J 0003%50 
C OC3096TO 
1% 0542 LC(131 = Lc(6!*LtIll9l+Lc(7J*Ltl~z4) C3OCS630 
C 00003693 
ISN 0543 -.--. _ LC(lJ~=-. LC~ll~l~2I~L~~7J+B?F~SIt:~CO~TAUJJ+LC~2J~SIN~CO*TAU_)~0CCO')T00 - 
? LC~4l~~~lBiR~L~~7l-DiIuSINLCOuTAU~~-LCl5J~K~L~~7~ 00009T10 
C 00009720 






ISN 0545 LC(161 = LC(3J*Slt:(CO*TAUJ 
C -.____--. . ..-_-. .__ .__. -- 
ISN 0546 LC(17) = LCljl*LKl7J 
C 
ISH 0547 LC(1.3) = LC~14~*LtI~17~+LC~151~Lfl~21~+LC~161 
C -- -._-_.. _ .__- .__ _ _.. -. _ 
1% 0543 LC(19) = Lcci4J+Lncltij+LCc15i~~~~221+~~117) 
C 
IS!4 0549 LCIZOJ = LC(14J*LMZOJ+LCI15J*LH(23) 
C w -_. .--. .-_ . . . .- .._ ._ 
ISN 0530 LC(21) = LC(:4J*Ltl~l9JtLC(151*LM24J 
C 
ICN 0551 LC(221 = LC(18)-LC(l9J/LC(11J*LCflOJ 
C -- --. .-_ -.. 
LCit31 = 
__-. .- .-- ._ _ __-_ -.._ 
IS!l c532 -(LC~2OJ-LC(19J/LC(1lJ~L~~l2J)/LC(22J 
C 
1% 0553 LCf24) = -(LC(21)-LC~19l/LC(1ll*LCo)/LC122) 
C _..-. - 
ISN 0554 
_ -- .-. 





















ISN 0555 RRFF = LC(23)*RC+LC(24J*IC+LCO 00009975 
WEKSICN 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) UtdST SYSTEM’370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.353/15.02.49 PAGE 1S 
+ IS!4 0556 LC(261 = -~LC~PO~tLC~1Sl~LC~231)/Lc~l9~ 03007YYO 
2 
C 00~1CC90 
_ ISN ,a557 LCl27l.~=~.r~Lc~21~*LC~1Sl~LC~24l~/LC~19l~____._ OCOliOiO __~- 
C O”31CO20 
Is:1 0553 LC(231 = (cr-Lc(25lrLc(1e~~/LCo occ1co3o 
C cc3?so';o 
JSH.0559 IRFF = LC~261~RC+LC~271*IC+LCl2Bl .-OGC10053. 
C ccc10?60 
ISN C560 IVPD = L~l21l~RAFF+L~:I2Z~*IRFFtLt~l23l*RCtLtiI24l~IC 00310070 
C c3310330 
-ISN-0561 RVFD = Lfl(17t~XRFF+LtI~l3l*IRFFtLM(l9)*IC+LM~20t*RC 00010090 
C 00010100 
ISN 0562 R:IPPE = -Ui-Li/lCO~T~U~*!3:R~RVF~*~COS~CO~TAU~-1~-62I*IVPD* 00010110 
? ~CS~~CC’-T.?Ul-1l-i?‘~3~3?R~SII~ICO~T/.Ul-C2I~RVPD~SIN~C3* OOOlC120 
--? T’L’~~-~KICC~~~E~/ICO~T,~U~*~RVFD*~COS~CO*TAU~~~~-IVPD*.~ OO”lC130 
? SI!:l C0’iTA.U) ) cc31c14o 
C 0c010150 
ISN 0565 ItFi'E = -~E’~E/(CC’~T”Ut*(IVF3”B?Ra(COS(CD~TAU)-lltB2I~RVFD* 0c010160 
? . ---. ~C03~CC~TI?UI-l~*E~7~RVPD*SItI~CC~TAUt-32I*IVPD~SIN~CO*~OOClOl7O 
? TiUI~-i~+CO~VEl/~CO~TAU~~~IVPD*~COS~CD*TAU~-l~+RVFD* ccololSo 
? sI!:(cc*rAul 1 00010190 
C 
-IS!4 0564 RMDFE -.f- R::F’PE/SCSEXw*2 
ISN 0565 IilCFE = Ir:P~E,503EX.i”2----‘-- 
C 
IS!: 0566 R::SSFE = (GZt::l:-1 I/l :-SDSEW?E lrRt:FPE 









C 1RRDTATIO::AE.L VELCCITY PCRTUABATIO::S AT THE EXIT 00310:70 
C 00010280 
_ICN~O568 RITVPE =- 1/TAU~(RVFD*lCOS(CCwTAUt-1l-IVPDWSIN~CO*TAUtt 00010290 
IS:4 C569 IITVPE = 1/TAU*(IVFD*(COS(CO*TAU)-1)IRVFDsSIN(CO~TAU~l ooc1osco 
C 00010310 
IS!1 0570 RIAVFE = l/~CO*T~Ul~~6:R~EV?3x(COjlCOS~CO~ThU~-l~-B2I~IVPD* 00010320 
? ---- (CCS:CO’~i~.U)-ll-IVFD~E2R~SIt~(C~~T~U)~B2I~RVFD* 00010330 .___ 
? SIItLCO*TAU 1 I OOOlOj40 
c 0c010350 
ISN 0571 IIAVPE = 1/~CO~T~~~~*~B2R~IVPD*~CCS(tOwTAU)-l)iB2:*RVPD~ 0O010360 
D lCOS~CC*TAUl-1l~RVFCw3?R*SINLCOwT”U)~B2I*IV?D* 0~010370 
? SIi:( CO*T’U t I 00013350 
C c3010390 
C RDTATIOSAL VELOCITY PERTURSATICttS AT THE EXIT ooo1c;oo 
c 
RRAVPE = l/((Ru~:rCC..uE);T~U)*(RRFF*(COS(Cd~~j-;11SiRFFw 
00c1c410 
ISN 0572 coC1c'12o 
? SIIHCO*T:‘J 1 I OCOlC430 
IS!I 0573 IRAVPE = l/I~R~~“:rCC-“P~*TAU~~~IRFFu(ttS~CD~TAU~-l~-RRFF* 03010440 
I) 
-- SIttL CO*TAU I t A_----. 00010450 
C OC?10460 
IS!: 0574 RRTVFE = -R/CO’~CRAVPE 03c1o-iio 
IS'4 0575 IRTVFE = -R/CO’~IR:.VPE coc1P43o 
C 00010490 
-Is!: pa576 -.- .-.__ IPlU q LII:F?ItIi:~FI/?.O. 00G10550 
IS!1 c577 RFlU = (R::;FIix:??I/:.O OCC1G510 
134 0578 IPxt = (It:FP+I::P:UI/E.O 00@10520 
IStt 0579 
Y -Is!t-o53!l 
RP?U -?-. L RMPP+RM?FU l/E. 0 
IF3’J = L IFJS+I::PFE l/2.0 
00010533 
coc1c540 
IW 0531 RP3U = IRFDS+RMFPEl/Z.O 00310550 
C 00010560 
ISN 0532 RPlL q l?RlU~~COS~~SIGMA~IPlUaSIN(SIGNAT1 _ . ^ .-.- p0010570 .___-- 
- 
l VERSICN 1.3.0 IO1 HAY 80) U!:ST SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 89.353/15.02.49 
ISN c533 IFlL = IPlU~COS(SIG::ATI-RPlWSII(( SIStlATl onc105.30 
iSt4 05.24 R::2L : RPZL';C3'31:IC:!'TI+IPill~SIIII S;GM;Tl 00010590 
-1% 0395 IP2L -=- IP~U~CCS(SSGfISTl-RF"U~SIt~(SIG:IATl __ ------- 0001c5c0 
ISN 0x5 EP3L = EPIU'CCS~SIt!lSTl+IP3'J~SI:IISICllAT1 00010610 
IS:4 0587 IP3L = IP3WCCS(SIG:!ATl-RF~U~SI?:(SIEMAT) 00010620 
C occlo63o 
-1SN 0583 RCLU -=- (F~FlU“XSTARtFF:U~ IXS-XSTARl+RF3U*(C-XSl)/B. O"31C540 
IS1J 0589 ICLU = LIP1U~~XSTARtIF2U~lXS-XSTARl+IP~U*LC-XSll/B 03OlO650 
C COO:0660 
IS!4 0590 RCLL = (R?1L*(XSTAR-DELTA~COSlALPCHl~tRP2L~LXS-XSTARl+ OCO10670 
--.-.-__ ? RP3L*(C-XStDELTAtCOS(PLFCHIl)hS . .._ oooio6eo. 
ISN 0591 ICLL = (IFlL+(SSTAR-DELTA+JCOS(ALFCH))~IP~L~(XS-XSTARlt ooolc69o 




-1SN 0592 RCL -=- .-RCLU'PCLL _ ._-__. ~___ ____ -0OOlO720 




ISN 05% RCW = -~RPlU'XST'R~lZ~~C-XSTAR/2~rRP?Uw~XS-XSTIRl*~Z*C- 00010750 
? -..--- ~XST~~R+XSl/2lt~P3~~l~C-XS)r(Zrt-~C+XSl/2~l~/~B~*2~~00010760 
C O"310770 
ISN 0595 ICMU - -(IPlU~XSTAR~(ZsC-XSTA~/21+IP2U~(XS-XSTAR~~~Z*C- 0c:107c0 
? ~XSTARtXSl/2~tIF'U~~(C-XS~~~Z~C-(CiXS~/2l~~/lB~~2~ OOJlCi90 
---- _ t- -___ 
ISN 0596 RCML = ~RP1L'~:iS~T1-CFLT:.'C0S~~L~CHI~~lZ'C-iXSTl\d-CELTA* 
~~0I'L‘10B00 
003?ce10 
? CCSi~LFC~1~/2~iRP~L~(XS-X~T~?~~~Z'C-[XStXSTAR-2~DELTA* OC31e320 
? CCS(ALFCt;l)/;ltRP3L~(C-XS+~~~T~~COS(ALPC~i)l~(Z~C- OCSlCjjO 
? *.-- ~XS+C-DELTA~COS~'LFCH))/2)~/2~l/~S~~2l.. 0001c~40 
C ooc1oe5o 
ISN 0597 ICML = (I?lL~(XST'R-DELTA'COS(ALFCH))I(Zxt-(SS:AR-DELTA* 00~~13-60 u 
? CCSlAL~C1111/2~+IF2L*(XS-XS-XST~~1~~Z~C-~XS+XSTAR-2~DeLTA* 03"10970 
- 
-- 
? CC3~~.LFCH~~/21+IF3L~~C-XStJELTA*COS~ALPCHl~~*~Z~C-~~ 00"10~30 
? (XS+C-DELTA~COSlALFiIi))/Z))/(Br*2) 00310390 
C nr??osoo ""_ 
0596 RCM = RCWtRCHL 

























A:?(2) = (-RCL/LFI'X~x2*~LFBARl)/l2 0c01*950 
AAIIE) = - -.. (-IcL/lPI*Yi*:""Lia'R))/12- 0c710960 
C:?(2) = RC:i/LPI*::i;~;~ALF3ARl/12 co310970 
E'I(2) : ICC/(FIii:~u,LALFSAR)/12 oco1oc"o .I 
AE.YK = r l?IY?l? )ii,y.*x:) cc"l4sy!l 
06C7 AAIK = (EAI(:l'::~*21 _-- - - 
0593 Blr:x = re~~?r2,~!!*~~1 
0609 CIIK q (~,ul2l~~ix21 
C613 :!!c!: : lA:l.?l21rKw*-21 
Cbll LUIK .--=- I'tlI(EliX~*PI 
C612 ex;: = (B:if(214K~tZ) 
C613 c:11x = (6HI(2)rK*u:l 
0614 co:0 34 
C -.. - _ _ __. _ ___ 
1st: c515 33 A!I'R(2, = LP:'RtLi(FIiSY~?~-HI j;12 
ISt1 C616 A.HI(LL = lB*ICL/(PI;i(+r2:Hl)/lE 
IW 0617 BHR(21 = -E~:TM/L PI%K*x;*H)/12 
IS!4 0618 6H1(2) = -SkIC~/(PI~S**?*Hl/l? - _-- ---. ..__.- - 
C 
ISI4 0619 34 KRITE(6,66661 LC 
IS!4 0620 6666 FOAHAT('-'I' LC',lO(EB.P,3XIl 


















*VERSIO!I 1.3.0 (01 HAY 60, U':ST SYSTEM/370 FORTRA!! H EXTEK3ED (ENHANCED, DATE 80.353f15.02.49 PAGE 20 
K 
IS!] ce;z Ki?ITE(6,4531 PACEsIKE CL1@11170 
0, 19:I C'jl3 L!?IlL(6.463) RS;P,I?C~,il~CtU,IC3SU,~~SS?I,I:SSPI CCOlllCJ 
_ I?!I t:.z'. _-- I:tITEl6,';;9, T:::S;:,ii::;rF - ._- .__-.- --__ c:31?1:0 -.--.- 
IT.'! c-25 pIT:(G,<)") r"-,: _ .>. ,Ii:;?,':.:‘:‘!i,I::?;u,7;3s,I?3s G53112r3 
:"f: c.25 j:71iECt l+"$] F,:-?T I"'-7 _,_I., / "..-..I: I<,Lr7 _,I .I.. _,I,., 7,. 0~311:lo 
I!YtI ^L~27 b'?ITEi6,5C31 F;'1C,I:'?~.::~.~~:J,If'7~U,~ODS,ICDS (IcC11220 
IC!] ShT.3 .___. C-;~ir4,5101 r.:;i:I.I: 3;.1.rc;z,1;:3:~ _____ .000?1230 
It:! 062.3 I:-.ITT(6,5?0 1 l~.3~,LlSI,i::3;:,I:'." 00c11240 
IS', c533 K?ITE16,5Z31 V?'S,'~'l~L,VL~~,'jiEI,VlCR,VlCI 00011;50 
I:!1 C631 L:?IY:lt,5';3, '/19,'~1I,~E",~?:I.'~~'1,V511 c0011260 
II!1 0632 I:?iTF(6,550) Vj'-,V3~1,?3-~,VjCI,Vj!~,V31 
.I:!: C5 jj 
.03311:70 
:!?Iiil6,5?,3 1 E\'FLI,I~;L',1!!';3,I:/F3 oc311210 
15:: "jZ4 K?ITEl6,57a, E::'.':Il,I::'"',:' J.EITL~I.IITVPI.RIAVPI.IIAVPI 
ICI: t635 X?ITE(6;5Z3) RI~.VF~~~I~~~~E,RilVPE,IITVPE~RRAVPE~I _ 
03011290 
RAVPE 00311330 
IS!1 3636 - L:?ITE(b,ScO, F?TVFE,I3T"iE 00311310, 
IS!4 CS37 !;?iTEI6,630) CC3c .J,Ii'~5,!'252,k?SI 00011320 
IE!I C53.S K'ITEl6,610) Ci,C".IC,ZC 03011330 
IF-II 2559 ',:'ITE!6,620, A?FF,I?FF OCOllj40 
--IS:! x40. !?ITE(6,6331 R~l~,IPlU,RP2U,IP2U,RP3U.IP3U o"cll;50 G --_- 
i3!1 Ctil KITE(6,iiCl ~??L,IFlL,RF2L,IF:L,RP3L,IP3L c3cll~~;o- 
IC!I CSk-2 W:ITt(6,6591 ~CLU.ICLU,FCLL.ICLL,RCL.ICL 0'311370 u 
C2OilXO 1s:: Cbai3 I:::IlE(6;66Cl F.CI'~,IC::LI.EC::~;:C.IL,RCiI,LC:: 
IS!I 0544 4crO FOC::'T( '-',T11,'C:!,:?I',T~j,'T::-~1' ,TG5, ., _. ._. 
___- .Y 
'"~'APT',T62,.,'.InAPT'rT79,- 3CO!1353 _ 
'RI:'P',T9~,'II:~~P'/4:(,6(F15.6,?X)i 00c11ic0 
c cij011410 
IS!: 0645 450 FC~~AT~'-',Tll,'R&CE',TZ8,'IACE'/4X,2LF15.6,2X,, 00011420 
c OSCll430 -__ _.-_-. - 
IS:i Ct46 460 FC~~lAT('-',TlI,'RSSP',T:S, 'ISS?',T45,'Rj@SU',T62,'ISDSU',T79, 00511443 
? 'LiiS^-PI' ,TF6,'IHSS?I'/4X,b(F15.6,2X,, 00011450 
C 00011460 
p11!:e~d647 473_FCR:!AT(~-',T11,'R;.13CPE',T?3,'.I~ISSPE'/4X,2(F15.6,2X,.,_ 000114TO -- 
C 030114^0 u 
ILII 0648 430 FC?IlAT( l-l ,Tll,'R:-:ilP',T28,'I::iP',T45,'RflPFU',T62,'IMPFU',T79, OG0114SO 
? 'AFSS',T96.'IF3S'/iX,6~F15.6,2Xl, oco115co 
C 000?1510 --- ._ --- ._. 
IS!1 C649 490 FOR:iATi*-',Tll,'- 
._ _ - _._. ___ 
~flPPI',T:8;'If:PPI',T45,'RnPPE',T62,'IrlPPE' ooo115:o 
? /4X,4(F15.6,:X,, 00011S30 
C 00011540 




ISll 0651 510 iOR~AT~'-',Tll,'F:.:~PI',T20,'II:DPI',T45,'RflDPE'.T62,'I~DPE' 00011530 
? /4X,4(F15.6,2X,l ~00011590 - 
C 033116CO 
IC!I 0652 520 FOAIIAT~'-',T11,'USR',T23,'USI',T45,'R~SP',T62r'I~SP' 00011610 
? /4X,4LF15.6,2Xl, 0c011620 
- 
C 00011630 
-IS!l"653 -- 530 FCRKT( '-',Tll, 'VlA?',T:G, 'VlII .T45,'V~DR';Tke;'VlBI',T79, 03011640 
? 'VlCR',T96,'V1C;'/4X,6lF15.6,LXo) 00311650 
C OC311660 




ISII 0655 550 FCRIIAT('-',Tll,'V33R',T2B,'V3SI',T45,'V3CR',T62,'V3CI',T79, 00011700 
7 'V3R',T96,'V31'/4X,6(F15.6,2X))m. . oco1171o 
- C 00011720. 
IW 0656 560 FORflAT~'-',Tll,'RVPU',T2B,'IVPU',T45,'RVPD~,T62.'IVPD' 00011730 
? /4X,Q(F15.6,2X,I 00011740 
C -- 05011~750 
*VERSION 1.3.0 IO1 H4Y 801 UNST SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTEf:LlED lEt:HAN'ED) DATE 60.353.'15.02.49 
ISH 0657 570 FOiitlAT~'-',T11,'RIIL'PU',TZ8,'I~VPU',T45,'R~ITVPI',T62,'I~ITVPI', C?O11760 
? TS9,'EflIAVPI'.T96,'IHI~V?I'/4X,6(F15.6,2X)) CC"11770 
C 
-.-- --- 530-FO~~AT('l',Tll,'R~IAVPE',T?B,' 
_00~117E3 .__ 
ISN 0656 IllfAVPE',T45,'RllITVPE',T62, oco1179o 
? 'I~ITVP~',T79r'E:1RAVFE',T96,'It~RAYFE'/4X,6~F15.6r2X~~ c0c11sc0 
C c:c11010 
-TSN.055'! ~590~FCRtIhT~'-~~Tllr'RtI~TVPE'~T2O~'irlRTVPE'/4X~2~F15.6rtX~~ GOS11620 
C O~L'1?830 .z 
1% 0660 600 FCRflAT('-',Tll,'RUDS',TC8,'IL'DS',T45,'~DSR',T62,'UDSI' OOCll8~tO 
? /4X,4LF1<.6,2Xll 00511350 
PAGE 21 
--- 
c ~.-. . _ -. _.- 000113~59 
1% C661 6~0 FO%iATi '-',Tll;'CI' 
.-. .--- 
,TZE,'CR ,T45,'IC';T62,'RC' -; 
-___ 
000!lsTO 
? /4X,4lF15.6,2X)l 05011~~80 
C o3c11sso 
1% 0662 ~6?O~~FORtlAT~'-~,Tl1,'EEFF',T29,~.I~iF'/4X,2~F15.6,2X~~l~ ooo11sco~ 
C ot01:510 
1% 0663 630 FORflAT('-' ,T1I,'RPlU',T:3,'IP1U',T45,'RP:U',T62,'IP2U'. F0011720 
? T79,'RP3U',T9b,'IP~~'i4X,6lF15.6,2X~l 0~011930 
C __ -. _.. __ - . ._-. _ 
640-'~O4~~Ti'-i,Tll;'~PlL',TZO,~IF1L',T~5,'RP2L',T62.'IP2L', IS!I 0564 
? T79,'RP3L',T96,'IPjL'/4X,b(F15.6,:X)) 
C 
IS!4 C665 _. -_ _. 650 FOA~AT~'-',T11,'RCLU',i:8,'ICLU',T45,'RCLL',T62,',ICLL~, 
-- .--9 T79~'ECL',T9b~'ICL'/4X~6(Fi5.6~2)01 
1st1 0666 660 'FCRtlATl'-' ,T11,'PCt:U',l28,'ICfIU',T4~,'R~~~L'.T62r'IC~L', 
? T79,'RCll',T96,'IC!l'/4X,6(F15.6,2X1) 
C _ _ _ __ -..--. 
IS!: 0667 15 CC:ITIt:?iZ. -. 
IS!! c553 WITEl6,670) AhR(2), AAI(P), BAR12), BAI(2) 
IS!: C659 L:?ITEI6,600) APr;lZ), ~tIIl21, Et:?(2), 6HI(2) 
IS!1 c570 
'-IS:i CS71 
- .- :::ITEf6,6?3) Ai:Ot:, AAIK, G":K, E.!IK ___ 
hD~TElb,70~1) .fdlZK, ASiK, EH.?K, EHIK 
C 
1st~ 0672 670 FC~tlATl'-',T1l,""R',T?8,'AAI',T45,'BAR',T62,'BAI' 
_I -? /4;:,4lF15.6,2Xl) 
ISt( C673 680 FO~;lATI'-',Tll,'?.i:R' ,T28,1~~1;;~45;~~H~'rib2.r'e~Il 
? /4X,4(Fi5.6,2X)) 
IS!4 0674 690 FC~~AT('-',Tll,'AL~K',T28,'AAIK',T45,'BARK',T62,'8AIK' 
I) 
~ - ..__ .__ ..2 /4X,4(F15.6,2Xl) 
ISS 0675 700 F3Ra'Tl'-',Tll,'Ui~M' ,T28,'AtiIK';T45,'BHRK',T62.'BHIK' 
? /4X,4(F13.6,2X)) 
C 




























+*v*wF 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N G*WU** 
SYtf3OL IHTERt!AL STATEtZNT l:C:ZERS 
‘a’- oc"9 0011 0517 0155 0155 015i-c440~-0441-c44:-~ 0443.-04460447-0459--64&O -.0461-o4ki--b46io46~--05~~ 
0533 0504 0306 0506 0507 0512 0512 0513 0513 0514 0515 C588 0569 0390 0591 0594 0595 C596 0597 
C6?5 0616 c517 0513 
C !I?35 OC09 0017 0921 0430 0431 0432 0432 0433 0433 0434 0434 0435 0435 0436 0437 0440 0441 0442 
O'i42-~Oi43-C;43-C4~6--0446-'0447--0447-0Si)3--05G6-0512-051:- 0512-0512--0513-0513-0513-0513-0514-0515 
C523 0539 CS53 0591 OS54 0594 0594 0594 0594 0595 0595 0595 0595 0595 0596 059b 0596 0596 0596 
0597 0597 0597 0597 0597 
co35 0017 ~H-CG05-0449-0450-0451-0452~‘0453~454~455-0456-b459-0466-0461 - . ..-. .-- 
z 
04kl-o482~462-?1465 0466 osdj-osoit 
0506 0507 0615 0616 0617 0618 
-J I 0004 0020 0165 0165 0165 0166 0166 0166 0178 0179 0188 0198 0198 0199 0199 0202 0233 0239 0244 
*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 IIAY 601 UNST SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTEIDED IEfiHANCED) DATE 80.353/15.02.43 PAGE 22 
z wx***F 0 R T A A N 
a, _SYtZ~3L_I!:TER:!2,L STATEKI!;T MJt'SE?S 
J C"j3 - C"jl L C231 0231 0235 C236 
0291 0291 CS91 0335 C;T6 3;36 
C""i OC?l 0022 COG% CO;5 03'5 
Cl68 015s ,C169 0170 0175 Cl71 
0193 0199 0201 occ4 occ4 0204 
CZ;l OF+2 0242 0242 0243 0243 
C3S7 0538 0309 0510 Cjll 0319 
0535 CT37 0333 0533, 0339 0110 -- 
C353 0379 
579. 
0351 GjZ2 0335 
C471 G4'2 C5:b C5:b 0527 0527 
05:3 c544 0544 05&E- OS63 0.512 
ci:7 ct1.3 
TCn23 0054' 0512 C313. 0314 0315 
Ci27 0325 0;:9 0329 0329 
0337 0337 0513 0333 0559 
03Z3 0354 0554 OX5 02% 
-- 0155 C365 ci11-ci77 ci77 
R C:?: 0335 0333 0;?3 0333 
s CZC3 0.69 C370 0371 0572 
OK7 c::>7 c4s7 0'37 c43.s 
-i-C:!:7 .C'+?O mOLji- CC,j2 ‘C4jj 
C5'?% 0554 OS<4 059, 05;s 











CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N Gas*** 
..- _... . 
-0:35- 0:36 C256 .0257 .0257 0257 -C257 0275 0276 -0276 0276 0276 0290 
0554 0366 0347 C367 0347 
CC46 OC47 0047 0058 OCb2 0065 0074 OO?O POE3 OCE4 0034 0166 0166 
0171. 0172 0172 0172 0173 0173 0173 
C:G5 C205 0:Cb C:C6 0207 .0207 -0209 
0174 .0174. 0175 .0175.-0176 0176. 
0215 C216 0218 0224 0227 0239 
0245 0247 0252 O?bl 0261 0262 0262 0265 0272 0293 0304 0305 0336 
0520 0522 Oj24 0526 0327 0323 0529 0330 C331 0332 0333 OX4 0335 
,03'11 03-2 0343 CI44.,0344 0345_0346 0347..0310 .0349 .0350..0351.-0352 
0:?5. Oj27 0537 0353 0389-0393 0390 0391 0391 0392 0393 0459 0490 
0523 C528 0523 0529 0529 0529 0531 0534 0535 Oi35 0535 0534 0543 
CbO3 '26'24 0605 0606 0607 0603 0609 0610 0611 0412 0513 0615 0616 
0317 0315-0319~~ 03~0~0321-0322 
- -_ - 
032jem 0324 0325 0326 0326 0327 C316m 
OZjO C331 0331 0332 0332 0333 0333 0334 0334 0335 0335 0336 0336 
0343 03'11 CY42 0245 0544 0345 0546 CY.7 0548 039 0350 0351 0352 
053 0359 0559 0Zb0~~0360~.03~1~0361~ 0;62,.0362 .0363-0363-0364~0364 -- 
c .'I 7 7 $477 C477 0477 C477 0477 0477 Ci77 0477 0477 0477 
Oj"4 ., Oj~$ Y O"j, >L 0532 0572 0573 C574 C575 
0374 0575 0376 0576 0376 0377 0377 0377 0413 0479 0479 0430 0480 
0'?3 O<?p, 
&;5- C:+?O437- W&O--0441-C442 -044i- 0446 .- 0447.-0512- 0513 051r0515 
C5?5 G5$6 0596 0597 0597 0597 
0155 0166 0146 0166 0166 0198 0193 0198 0199 0199 0199 0238 0238 
0:3 0239 --- 
TO-0::; Cl?3 m0163-.0?j0 -0161 .0:93 0526 Cj26~~0327m 0~28~-03?~'~OjjO 0331 Oj3i-bj33e-0334 0335-0336 03j7 
CT:!3 0353 EI4O 0340 0341 C3'.2 03?3 Gj44 0345 OX6 0347 0348 0549 0350 0351 0352 0353 0503 0506 
c512 0513 Z7:3 0524 C5;5 G525 Oi:C C5:9 
CI 03-5 c55i ,,0553 CSIS 
CL C:':3 03-O CI:rl r.-..;2 -0ji; cj;4- 0;;s.- 03:C 0347m'C3iim bj~9-~Oj50~-0351~6352~‘Oj5~-~0354 0354 0354 05% 
c;jj ()jgj n7rj "L.. OZ53 0359 CT?3 0313 OI39 0559 0559 0559 0560 0360 0360 0560 0351 0361 3361 0361 
CJZj? OZS? tI.12 CSj2 0323 0155 OIL5 O:ij 0154 O-64 0364 0354 0365 0345 0365 0355 0367 0357 OTb7 _I 
0357 0357 Oh?2 C475 0475 G475 
C'+75. 0476' 0474. 
0475- 0475 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
05i'6 .m0476- C4ib 0476 0475 
co 03;3 0044 OC45 OF<5 0244 OC47 OC47 CO56 0062 0365 0074 0090 0033 0165 0165 0165 0165 0166 0166 
0155 0166 0147 0?67 0167 OL67 0168 0168 0168 0168 0168 016S 0169 0170 0170 0170 0171 0171 0171' 
Cl72 Oi72 OlT2 Cl73 0173 0173 0193 
c:oz “OECj 3:c5,- 
0193 019.5 0199._0199 ,,0199~~0199~~0200~0:C0 ~0201~~0:01....0:04~ 0204 
0204 CL(s G2C.j 0;,~6 6207 -c:o7 .-023i 0233 0233 OE39 0259 0240 0241 OZ41 0242 OZ42 
n^l.* "L-TL 6143 OZ:rj C3'i3 0251 OZil C;bl O?i2 0Ct12 0262 0578 03iS 057s 0378 0579 0379 0379 0379 0350 
CZ3'J 0531 033i OZZ? C3Z3 Ol3; 0233 Cl55 OZ3j OX.4 0364 0335 Oje.6 03Z5. 0385 0337 0357 0587 03S3 
C339 0290 03rt 05'13 0291 C;;l 03<1 OX? 0393 0401 C491 0491 C491 0:.91 0491 0491 0491 0491 0492 
-- - - 0':92 Oi52 c ;'7 c:iljz 0'.72 CG9" c';91- C+?E. -04;3~-G493--0499- 0499. oi93- 0499-0500'- 6497 0497 0499 0530 
OS00 0500 05C3 C5jO 0530 G531 0531 0532 0532 0533 0554 0534 0535 0535 0535 0536 0536 0536 0538 
OZ';3 O543 CS+j C5:;4 O5!+4 0544 OZ',j 0x42 c552 0562 0562 0562 0552 0552 0562 0552 0563 0553 0553 
CZ53 CT63 0553 CfSj CI4j 0533 0550 0558 C569 0549 0570 0570 0570 0570 0570 0571 0571 -- - --- -- - -- - .- 057l..O571 
0371 0572 G5i.Z -0572 -0573 0573 0573-05i4 0575 
CR C5?7 css4 0513 
C3 CC31 OlCO 01C5 0116 0123 0123 0374 0522 0523 0524 0524 0525 0525 
DE cz;7 OlCz. Cl15 0124 0124 Cl',:: 037S 0373 0378 0579 0379 
.O564-O557- 
0379~0333~~~~0361~~0j83_o5:6_p527_o527~0528~0529 - 
.- GSj3 05:3 -C331mmCS31~'053: C535 or,jj- c;52 .OEbj 
01 OC13 0100 OiO3 Cl16 OlZ? 0123 0124 0125 0126 0127 0126 0129 0130 0131 0132 0133 0134 0135 0136 
0137 0138 
OT 0102 0103 0104 0116 0125 0125 0182 0182 0183 0124 0184 0185 -- - 
0:43-- 025O-O?bS-0270- 07.96. 05C6 0337ee03Zl-0334 
0337~~0347TO352 - 0192~0193~0194~~19~~020~~0214,~0225 
CU CO32 0104 Oil6 0122 0122 0161 0295 0526 0328 0340 0343 0374 0483 0484 0522 0523 
FC 0303 0238 0239 0240 0241 0242 0242 0242 0242 0242 0242 0242 0243 0243 C243 0243 0243 0243 0243 
0244 0244 0244 0245 0245 0246 0246 0244 0247 0247 0247 0243 0248 0245 024?_02~~~24~~250 0250 ___ -.,- ._ -. - .- 
*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) UNST SYSTE!l/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED lENHAKE DATE 00.353/15.02.49 PAGE 23 
aW+iRF 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N G*nr** 
-WE-OL-,INTERtIAL STATEUENT t;Ut:SERS 
'2251 0251 0251 02f2 0252 -0252--0:53- 0253..0253 0254.-0254..0254-OE54- 0255 0255 b255 025k.'-0257.'0257- 
0257 0257 0259 0259 0250 0263 O,$l 0251 0261 0251 Or61 0252 0'52 0262 OC52 0262 5253 0253 0253 
0264 0;64 0264 0255 0265 O:i5 0266 0:s 0246 0:47 0267 0247 0258 b268 0258 0269 0269 0269 0270 
0270 0270 C271 0271 0271 0272 0272 C272 -0273 .0?73_ O273..CZ73_C:i4 0274. 0234~.0274.~0275~.0276..0275 
0275 0278 ‘0278 -0279 -0279 0290 OP80- 0231 0201 0221 0282 OX? CZ3.2 0282 0283 02i3 0263 0263 0284 
02.34 C264 02&4 0285 0285 0285 OZS5 c2Cb O;C6 0235 t285 0257 O"C7 02Pi CC57 02CG 0223 0268 0288 L 
Oi.28 C2a9 OX9 0289 0289 0239 0291 0291 0291 0291 0291 0409 0467 0467 0457 0467 0467 0457 0468 
Ci58 04t8 045s CA43 OGC3 
TE-0033 0153 .0164 '0165 0155 'Olbj-0165 0165- Olk- 0167-0156-'0159-.OliO 0170--0170"0170-01%-0170-0170 
0170 0171 0171 0171 Cl71 0171 0171 0171 0171 0172 0172 0172 0172 0172 0172 3172 0172 Cl73 0173 
0173 0173 0173 0173 0173 0173 0174 Cl75 Olib 0177 0177 0177 0177 0177 0178 0173 0178 0178 Oli8 
0178 0179 Cl79 0179 0179 0179 0179. 0133. 0170-0160 0160-0150~0130 OlSO.. 0183 0130. 0160~.0133 -0181 
0181 0181 OlEl-- cl01 0181 0101 0181 0181 0101 Oi81 0161 Olal 0132 0102 0182 0132 cl82 0162 0182 
0182 0183 0163 0163 0125 0163 01.33 oi9h 0184 OlC4 0104 0164 0184 0184 Ole4 Cl&4 Cl04 0164 0185 
Cl'85 0125 OlE5 0185 OlC5 0185 OlE5 0165 0165 OlC5 OlC5 OlC5 0186 0166 Cl&b OlCb 0165 0166 OlCb 
0187 0187 0187 0167 0187 0167 0138 0183~~01C3~01~3~ 
0150m~0193 - 0191-0191~0151~ 0191-0191~~ Oi91 0191 0192 
01a9~01a9~0189 0189.- 0190..0190.~0190~.0190~ Cl?0 -- 
0192 0192 0192 0193 0193 0193 0193 0194 0194 
0194 0194 0194 0194 0194 0195 0195 0195 0195 0195 0195 0195 Cl95 0196 0196 0196 0197 0197 0197 
0197 0204 0204 0204 0205 02C5 Cc05 OZCG 0205 0:Cb 0207 0207 0207 0203 0208 0209 0209 0210 0210 
0211 0211 0212 0212.-0213_0213e0214- -- 
0220 -0?21~-0221-0222 
0214,~0215~C215~0216~~0216~~0217. 0217. 0218.~0218~0219-.0219_0220 
0222 0223 c223 0224 !?:24 0225 0225 0226 0226 0227 0227 0242 0242 0242 0243 
C243 0243 0244 0244 02L5 0245 0245 0246 @;A5 0247 0247 C248 0243 0249 C249 0250 0250 0250 Of51 
0251 0252 C252 0253 0253 O?bl CC61 0:61 0242 0262 0262 0263 0263 0264 0264 0265 0265 0266 0266 
Or57 C267 0248 0266 0269 0269 0270~~0270~~0271~.0?71 .C272~0272~0435 0471~0471-0471-0471~0471~0471 
0471. C471. 0471-C471-C472 0472-0472 C472 0472 C472 OGi2 0472 0472 04i2 
Fn 0353 0153 0199 0203 020: 0:02 0203 0204 OC04 0204 0204 0204 0205 0205 0205 0205 0205 0206 0206 
C:C6 0206 02Ci 0207 0207 0207 0207 0257 O?CB 0203 0208 0209 0209 0209 0210 0210 0210 0210 0211 
c21: C?ll 0212 0212 0212 0212 0113-0213~~0213 0214~~0214~~0:14~0215~0215~0215~0216~0216~0216.~0217 
0:17-- 0217-C213-0213-0218.-0?19--0::9 t219 0220 -0220 0220 0220 0221 0221 0221 0221 0222 0222 0222 
0223 0223 C223 02;4 OX4 0224 0225 0225 0225 0225 C?Cb 0226 0227 0227 0227 0228 0228 0228 0228 
0228 0229 02Z9 0231 0231 0231 CZjl 0233 0233 G233 OZ33 0234 0254 0234 0234 0236 C236 0236 0236 
0236 0254 0254 0255 0255 0257~02~7~0273~~~0273 0274 0274~0276~0276~0408~~0469_4469__0469__0469~~0469~0469 
C'i69 - C469 -0469 - OQ70‘- C470 - C470 0470 0470 0470-0470 -0470 
IC OC04 Cs23 0555 0559 0560 0551 0538 
II 0427 O/+28 05Cl CLCO 
LC COO3 CCC4 0415 C530 0531 0532 0533 0554 0535 0535 0535 0535 0535 053' 0536~0536~0535~~0536-0536 ~. 
OS37 -0537 '0538-0533-0539~ Ojj9-CSjY-Cjj9-0540'- 0540-0540-0540-0541-0541-0541 0542 0542 0542 0543 
0543 05'13 OS43 0543 05'+4 OS.4 05:.4 0544 CS44 0545 0545 0546 05q5 0547 0547 0547 0547 OX8 0548 
c548 05(;8 C549 0549 .OjG9 QjZ@ CjjO C5jO 0551 0551 0551 0551 0551 0552 0552 0552 0552 0552 CE52 
Cjj3 0553 0553 C553 0553 0553 0554 0554 053 0554 OS55 0555 0555-0555~~0556_0556~0556~0556~~C557 
0557.' Cj57~-Cjj7-@Z57- ClY3-0558e~0553-0558 -0559 -0559 m0559-0619- 
ui 0033 0004 0375 Oj79 OX0 0331 0333 0384 0365 0336 0336 C3Sb OX6 0336 0336 0336 0366 0387 0337 
Oj!37 0387 OjS7 0337 C337 0357 0333 Oj23 0353 0358 OX9 0369 0339 0389 0390 0350 OS'?0 0593 0390 
0593 0390 0190 0391 0391 0391 0391 0391 0391-0391 Oj91 0392 0392 0392 0392 0393 0393 0393-0393 
- ~OjY','~O35r(~O3?4~Oj9/1~0354~'Cj95 ~0395-0395-0355 0395.- 0395'- 05% -Oj56m. 0396-- 0396-039b-~C396-‘03Y7 0397 
OjT8 0593 0353 0393 0599 0399 0505 0399 0399 0400 C400 0400 0400 0400 0401 0401 0401 0401 C402 
OGC2 C102 0402 0414 C535 C535 0535 0536 0535 0536 0537 0559 0539 0540 0540 0541 0541 0542 0542 
C543 0543 0543 0544 0544 G544 05<6 0547 0547 0548 0548 0549 0549 0550 055!J560 0560 _._. .- 05.6!_0560 __ - ._.. -- ----- - .-. ..- 
C561--0551-- 0561-0561.- -- 
_. _ 
!?I 0x4 0034 0045 0~47 0047 0074 0080 0683 
nI 0004 0014 0026 0027 0054 0114 
0004 0013 0025 0114 
.~~&-0004--00j5-0044~0C45~0046~0058 -0062-CC65 
F3 0029 0031 0115 0132 0132 0370 0528 0529 
PE CO85 0087 0115 0133 0133 0528 0529 
PI 0012 0602 0603 0604 0605 0615 0616 0617 0618 ____ ._ .-- ..-.. ---- 
WERSICM 1.3.0 (Cl tlAY EC) UIIST 
SYi:SDL--1HTERI:AL STATEt!ENT I:1I:.SEiiS 
PT 0325 011.5 0134 013/i C:33 
FL' CC24 CC29 Oil5 Cl31 C1Zl 
RC CSZ9 C555 0559 C5jO C561 
- _ . .--. _~______ 
0530 0352 0530 0533 0552 0553 
TE cc35 C3E.7 
U!------ CC91 0146 -6145 03i8 03iZ 
US cc93 0371 
VD co99 OlC3 Cl03 0140 0148 0522 0523 0524 0524 0525 0525 0528 0529 
03$0 
.VU "E.---e CDS3 
0145 0145 03i9 0579 0351 C332 I*331 0534 0542 C563 
.@I07 ~0147-0147~~ C161~~0293-C295~~~0325~ 0327-0328-~03:a~~ ~3?~-~3330 0331 0332 0333 0334 0335 0336 
0337 0353 Cjj9 C340 0341 C342 0343 0543 0344 0345 0345 OZ47 0343 0349 0350 0351 0352 03S3 0522 
C5?5 
SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTEt:DED (ENtiANCEDt DATE 80.353/15.02.49 PAGE 24 
4 t4 CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N Ga**** 
..-.. -- ..-.- --- ..--_ ---. 
02<;5 
CC55 0349 0370 0370 0372 
OLl3 
xs CCC5 0434 C4S5 C4C4 O't46 0447 0447 -_ -.-_ - 0551l05~4- 
059~--05Y4- 
0455-0466 ~0503~~0505~.0512~0512.~ 051-j. 0513~0538~058a~0569~~0589 
c5:3 0590 O3?1 0594 0595 0595 0595 0595 OjY6 0595 0596 3506 c.597 0597 0597 
02.77 
AtI CC33 0503 C407 0558 
Al.9 0553 C&O2 GjOb Ct63 _ a?: ,.-- CC35 0159 ~OlX? 0162 -0378 0378 0378 0379-b379 0379 0383 0503 05Cb 0530 05%-ki-653~~5~2 
A!!1 C333 C611 Ci?b CL69 
AliR CC!35 ?510 1)6?5 CL59 
?'I 0^33 0405 0609 6663 
C.'.R c""3 o,ci o.;c,3. o(6j-- ---.-----.------ 
-~ ~. 
CHI 0::33 CO13 0416 Ot69 
2!iR GC33 Cji2 C517 CL69 
C::D 0341 CC16 @Oil CO71 0072 0079 0079 0082 ‘B,yU ~ OC82- 
OS;3 CO?.3 ‘0053 ..@!I53 -0054 ~OCb~-OC61-OC64~~O0b4 
._~ _---____- 
2‘10 !J:;3 cc17 
BYU 004: CC46 
811 CC33 -.~ CCC,?- '6:: Oli3 0170 0171~0171~0172~~0172-0173~0173~0204~0204~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
CL';? 0;42 CL-> CLGj C:61 Ori1 CL62 CF62 0403 0491 0491 C492 O-92 0499 0499 0500 6530 
SlR 0054 CC61 OZ5G 0170 Oi70 Cl71 0171 0172 0172 0173 0173 0204 02CS 0205 02C5 0206 0206 0207 0207 
CiG2 0242 0243 Ci43 OZ61 GZ51 O?nZ 061 0403 0491 04Pl 0402 0452 0499 0499 05CO 0500 
E2I 0371 ocsc iZS3 03.5 0335 0527 0537 3390 0391 - -. -056  - “CI70 
0571- -. 
C3SOeep391 - - O535~O535~~~O536~O53~~~O543~~~~5~~3~~~544~O544 
0::2 0562 GIoj Cc70 0571 
EPR 007: 0075 CCC? 0;:5 03f5 0337 0357 0390 0390 0391 0391 0535 0535 0535 0536 0543 0543 0544 0544 
Cj52 0552 CS53 0155 c573 0570 0571 D5il 
cos CCC7 CO23 G33> C935 0035 0037 -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Oi55 Oljb Cl63 .0?69 -0199 -0231 -0239 0578 0578 0379 0579 0579 0379 0531 0333 0383 0363 05% 0335 
0430 I'452 O'tt34 CGZ5 0?40 C440 0441 0442 0442 0442 0443 0443 0446 0449 0452 0453 0456 O't59 0459 
ci50 0451 c441 cc51 cq;: C455 0491 0491 0491 0492 0492 0492 0497 C498 0499 0499 0503 0500 C503 
CIC? 051" ,-~C5;4 0514 C:;lS C5:5 c5za 0529 0530 0531 0531 0532 0552 0562 0562 0553 0553 0563 0566 
05,9 -lJj7LJ Qji~~C~7l~~C~jL-~Q572~~0573-~ 0332 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
C5-6 03?6 I Cj55 0577 C597 C597 OS?7 0397 
Dill CZi5 CC55 Or)il C3i2 0079 0079 0062 0082 
-DlU cs44 0346 CC53 0054 0:51 0041 CC54 0064 
DZD CS.:7 OC45 ~~OOi1-OCX -C:‘CZF 
-- -- 
D:U @Cl5 CC18 OCSj O?il 0254 
FK C33j 0293 @ES+ C295 0297 0297 0297 0297 0253 0293 0298 0299 0299 0299 0299 0299 0300 0300 0301 
0331 OS91 o;c1 03c2 0302 0103 0333 03C3 0333 0334 0304 0534 0304~0305 0305 05’25 03C5 0306 0305 -. 
03CS C;Cb -CSO7-0307-0337-OSr37 -OjOS-03~8~~0339-0309~0~09~0309~0310 0310'-0311-0311-0311-0311-0312 
0312 0312 0312 0313 0313 0313 OZ14 0314 0314 0315 0315 0315 0316 0316 0316 0317 0317 0317 0318 
0318 0315 0319 0310 0319 0320 0320 0320 0321 0321 0321 0322 0322 0522 0323 0323 0323 0324 0324 
0324 0325 -- 0325 0325 0326 0327 0328 0529 0330 0331 0332 0333 0334 0335 0336 0337 0338 0339 0340 
0341--0342 ~~0343~0~;t4~0345~03~6~~0347~0348~03'i9~0350~~~0351~0352~0353~0410~0478~0478~0478~~0478~0478 
0478 0478 0476 0478 0478 0478 0478 0478 C478 
TRC 0162 0378 0379 0333 03E3 
1CL 0004 0593 0603 0515 0642 -_.- .__-. 
*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80, UNST SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) OATE 80.353/15.02.49 PAGE 25 
WW**~F 0 R T R A,N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N G***** 
~SYt:3~O~L,.IttTERf:AL STATEflERT t:U:!"ERS Y ..----.--_.. --.---.-- _- ----- __ ----..-.---- __ - 
Icn OOCI) C599 0605 0618 0543 
KJS 0004 0005 0030 0095 co59 0114 
tus 0204 0005 0329 0097 00% 0114 0370 0371 0373 0375 
tlxo- 
'IMJ 
0004 -0C36 ..0:+1...0345. 0045, OGSO .OCO;-, .__._ __- ~___- 
03!N 0037 OS:;0 0044 0044 0062 0065 
nm OCC4 0004 0033 cc43 0045 0347 oc74 0030 ocs3 
tIYu OCC4 0034 0059 0042 OG44 0046 0253 0062 0065 
PIN 
'ECL 
OC26.e0C28 ~0115~~0130~0130.~0202~~~,~ - 
0592 Cb02 0615 0642 
FXH C598 CbC4 0617 0543 
REV 0359 0399 CC?1 0092 0108 Cl09 0109 03i8 0378 0379 0379 0363 0526 0528 0529 0530 0531 
SIN CC36 ,003-r ..OC91._0110. 0165 -- ~0165~0167~01i0 0170~01iO ~0171~~0171~0171.~0172 0172_ 0172 ~Oli3.~0173~0173 
0153 0203 0204 02C4 0204 0:Oj 02?5 C205 O;C6 O"C6 0206 C207 0207 0207 0238 0242 0242 0242 0243 
0243 0243 0261 0261 0261 C262 0262 0252 0373 0378 03&O 0333 0333 0334 0366 036 03E6 0387 0337 
0257 3339 0339 0393 0553 0390 0591 0391 0391 0392 0393 0431 0433 0435 0437 0441 0443 0447 0450 
CGl C454 O.i55 0460 0462 5C4m'OS06 0537~m'0507mmC513m 0452 0456 0491~0491~0491~0492~0492~C492~0497~0498~0499 U515-0533-0 32 0535 0535 0535 0536 0536 0536 0535 0543 ~O499._0500_05CO 0543 143 0544 
0544 0544 0545 0552 0562 0552 0563 0563 0563 0568 0569 05iO OSiO 0571 0571 0572 0573 0592 0533 
0.534 0535 EC5 05'67 
--- 
SSI OC94 0101 0117 0139 0139 0163 0165 0167 0167 0167 







































OlC5 0107 0117 0140 0140 0164 0166 0160 Olc?O 0131 0162 0182 0183 0190 Cl91 0192 0193 




0165‘eO?55 0165 0165 0166 
_037A.- 04?1_0482_04n3~0454..0467 .OkC7-04?8-0438~. 
0166 0166 0166 0167 0167 0167 0167 0168 0166 016s 
0170 0170 0170 Oiil 0171 0171 0172 0172 
0200 0201 0201 02c4 c204 0204 c205 0205 
0240 0241 0242 0242 
0379-0379w 03C3-~03CO~m 
0242 0:43_0243-0243 
C351-03-l 0333 0333 
0550 0350 0590 0391 0391 0391 0592 0393 
C492 0492 0492 C492 0492 C497 0457 0497 
C500 0300 0550 0530 0531 0531 0532 0533 
mC544--0544-0544- 0545-OT62-0562.-0562-C562 
0543 0568 0558 C568 0569 0569 0569 0570 
0572 0573 0573 0573 
0172 0173 0173 
02C5 0206 02126 
~0?61..0261~0:61~. 
0353 0305 0335 
0491 0491 0491 
0498 0493 0493 
-053+-0535-0535- 
0562 0562 0562 
0570 05io 0573 
0173 0193 0193 0193 0199 0159 
0206 0207 0207 0207 0233 0258 
0262~0262~0262~0378~037~.~037~ 
03;6 0365 03C5 0337 0357 0337 
0491 0491 0491 0491 0491 0492 
0499 0499 0499 0499 0499 0500 
.0535-0536 ~0536~~0536~0538~.0543 
0562 0563 0563 0563 0563 C563 
0570 0571 0571 0571 0571 0571 
0629 
0629 
VEL 0111 0153 0153 0166 0166 0168 0168 0168 0199 0199 
-v11 0X5-V64--0457-0'169-0469--0470.- 0471--0472-.0631 
0201-023?~2_41_0~?1~~~2 
VlR C44'+ 0463 0467 0450 0469 0470 047i 0472 0631 
v21 04'+7 0166 0475 0476 0477 0478 0631 
V2R OiS6 0465 0475 0476 0477 0478 0631 
-v31 -c52o -~c527--oj29-0632------ .--- 
V3R 0521 0526 0528 0632 
K-5 d Cl00 0528 0529 
AAIK 0607 C670 -. 
*,xX 0606-~C6io 
AHIK C611 0671 
X4% C610 0671 
E!iIK 0613 0671 
E!!?.K 0612 0571 
DTOT 0019 0032 0102 0126 0126 -- --- 
*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 MAY 80) U!:ST SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTEWED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.353/15.02.49 PAGE 25 
BXFYYF 0 R T R A 1, CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N G***** 
~SYf?3OL~II:TERt:IL STAIEr:E!JT txZEF?S ___.___. -_--~--- 
FLC:! 0161 OSOQ 3335 0;18 
IKE 0004 0437 C450 0525 0528 0622 
ICLL CCC4 c591 0593 0542 
~ICLU~COO4 0x9 0553 C642 
:CI:L CO3.~ C597‘~Cj93~~C643--~-‘-~-- 
- 




































0455 C523 C524 
OS51 0475 0476 
0471.- C472 0473 
0475 CL:76 0477 
0535 G513 0629 
0430 _ 0523 ojco 
C591 0337 0641 
C5.?2 OZ.;3 C5S9 2 
05;1 0597 C641 
05% 0555 c539 
05.x- 0597-C641 
0x5 c5s7 0529 
CSL,O 0361 0572 
0459 04:‘c cc71 
Cj:4--0528 -0529 
032 0562 0562 
G"f1 0491 0491 -9 
Z'PT - -- CL'CI) 
';ilZE CCt4.mOCS5-O014 OOjf---Oij7 
flZi?E 0034 0006 CCC7 CC:4 0335 
.- 0595,-064q 
- 
0527 0529 0627 
C477-.0478-05:4-0528p.0521 
0475 0476 0477 0478 0627 






0563 0543 0563 0558 0569 0570 0570 0571 0571 0633 
0492 0492 0492 0497 0498 C499 0499 0500 0500 0533 
0033 
0030 0039 
ooz5 0135 Cl35 ?iOT CO35 CO19 CC:', DC25 OC26 
C"3T 0229 0231 0233 0235 0260 0201 0285 0286 0287 -; '--,>(+ j6- -Oj?7-'0529-0622- 0222-0283-0284 .-. -. - -. 
d!..,E ,r 09'19 
kCLL C553 Oj92 C642 
EC!.U OF13 05:: 054? 
RC::L Cj?6 0593 C6;3 
.r^../ ----CjSi I<-,.J --oj-,, --o.j,i j 
.---__ 
RP3S 0479 OX5 0522 0525 0525 0528 0627 
823 '.S CO13 @Cl9 0020 0331 0037 OC33 0094 0095 0096 0097 
I?::.:p 04;4 C4j2 .C475-.04i5 _ O&77- 0478~~0525~0529~0621~ 
~R:Z?-C~+70 C47i 
- 
O'ii2 0474 0475 0476 0477 0478 0627 
k::.?P 04i4 0475 OGi6 C477 0478 0577 0579 0625 
S"CP a- C;?O 0.503 03i2 0529 . 
ei;JS GA25 0:37 0529 CZ31 0625 
;plL-CS:1.-Cj5C.-Cj’~j’-Cj41- ___- 
.'P1U 0577 C592 0523 C5X 0594 0640 
i?F2L C514 CXO CS?j Oi41 
-;12Ll Cj79 CZ^,4 3555 0553 0594 0640 
EijL -CEI,j -. CjTOKOji5 - &:;I-- -- --. -- 
C."Z'J CjC!l ojcs or57 0588 0594 0540 
ZFP C555 C-60 C501 C1i2 0573 0659 
RZJ.TP C:48 0469 0470 0471 0472 0475 0475 0477 0478 0623 - 
-p W--L :: .? ? -C52j--Cj?8-C529--G637- 
-- .-. 
l-235 
tT',75 0551 0562 0562 0562 0563 0563 0563 Oj68 0569 0570 0570 0571 0571 0633 
R"XJ I. C472 0491 0491 0491 0492 0492 0492 0497 04S3 0499 0499 0500 0500 0633 
-_1-.. =*,,T 0053 0041 0064 0071 0079 OC32 0053 0094 0095 0096 0097 
-TTOT C3CC 0019-0027.-0030--0506-0038-.0094-0095-0096-0097- 
---~ --- 
U!:ST ooqe 
VOLl OOi5 0155 0155 0167 0157 0157 0157 0158 0158 0158 0158 0174 0174 0176 0200 0200 0201 0201 0209 
C215 0218 0224 0240 0241 0247 0265 0407 
*VERSION 1.3.0 IO1 HAY 80) UNST SYSTEW373 FCRTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.35W15.02.49 PAGE 27 
****wF 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N GX**** 
-SYY'SOL-ItITERNtL STATEMENT NU!%ERS __ ..__ _.. __ .__ __. .___.. __ _- _ _.._ -...--.-..----__--..- 
VOL2 OCO5 0154 0156 0294 0304 0305 0306 0307 0308 0309 0319 0320 0522 0324 0327 0328 0329 0330 0331 
0332 0333 0334 Oi35 OX4 0337 0338 OZ.39 0340 0341 0342 0343 0344 0344 0345 0344 0347 0348 0349 
0350 0951 OZ52 0353 
_vOL?- CCC5 ..Ol57. 0157 .0303..0383~.0381~0381~0384~~0524~0527~.0528~0528_0529_0529~~0533~0534 
vu1 0439 0445 0'55 _1 0444 0430 
VlL!l 0439 Ok44 0457 0443 0430 
V191 Ok41 0445 0450 0444 0439 
J1E.P- 0440_-Ok44.e0459-0443.-0430 
VICI Ok'+3 0445 C'+i? 0444 0430 
VlCR 0442 04'+4 0451 Ck53 0430 
VXI 0324 C513 0523 0431 
V3:R 0533 0512 0521 0631 
-v?31- C1;07~~0515~~C~PO~-Oi32 
.~ 
V33-2 c504 0514 0521 C632 
KC1 0530 0517 OSLO 0632 
.b/3CR 0535-0514.-0521_0432 -. __- -. -- 
WDSI 052k 0524 0523 0637 
KOSR 0525 0527 0329 0437 
~LFCH OOC5 0007 OC20 0334 0035 0034 0034 0037 0037 0038 0058 0039 0039 0090 0090 0091 0091 0104 0108 
0110 0110 0111 0111 0143 0145 0165 
-- 0378-0373.-0379-03i9-0379-.0379-0533- 
0144 0164 0167 0168 0198 0199~.0200~0201.~0238-0239.-0378-0378 
0331~~03~3~03G3~0383~‘~0383~~0383 
- 
0354 038'ti 0440 0441 0442 0442 
CS43 0443 0559 0450 Ck61 0451 0452 CA62 O:Si 0507 0514 0515 0524 0528 0529 0530 0530 0531 OS31 
C-32 2 0532 0593 0590 0591 0391 0394 C596 0596 0574 C594 0597 0597 0397 OS97 0597 
ASTAR 0035 0100 0155 0156 0157 0153 _.._--. 0159-0160~0430~0431.~0i32~ 
0443.‘0445--0447-'0449-0450-0451'-045: 
Ok33-0434-Ok35-0434-0437-0440-0441-0442 
0453 OC.54 0155 Ok56 0459 0460 0441 0441 Ok42 Ok42 0445 0464 
0533 0503 OSt;k 05C4 0504 0507 0512 0512 p513 0513 0514 0515 
dVGD1 0103 0127 0127 0147 0147 0148 0168 0175 0175 0174 0174 0200 0201 0215 0214 0224 0227 0252 0272 




0128 033k 0335 03C6 0307 0310 0511 0319 0320 0324-0338-0351 
0129 '0129~03C0~0381~~0~34~'0526~05~7~0528'~0528~0529~0529 
LVWI OlC6 0149 0149 0147 0147 0168 0168 0174 0?75 Olib 0174 0200 0201 0209 0214 0218 0227 0404 
A.VGV2 Oi07 0153 0153 0294 0523 0339 O;lO 0211 0'22 0324 




E5TA2 0305 CC07 0034 0056 COSS OC39 0093 0091 0108 0378 0378 0379 0379 0383 0524 0528 0529 0530 0531 
C0Tt.N 0151 0>62 
tiLTA 0305 OClO 0440 0441 0442 0442 0443 0443 0459 0440 0441 -.- 0442_05O.k-050~'0514_0515-059fe0590_059.1 
0~91-0594-0S96-05;6-0594-0596--0597-0597-0597-0597-0597- 
FU23A 0296 0302 0333 0314 
GAKIA CO15 0224 0224 0024 0025 0025 0025 0024 0024 0024 0027 0029 0029 0030 0032 0032 0065 0085 0085 
' O*.C> OK8 0018 0094 0091 0095 0095 OG94 0094 0097 0097 0102 0102 0143 0143 0144 0144 3144 0144 --- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0370 6371 0371 0371 0371 0572 C372 0373 0374 0374 0375 0433 Ok84 0495 0494 0544 0547 
IX.?PI CC04 C431 Ok55 Ok47 Ok68 0469 0470 0471 0472 0421 
-IfI.?PT O'C4 0433 04jk Ok47 0448 0469 0470 Ok71 Ok72 0475 0474 0477 0478 0421 _-_.._ - .--_ _ .-----._--- __-. -. - 
1::3x 
--c;oi.-cj45-c528- -. ---. -. 
v?PI - . OCCk 0494 0428 
It:ZP'J 0204 0478 0420 04.32 0523 0427 
it:FPE OCC4 0543 0545 C557 C580 C624 
ItYPi- COWi-0492-- OGSk- O+Sb- 05760424 
n:mJ OCCk 0402 048s C483 0578 ObZ5 
I;:?P'J 0034 0474 0477 0478 0480 0488 0523 0434 




0::EGA 0005 0021 
PZESl 0005 0134 0134 
FXS2 0005 0137 0137 - 
*VERSIO!I 1.3.0 (01 HAY 80) UNST SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.353115.02.49 PAGE 28 
x;;wrxF 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N G***** 
SY::SDL-. It:TERt!AL STATEtfEttT. t:‘J::SERS _ __ _-.-~- --.-.- ._,._ ._._ ___... 
KEC3 CZC5 3133 Cl33 
C’ ‘.‘.’ IT ., I c::3 0043 orsa 0559 CC54 co57 co74 0077 
F::.IPI Ok33 C&53 C457 0469 Ok59 0470 0471 0472 0421 
P”’ .I ,.. PT --Olij2 Ok56 0467 -Ci68 .0449-. 0470. 0471-0472. 0475~0474~.0477~0478~0421~~~~ -- 
:::3FE o:ik c-23 
E!:SPI 04;3 0529 
;::T;:J C';;7 Ok79 Oh31 0522 0627 
Ri:FFE 0552 0564 C554_C53? -G524 --___ 
.c;:;x ‘- Oh91 0493 1: 75 0577 ObC4 
R:!FFLl cr.31 ?433 
K::;'f;l CT;75 c477 
RSCS’J 0433 C&S7 
'c::;s--COY co99 
kY5EX c& 0039 
UlIRE ocos ’ 0721 
Cl92 0143 
u-2 i r: c, 033: .0154 
VELdX 0110 Cl52 
XT*,? c:35 0432 
FZCO 0590 -_ ---' 
Pi937 
0;37 05i9 c525 
OOi6 c479 0437 0522 0434 
Ct23 ~-- 
0117 -0142 -' 0142 -.0'35 -0425 
0117 Cl41 0141 0373 0379 0380 0331 0530 0531 0533 0534 0544 0545 0566 0567 
0100 0105 0109 0110 0111 0130 0131 0132 0133 0134 0135 0136 0137 0138 0139 0140 0141 
0144- 0145 Cl45 __-- ., Cl’+7-0148 ~0149..~0150~0151-0152~0153~0154,~~ .._______ 
0154 0142 G527 
015: 0165 0165 0167 014; 0147 0195 0193 0200 0230 0240 0491 0492 
0433 0442 0442 OX3 0443 0444 0444 0447 Ci47 0441 0462 0445 0444 0583 0588 0589 0589 
,p591~~~0591~~~0594~0594~~~c594~0594~0595~ 0595~059S~,0595~0596~0594~0594~~0594~0597~0597~0597 
-_ 
ALFSAR OZC5 0430 0431 0432 0433 0434 0435 0434 0437 0440 0441 0442 0443 0444 0447 0512 0513 0514 0515 
c:o: 05cj C634 ott5 
P:'SC?S ClCl .C144 0144 ~0167,~016,~7~0148~0148~0174~01,75_0176 
-rp"'z--pJ~', "j;l .C535 _ _I._ 
III.‘.‘“1 
, I CCC4 csco Goj9 
IIIVFE COO4 0259 0635 
IITLPI CSCk 0493 $634 
. . ---- it,-_. c cc3c;-. C'b7 2 -c624 
'I;.EtrI ClOi C&:6 Cb2j 
IYt.:'FE 05X 0573 t5Tj 0435 
I?T:'F? CCC'; Ojij 0535 
.:;.Zi:X;<-C334- CO:5-OC%-bCji 
H:‘STdR CD34 0016 0095 0102 
Eli'/::: C5TO 0635 
I?;!.~!:1 0459 0534 
m[~ii!,'FE-~O~>,~~~ C635 _______- 
RiTVa?I 0497 0634 
c::x?: o::j4 0624 
EXSPI 0475 0623 
-;!f.v"""‘Cj-;: c5i+ -. - 
RRT&i 0574 0636 
0435- 
-. 
SIS:IA~ c:C5 OC33 0449 0450 0451 0452 0453 0454 Ok55 0454 0459 0440 0441 0441 0462 0442 0465 0464 0503 
3504 0506 0537 .--. -.- 
-SiG?AT-00DS-0430 
.-. - - .- -- -- 
~“0431~- 0432-.043%-‘c434 -. 0435~'0434~~0437~di40-'b441~d442 ._ 0443 0444 Ok47 C512 0513 0514 0515 
C502 0582 G53j 0583 0584 0564 0585 0535 0586 0584 0587 0537 
w*%*vF 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE -.-.- LI~S~LI~G~~!L’!* c.;;L-CEFIUED- 0232 _--. __________ --.- REFERENCES 0230 





20 0257 0235 
24 0512 0501 
OSLO 25 0511 .- _- 
*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 IIAY 80) UNST SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.353/15.02.49 PAGE 29 
***rsF 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N G+**** 
_LABEL._OEFI::ED_REFEREtJtES _ --..-..-.-_- -.- _ .- .-_ --..-------- 
30 02'8 0256 
33 0615 0600 
34 0619 0614 
40 0275 -50 -0277- or92 0293 _-___ -___- 
60 0357 0355 
70 0358 0'56 
71 0052 oc51 -75-0057- 00:6 -- 
76 0070 0"69 
78 0076 ooi5 
80 --&t+-006% 0056~0049.-- - 
c359 
90 CC65 oc55 0063 
91 0074 0067 
94 oc32 -95--CO23 - ;;J;.- - 
L 
99 oc34 0073 0081 
100 0113 0112 
-1C5 0118 0114 -- 
IlO-0119- Cl16 
115 0120 01x 
120 0121 0117 
-.410 333-040; 0510 -0403 0509 
420 c519 OS18 
440 0644 Cb21 
450 
-460-0646 0645-.0622 0623 
470 C647 C624 
480 C548 0523 
-ioo 494~~Ci49~~0526 05 0 C627 - 
510 Ok51 0628 
520 0652 0629 
549 0654 0631 
553 C655 0632 
560 0656 0633 
570 0657 0634 
-iao .- CS5S - 065; 
590 C659 C635 
600 C660 0637 
. -co 0661 C6:G 
620-0662 0639 
630 C663 0640 
640 0564 0641 
650 0665 0642 
-660-0666 0643 
670 0572 C668 
650 0673 0669 
690 0674 0670 
-700 .- 0675 - 0671 
1000 0008 0006 
6000 0416 0405 
6001 0419 04C8 -. - 
*VERSION 1.3.0 (01 tlAY 80) UNST SYSTEW370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (ENHANCED) DATE 80.353/15.02.49 
*****F 0 R T R A N CROSS REFERENCE L I S T I N G***** 
PAGE 30 
~LISEL~~OEFII:ED~ REFEREI!CESp ------ 
5CE2 c420 0409 
6003 0421 0410 
6C34 0422 0411 
-6005-p423 - 0412 
6006 0424 0413 
6007 0425 0414 
6008 0426 c415 
~~100~041~~ C436 -__ ~~ 
6230 0418 0407 
6666 0620 0619 
/ -- mpU::ST / SIZE-OF-PRCGRAH. 00699?..HEXAOECIHALe BYTES -~ 
NAME TAG TYPE AOD. NANE TXG TYPE ADD. NA!lE TAG TYPE ADD. NAME TAG TYPE ADD. 
B’SF Ri’r, 090050 CF C Rr4 000044 EF C Rx4 ooco14 HF C R*4 003064 
I SF Rx4 OC”Df4 I*4 Rr4- 00035c n SF ~. -R*4- 00105c -. Rii4- .-- J, SF- .~000053 K SF R SF OOiO60 S SF R*4 OOlCCC Z EF R%f+ COID64 hC SF C R*4 000018 
AOSF C R*4 oc311c CI SF R*4 ooca1a CL SF ES4 OOIOFO CO SFA R*4 CC035C 
CR SF R<i ooo!l73 DO SF R&4 OOCD74 CE S!: R*4 OCGD78 01 SF R*4 OOCDiC 
DT SF R x4 0;:335 u-e--.CU SF.---- R*4- oocnc4 .- FC.SF.p R%4 ~0011cc _- FE SF R*4-.001270 
Ftl Si R*4-- CCl?FC IC SF RI4 ooou33 II SF I*4 OOODCC LC SF R*4 001383 
Lti SF E’4 00 :4CS 13 s.= R*4 000390 tS1 SFA RX4 OOCD’~4 MT SF R*4 OOCD98 
t?J SF R’4 00305c F3 5.F Rv4 OOGDAO FE SF R*4 OCCDA4 PI SF R*4 OCCDA8 
PT SF-- R*4 __ O@i!lfC --PU SF-.--- R*4 _ @0@“30 RC SF R*4- 000064 SF TE R*4 -OOCO>8 
UE SF E *4 CCC”DC US SF Ri;4 OCC-rJ cw VD SF R*4 ooc3c4 VE SF R*4 0033138 
vu SF RS, - Oo:!!Cc XS F C Rr4 CCL”050 AA1 SF R*4 001488 AAR SF R*4 0014FO 
ACE SF C R;f4 zc3ccc AHi SC RX% 001403 AIiR SF R*4 0014AO BAI SF R*4 0014A8 
Ei.9 SF *F-l; GOl’.CO __ Etii SF i?*4 _ 0314n3 E:iR SF oc14co R*4 !?*4- ,BXD SFA.- ~coo3Eo 
Ei’U CFA II RX% --OC”C,J’; EYD SF RSc. OCCCCLi GYU SF R+:4 COCCDC 611 SF R*4 OOODEO 
BlR SF R*4 0003E4 ix.21 si lix4 COCCE8 B?R Si R*4 OOODEC COS F XF R*4 cooooo 
Cl0 SiA RV4 OOC3i’O OlU SFA RS4 OO”DF4 D2D SFA R*4 OC3UF8 D2U SFA R*4 OOCEFC 
F,:2 SF ___. --R;‘:, R*4 R*4 ICll SF R*4 ~OOOE08 
t:33 FA F GAS-- 
OP14C3 FRE SF.- -0GJECO ICL. SF -0OOE04 
occc24 t;‘IS FA C RX4 ocoo23 nxo SF Rx4 OOOEOC flXU SF R*4 003ElO 
H’fD SF Rx4 OOOE14 nyu SF R’4 OOOE18 PIN SF R*4 OOOElC RiL SF R*4 000E20 
FC;1 SF Ri4 OC3E24 REV SF R1;4 0COE:B SItI F XF RG 000C00 591 SF Rx4 OOOEPC 
EST SF Rx4 OOOf30 SS’J SF R%4 000534 -.TAU SFA- R*4 COOE38 
R*4- 
PTOS SF.-- RG4-OCCE:C 
TIII CIF 
-. 







r?*4 055E50 I,‘2 ‘F L _I RI;:, 090554 vz: SF R*4 oooi53 VER SF R*4 OC3E5C 
R*4 OCCC60 V3? SF R H 4 OCZE64 I35 287 Rx4 03Oi68 AAIK SF R*4 OCCC6C 
R*;i COOE70 AHIK SF Fz*4 OC3Ei4 AliRK SF R*4 R*4 
R*4- OOCE80 B:l:K SF Ra(+--- -- Rr4- 
OOOE78- 6AIK SF -0OOE7C 
OOOE64 CHRK SF OO”E08 DTOT SF R*4 OOOEEC 
R*4 OC3ESO IACE SF R*4 OOOE94 ICLL SF R%4 000ES8 ICLU Si R*4 OOOE9C 
R i‘4 OCOE?.O IC!iU SF R34 OOOE14 1003 SF R*4 OOOEA8 IfliP SF R*4 OOOEAC 
II:;P SF R*4 00[1E,O If:;? SF R*4 003EE4 R*4 IF3S SF -- OOOEDC. 
I?lL’ SF R-4- 0ccx0----- IFIU SF- Ru4-- 
- It:S? SF 030EP3- R*4 
OGO’C:, IP2L SF Ra4 -0ootC6 IPZU SF R*4- ocoicc 
IPjL SF R*4 OCC~CO IPTU SF Rs4 OCClD? IniF SF Rh’i OOCLD3 ISSP SF R*4 OOCEDC 
IU3S SF Rx4 OCOEEO IVTJ SF R;iL, OtO:E4 IVF’J SF R*4 COCEEB HCPT R*4 t:!? 
tll?i F C Rb:, OCO(148 tl::E SF R*4 OOOEEC PT3T SF C R*4 ooco4c GUOT SF R*4 -. .- -0OOiFO 
RACE-SF R*4 -0C3CF4 RCLL SF Rx4 --COOEFG RCLU SF R*4- OOCEFC RCIIL-SF R*4 OOJFCO 
R:%J SF Ru4 OOOFO4 RcDS SF R*4 03OFO8 RG’S SPA Rx4 OOOFOC RHAP SF R*4 OOOFlO 
R::SP SF R*4 OOSF14 Ri-;iP SF R*4 OC5FlB RX” SF R*4 OO(iFlC RF!lS SF R*4 000F20 
RPlL SF R*4 OCOF24 R?.lU SF R*4 000’28 0OOF:C 
= -RP3L-SF R*4 -- 
-RP2L SF u*4 __. 
R*4- 
~ RP:U-SF R*4_030F30 
R*4-OCCF34 zP3U SF OOCi38 R.?FF SF OOOF3C RSSP SF R*4 OCOF40 
RUDS SF R*4 003F44 RVFD SF R*4 OOCC48 RVFU SF R*4 OOOF4C SCRT F XF R*4 0t0000 
TTOT FA C R*4 00002c L’t:ST !?*4 000’53 VOLl SF C R*4 000000 VOLP SF C R*4 000004 
V3L3 SF C _________ ___- -. .----A?--. R*4 OOCO08 VlAI SF OOOi54 VlAR SF R*4 OOOF58 VlBI SF R*4 OOOF5(: __~___ ________.-. -- ..--~- 
1I:iiU SF R‘i4 COCFC8 Ifl'+'iU SF R?4 COOFCC ISCSU SF li*4 OOCFDO 
0:IEGA F C R:t4 030CSC FRE51 SF C R*4 , OCOOj8 FREG2 SF C R*4 03003c 
CU'ttT S R*4 R*4 .- -0OOFD8~R:IAPI SF-_Aw4._.003~DC_R::APT SF- n-O30FEC- 
R::CPi SF R*4 cczza RI:DPU SF R*4 OOOFEC Rt:F:E SF R*4 OOOFFO 
RHFFU SF w4 OOOFF8 R:IVF;I SF R*4 OOOFFC REDS'J SF Rx4 001000 
SCZSEX SF Rn4 001038 UlIRE F C R;:4 000074 U?IRE SF R*4 OtlCCC 
XSTAR F C R*4 000034--FRXr;: .-XF-.R*4- OOOOOO-ALPDAR F-.C-R*4-.OS0370- 
1OCC::t F XF -. --R&- COCJCO II:.V,=E SF R+-4 001018 IIAVPI SF R*4 00101c 
IITVFI SF R*4 001024 1i:SSPE SF R*4 001028 ItiSSPI SF R.64 00102c 
IRTVFE SF RW4 CO1034 HSliOCK F C R*4 occo20 r:XSTAR SFA R*4 001058 
WERSIOH 1.3.0 (01 IIAY CO) USST SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED (EH!IA!:CEDl DATE 80.353/15.02.49 
VlCR SF R*4 OOOF60 VICI SF R*4 OOOF64 VlCR SF RX4 03CF68 V3AI 
V3AR SF Rs4 000F70 KG1 SF RX4 OOCFi4 V3CR SF Rr4 003F78 V3CI 
-,VjCR SF-.-R*4_OCCF8O.~.R3SI SF --R*4 -OOOF84- t:O+? SF- Rw4.m OCOFS3pALRCII 
ASTA? F C SW4 000010 AL-31 SF " R*4 OOCFBC A\'GD2 SF ti*4 OCOFFO AL'CD3 
A:'GVl SI: Rx4 ODOF53 A\';':: SF R'i4 OCOFSC AVt"3 ci > - fi:‘4 000'i0 EETAl 
6ETA.Z FA C R*4 CC0054 COT:.!I F XF RrrS 003000 DILTA F C a*4 ti3C68 F;:3A 
G.:t'!:4 SFA -m...-R+.-. 0CCF"S .-I:!'PI si._p R*4-. OOOC'Cp It:*>?T SF-- R'i4 _ 000iCO.~X7rE 
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